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Summary Information
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Biographical Note
William Dodd Hathaway, a Representative and a Senator from Maine, was born in Cambridge,
Massachusetts in 1924. He attended Boston public schools, then served in the United States Army Air
Corps from 1942 to 1946. He was shot down over Romania and held a prisoner of war for two months.
Upon returning to civilian life, Hathaway graduated from Harvard University in 1949, and Harvard Law
School in 1953. He was admitted to the bar in 1953 and began the practice of law in Lewiston, Maine.
After holding various state-wide positions, Hathaway was elected as a Democrat to the 89th Congress
and reelected to the three succeeding Congresses (January 3, 1965-January 3, 1973). He was elected in
1972 to the United States Senate, and served from January 3, 1973, to January 3, 1979.
Following an unsuccessful reelection campaign in 1978, he resumed the practice of law in Washington,
D.C., until 1990, when appointed to the Federal Maritime Commission by President George H.W. Bush
and served until 1996. He retired in 1996 and was a resident of McLean, Virginia, until his death on June
24, 2013 (edited from U.S. Senate Historical Office).
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Controlled Access Headings
• Politicians
• Legislators -- United States
• Election districts -- Maine -- 2nd District
• Correspondence
• Speeches
• Reports
• Bills (Legislative)
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• Memorandums
• Notes
• Articles
• Clippings
• Hathaway, William Dodd, 1924-2013
• United States -- Congress -- 89th-95th : 1965-1978
Summary
The official records of William D. Hathaway during his tour in office as U.S. Representative and U.S.
Senator from Maine during the period 1965 to 1979.
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Collection Inventory
Abortion
Title/Description Instances
box 1036Abortion
folder 2
Abortion box 1144
Abortion. General box 1144
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Aging
Title/Description Instances
Special Committee on Aging box 1148
box 1036Aging
folder 10
box 1036Aging - Older Americans
folder 11
Aging - Special Committee on Aging box 1036
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folder 12
Aging Subcommittee. Second Session - yellow copies box 1144
Aging Subcommittee. Yellow copies box 1144
Aging box 1144
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Agriculture
Title/Description Instances
Spring garden planting box 1148
Spuds for studs box 1106
Spuds in the news box 1106
box 1036Agriculture - Appropriations
folder 16
box 1037Agriculture - General
folder 6
box 1036Agriculture (folder 1 of 2)
folder 17
box 1036Agriculture (folder 2 of 2)
folder 18
box 1036Agriculture and Forestry - Correspondence, 11/75-4/76
folder 14
box 1036Agriculture and Forestry - Correspondence, 4/76-6/76
folder 15
box 1037Agriculture and Forestry - Correspondence, 6/76-12/76
folder 1
box 1036Agriculture and Forestry - CSRPU
folder 13
box 1037Agriculture and Forestry - Food Sales Abroad
folder 2
box 1037Agriculture and Forestry - Food Stamps
folder 3
Agriculture and Forestry - Spruce Budworms box 1037
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folder 4
box 1037Agriculture and Forestry - Yellow Copies
folder 5
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Air and space
Title/Description Instances
box 1036Aeronautical and Space Sciences - Yellow Copies
folder 6
box 1036Aeronautical and Space Sciences - Yellow Papers, Second Session
folder 7
box 1036Air and Space - Current Projects
folder 8
box 1036Air and Space - General
folder 9
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Air pollution
Title/Description Instances
box 1037Air Pollution
folder 7
box 1042Clean Air - Correspondence and Amendments
folder 14
box 1042Clean Air Act Amendments (folder 1 of 2)
folder 8
box 1042Clean Air Act Amendments (folder 2 of 2)
folder 9
box 1042Clean Air Act Background (folder 1 of 4)
folder 10
box 1042Clean Air Act Background (folder 2 of 4)
folder 11
Clean Air Act Background (folder 3 of 4) box 1042
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folder 12
box 1042Clean Air Act Background (folder 4 of 4)
folder 13
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Alcoholism and Narcotics
Title/Description Instances
box 1037Alcoholism and Narcotics - General
folder 10
box 1037Alcoholism and Narcotics - Miscellaneous (folder 1 of 2)
folder 8
box 1037Alcoholism and Narcotics - Miscellaneous (folder 2 of 2)
folder 9
box 1037Alcoholism and Narcotics Subcommittee - Second Session Yellow
Papers
folder 12
box 1037Alcoholism and Narcotics Subcommittee - Yellow Papers
folder 11
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Amendments
Title/Description Instances
Amendment book material box 1144
Amendment no. 1006, unprinted box 1144
Amendment no. 1225 box 1144
Amendments box 1144
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Amnesty
Title/Description Instances
box 1037Amnesty
folder 15
Amnesty box 1144
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Appropriations Committee
Title/Description Instances
box 1037Appropriations Amendment
folder 17
box 1037Appropriations Committee - Bills (folder 1 of 3)
folder 18
box 1037Appropriations Committee - Bills (folder 2 of 3)
folder 19
box 1037Appropriations Committee - Bills (folder 3 of 3)
folder 20
box 1038Appropriations Committee - Correspondence, 1/76-6/76
folder 2
box 1038Appropriations Committee - Correspondence, 7/76-10/76
folder 3
box 1038Appropriations Committee - CSRPU
folder 1
box 1038Appropriations Committee - Defense
folder 4
box 1038Appropriations Committee - Defense-Fiber Materials
folder 5
box 1038Appropriations Committee - General
folder 6
box 1038Appropriations Committee - Hathaway Amendment (folder 1 of 3)
folder 8
box 1038Appropriations Committee - Hathaway Amendment (folder 2 of 3)
folder 9
box 1038Appropriations Committee - Hathaway Amendment (folder 3 of 3)
folder 10
box 1038Appropriations Committee - HEW
folder 7
Appropriations Committee - Interior Subcommittee box 1038
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folder 11
box 1038Appropriations Committee - Labor HEW
folder 12
box 1038Appropriations Committee - Letters (folder 1 of 4)
folder 13
box 1038Appropriations Committee - Letters (folder 2 of 4)
folder 14
box 1038Appropriations Committee - Letters (folder 3 of 4)
folder 15
box 1038Appropriations Committee - Letters (folder 4 of 4)
folder 16
box 1038Appropriations Committee - Wildlife Habitat Research Project
folder 17
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Banking Committee
Title/Description Instances
box 1039Banking Committee, 1973
folder 2
box 1039Banking Committee - Executive Session, 4/17/1973
folder 3
box 1039Banking Committee - Executive Session, 5/16/1973
folder 4
box 1039Banking, Housing, Housing, and Urban Affairs - Closing Costs
folder 5
box 1039Banking, Housing, Housing, and Urban Affairs - Correspondence
(folder 1 of 4), 2/75-12/76
folder 6
box 1039Banking, Housing, Housing, and Urban Affairs - Correspondence
(folder 2 of 4), 2/75-12/76
folder 7
box 1039Banking, Housing, Housing, and Urban Affairs - Correspondence
(folder 3 of 4), 2/75-12/76
folder 8
Banking, Housing, Housing, and Urban Affairs - Correspondence
(folder 4 of 4), 2/75-12/76
box 1039
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folder 9
box 1039Banking, Housing, Housing, and Urban Affairs - Financial
Institutions
folder 12
box 1039Banking, Housing, Housing, and Urban Affairs - General (folder 1
of 2)
folder 10
box 1039Banking, Housing, Housing, and Urban Affairs - General (folder 2
of 2)
folder 11
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Budget Committee
Title/Description Instances
box 1040Budget
folder 8
box 1040Budget Battle
folder 9
box 1040Budget Committee
folder 11
box 1040Budget Committee CPSU
folder 10
Budget cuts box 1144
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Career education
Title/Description Instances
box 1041Career Data Book, American Institute for Research, 1973
folder 2
box 1041Career Education (folder 1 of 2)
folder 3
box 1041Career Education (folder 2 of 2)
folder 4
Career Education Survey (folder 1 of 3) box 1041
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folder 5
box 1041Career Education Survey (folder 2 of 3)
folder 6
box 1041Career Education Survey (folder 3 of 3)
folder 7
box 1041Career Education Survey Letters Tabulated and Answered
folder 8
box 1041Career Education. Testimony for Members of the House
Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational
Education, 20-May-75 folder 9
box 1041CETA - Unemployment Insurance
folder 1
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Children and youth
Title/Description Instances
box 1042Child Nutrition Act, 1966
folder 3
box 1042Children and Youth - General
folder 15
box 1042Children and Youth CSPU
folder 4
box 1042Children and Youth Subcommittee - Yellow Papers
folder 5
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Commerce Committee
Title/Description Instances
box 1043Commerce Committee
folder 1
box 1043Commerce Committee - Amtrak - General
folder 2
Commerce Committee - Animals box 1043
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folder 3
box 1043Commerce Committee - Civil Aeronautics Board
folder 4
box 1043Commerce Committee - Communications
folder 5
box 1043Commerce Committee - Consumer Protection
folder 6
box 1043Commerce Committee - Correspondence, Jan.-March 1976
folder 7
box 1043Commerce Committee - Correspondence, April-June 15, 1976
folder 8
box 1043Commerce Committee - Correspondence, June 17-Dec. 1976
folder 9
box 1043Commerce Committee - Federal Communications Commission
folder 10
box 1043Commerce Committee - Foreign Commerce and Tourism -
General
folder 11
box 1043Commerce Committee - Freight Rate Discrimination
folder 12
box 1043Commerce Committee - General
folder 13
box 1043Commerce Committee - Hobby Protection Act
folder 14
box 1043Commerce Committee - No Fault Insurance
folder 18
box 1043Commerce Committee - Northeast Railroads (folder 1 of 3)
folder 15
box 1043Commerce Committee - Northeast Railroads (folder 2 of 3)
folder 16
box 1043Commerce Committee - Northeast Railroads (folder 3 of 3)
folder 17
Commerce Committee - Science, Technology, Commerce box 1043
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folder 20
box 1043Commerce Committee - SST Concorde
folder 19
box 1043Commerce Committee - Surface Transportation
folder 21
^ Return to Table of Contents
Community Development
Title/Description Instances
box 1044Community Development (folder 1 of 3)
folder 3
box 1044Community Development (folder 2 of 3)
folder 4
box 1044Community Development (folder 3 of 3)
folder 5
^ Return to Table of Contents
Consumer Credit
Title/Description Instances
box 1044Consumer Credit - General
folder 8
box 1044Consumer Credit (folder 1 of 2)
folder 6
box 1044Consumer Credit (folder 2 of 2)
folder 7
box 1044Consumers (folder 1 of 2)
folder 9
box 1044Consumers (folder 2 of 2)
folder 10
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Copyrights
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Title/Description Instances
box 1045Copyrights (folder 1 of 2)
folder 1
box 1045Copyrights (folder 2 of 2)
folder 2
^ Return to Table of Contents
Correspondence
Title/Description Instances
box 1045Correspondence, 1977
folder 6
box 1045Correspondence, 1975
folder 9
box 1045Correspondence, 1965
folder 11
box 1045Correspondence - Bristol Laboratories Memo
folder 13
box 1045Correspondence (folder 1 of 2), 1976
folder 7
box 1045Correspondence (folder 1 of 3), 1978
folder 3
box 1045Correspondence (folder 2 of 2), 1976
folder 8
box 1045Correspondence (folder 2 of 3), 1978
folder 4
box 1045Correspondence (folder 3 of 3), 1978
folder 5
box 1045Correspondence Miscellaneous
folder 12
box 1045Correspondence, 1974-1975
folder 10
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Culver Steering Committee
Title/Description Instances
box 1046Culver Steering Committee
folder 8
box 1046Culver Steering Committee - Photograph in New York City
folder 9
^ Return to Table of Contents
Current projects
Title/Description Instances
box 1046Current Projects - Deepwater Ports (folder 3 of 7)
folder 12
box 1046Current Projects - Fishing (folder 4 of 7)
folder 13
box 1046Current Projects - S.1739 F.A.A. (folder 5 of 7)
folder 14
box 1046Current Projects (folder 1 of 7)
folder 10
box 1046Current Projects (folder 2 of 7)
folder 11
box 1046Current Projects (folder 6 of 7)
folder 15
box 1046Current Projects (folder 7 of 7)
folder 16
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Department of Defense
Armed services
Title/Description Instances
Armed Services box 1038
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folder 18
box 1038Armed Services - CSPU
folder 19
box 1038Armed Services - General
folder 20
box 1038Armed Services - Loring Air Force Base
folder 21
box 1038Armed Services - Maremont Corporation
folder 22
box 1046Defense Bill
folder 20
Defense box 1144
box 1046Delegation Matters, 1976-77
folder 21
box 1046Department of Defense, 1976
folder 25
box 1046Department of Defense - Appropriations
folder 22
box 1046Department of Defense - Marine Corps Cases A-Z
folder 23
box 1046Department of Defense - Navy
folder 24
box 1047Department of Defense, Navy - Portsmouth Shipyard
folder 5
box 1047Department of Defense, Navy Cases A-D
folder 1
box 1047Department of Defense, Navy Cases E-M
folder 2
box 1047Department of Defense, Navy Cases N-S
folder 3
box 1047Department of Defense, Navy Cases T-Z
folder 4
Department of Defense, Recession box 1047
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folder 6
box 1047Diego Garcia - Military Development on this Indian Ocean Island
folder 11
Military Construction Bill. Steam plant at Portsmouth, New
Hampshire
box 1090
Military construction, S.1247 box 1090
Military procurement, S.920, 1975 box 1090
Military box 1090
Popham Beach. Army Corps, erosion box 1095
POW's box 1147
box 1062ROTC Funding FY 1978, 1978
folder 3
^ Return to Table of Contents
Dickey - Lincoln
Title/Description Instances
box 1047Dickey - Lincoln (folder 1 of 2)
folder 9
box 1047Dickey - Lincoln (folder 2 of 2)
folder 10
^ Return to Table of Contents
Disaster assistance
Title/Description Instances
box 1047Disaster Assistance
folder 12
box 1047Disaster Bill Mark-Up, Senator Hathaway
folder 13
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Economy
Title/Description Instances
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box 1048Economic Development
folder 1
box 1048Economic Stabilization
folder 2
box 1048Economic Stabilization Act, 1974
folder 3
box 1048Economic Stabilization Act, Cost of Living Council, 1974
folder 6
Economy and employment box 1144
box 1048Pending Legislation (folder 1 of 2)
folder 4
box 1048Pending Legislation (folder 2 of 2)
folder 5
^ Return to Table of Contents
Education
Bilingual Education Act
Title/Description Instances
box 1040Bilingual Education Act (folder 1 of 2)
folder 3
box 1040Bilingual Education Act (folder 2 of 2)
folder 4
School desegregation guidelines. Office of Education box 1147
box 1056Education
folder 1
box 1056Education - Appropriations
folder 2
box 1056Education - Audio Visual Aids
folder 3
box 1056Education - Basic Educational Opportunity Grant Program
folder 4
Education - CSPU box 1056
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folder 5
box 1056Education - Department of Education
folder 6
box 1056Education - Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1967
(folder 1 of 2)
folder 7
box 1056Education - Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1967
(folder 2 of 2)
folder 8
box 1056Education - Elementary and Secondary Education Act, Extension,
1974
folder 9
box 1056Education - General
folder 10
box 1057Education - General
folder 1
box 1057Education - Impact Aid
folder 2
box 1057Education - Libraries
folder 3
box 1057Education - Maine
folder 4
box 1057Education - Newsletter
folder 6
box 1057Education - Post-Secondary Education
folder 7
box 1057Education - Professions Development Act
folder 8
box 1057Education - School Violence
folder 9
box 1057Education - Second Session Yellow Copies
folder 10
box 1054Education and Labor Committee
folder 5
Education and Labor Committee box 1054
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folder 7
box 1055Education and Labor Committee - Bills (folder 1 of 3)
folder 1
box 1055Education and Labor Committee - Bills (folder 2 of 3)
folder 2
box 1055Education and Labor Committee - Bills (folder 3 of 3)
folder 3
box 1049Education and Labor Committee - Conscience Clause, Taft-
Hartley Act, Right to Work (folder 1 of 3), 1965
folder 8
box 1049Education and Labor Committee - Conscience Clause, Taft-
Hartley Act, Right to Work (folder 2 of 3), 1965
folder 9
box 1049Education and Labor Committee - Conscience Clause, Taft-
Hartley Act, Right to Work (folder 3 of 3), 1965
folder 10
box 1049Education and Labor Committee - De Fact Segregation in the
Chicago Public Schools, 1965
folder 11
box 1055Education and Labor Committee - Developmental Disabilities
(folder 1 of 2)
folder 4
box 1055Education and Labor Committee - Developmental Disabilities
(folder 2 of 2)
folder 5
box 1049Education and Labor Committee - Education Legislation
folder 1
box 1055Education and Labor Committee - Education of the Handicapped
(folder 1 of 2)
folder 6
box 1055Education and Labor Committee - Education of the Handicapped
(folder 2 of 2)
folder 7
box 1049Education and Labor Committee - General
folder 4
box 1055Education and Labor Committee - General
folder 8
box 1053Education and Labor Committee - General Subcommittee on
Labor (folder 1 of 4), 1968-70
folder 4
Education and Labor Committee - General Subcommittee on
Labor (folder 2 of 4), 1968-70
box 1053
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folder 5
box 1053Education and Labor Committee - General Subcommittee on
Labor (folder 3 of 4), 1968-70
folder 6
box 1053Education and Labor Committee - General Subcommittee on
Labor (folder 4 of 4), 1968-70
folder 7
box 1049Education and Labor Committee - H.R. 10634 Older American
Workers, 1965
folder 13
box 1049Education and Labor Committee - H.R. 2362, Elementary and
Secondary Education Act of 1965, 1965
folder 7
box 1053Education and Labor Committee - Higher Education Act - College
Presidents
folder 9
box 1049Education and Labor Committee - Higher Education Act of 1965
(folder 1 of 2), 1965
folder 5
box 1049Education and Labor Committee - Higher Education Act of 1965
(folder 2 of 2), 1965
folder 6
box 1049Education and Labor Committee - Labor Legislation, 1965
folder 12
box 1053Education and Labor Committee - Reading
folder 14
box 1053Education and Labor Committee - Subcommittee, Poverty War
Program
folder 13
box 1053Education and Labor Committee - Subcommittee, War on Poverty
folder 12
box 1050Education and Labor Committee 1966 - Excerpts From Hearings
Before Special Subcommittee, 11-Mar-66
folder 2
box 1050Education and Labor Committee- Education Bills, 1966
folder 1
box 1050Education and Labor Committee- Elementary and Secondary
Education Act (folder 1 of 2), 1966
folder 3
box 1050Education and Labor Committee- Elementary and Secondary
Education Act (folder 2 of 2), 1966
folder 4
Education and Labor Committee Fair Labor Standards - Maine box 1049
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folder 2
box 1049Education and Labor Committee Fair Labor Standards - Out of
State
folder 3
box 1050Education and Labor Committee- General (folder 1 of 2), 1966
folder 5
box 1051Education and Labor Committee- General (folder 1 of 2), 1966-67
folder 7
box 1053Education and Labor Committee- General (folder 1 of 3), 1968
folder 1
box 1050Education and Labor Committee- General (folder 2 of 2), 1966
folder 6
box 1051Education and Labor Committee- General (folder 2 of 2), 1966-67
folder 8
box 1053Education and Labor Committee- General (folder 2 of 3), 1968
folder 2
box 1053Education and Labor Committee- General (folder 3 of 3), 1968
folder 3
box 1053Education and Labor Committee- Higher Education Amendments
of 1967, 1967
folder 10
box 1050Education and Labor Committee- Intermediate Education Act
(folder 1 of 2), 1966
folder 7
box 1050Education and Labor Committee- Intermediate Education Act
(folder 2 of 2), 1966
folder 8
box 1050Education and Labor Committee- Labor Bills, 1966
folder 9
box 1050Education and Labor Committee- Labor, General, 1966
folder 10
box 1050Education and Labor Committee- Manpower Development and
Training Act (folder 1 of 2), 1966
folder 11
box 1050Education and Labor Committee- Manpower Development and
Training Act (folder 2 of 2), 1966
folder 12
Education and Labor Committee- Network for Knowledge,
Portland Public Schools, Portland, ME, 1965
box 1049
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folder 14
box 1050Education and Labor Committee- Poverty (folder 1 of 2), 1966
folder 13
box 1050Education and Labor Committee- Poverty (folder 2 of 2), 1966
folder 14
box 1053Education and Labor Committee- Poverty Task Force,
International Education, Office of Education Study
folder 11
box 1052Education and Labor Committee- Select Subcommittee on
Education, 1967
folder 2
box 1053Education and Labor Committee- Select Subcommittee on
Education (folder 1 of 2), 1970
folder 15
box 1053Education and Labor Committee- Select Subcommittee on
Education (folder 2 of 2), 1970
folder 16
box 1050Education and Labor Committee- Select Subcommittee on Labor,
1966
folder 15
box 1051Education and Labor Committee- Select Subcommittee on Labor,
1966-67
folder 5
box 1053Education and Labor Committee- Select Subcommittee on Labor,
1968
folder 17
box 1052Education and Labor Committee- Select Subcommittee on Labor
(folder 1 of 2), 1967
folder 3
box 1052Education and Labor Committee- Select Subcommittee on Labor
(folder 2 of 2), 1967
folder 4
box 1051Education and Labor Committee- Situs Picketing, H.R. 10027,
1966-67
folder 1
box 1052Education and Labor Committee- Special Labor Subcommittee,
1967
folder 1
box 1051Education and Labor Committee- Special Subcommittee on
Education, 1966-67
folder 2
box 1052Education and Labor Committee- Special Subcommittee on
Education (folder 1 of 2), 1967-70
folder 5
Education and Labor Committee- Special Subcommittee on
Education (folder 2 of 2), 1967-70
box 1052
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folder 6
box 1052Education and Labor Committee- Special Subcommittee on Labor,
1967
folder 7
box 1049Education and Labor Committee- Statement by George H. Esser,
Jr., the North Carolina Fund, 1965
folder 15
box 1051Education and Labor Committee- Subcommittee on Education,
1966-67
folder 6
box 1051Education and Labor Committee- Subcommittee on Education -
General, 1966-67
folder 9
box 1053Education and Labor Committee- Subcommittee on Handicapped
Children, 1967
folder 8
box 1051Education and Labor Committee- Vocational Education, 1966-67
folder 3
box 1051Education and Labor Committee- Vocational Rehabilitation,
1966-67
folder 4
box 1048Education and Labor Committee, General (folder 1 of 4)
folder 7
box 1048Education and Labor Committee, General (folder 2 of 4)
folder 8
box 1048Education and Labor Committee, General (folder 3 of 4)
folder 9
box 1048Education and Labor Committee, General (folder 4 of 4)
folder 10
box 1054Education and Labor Subcommittee
folder 1
box 1054Education and Labor Subcommittee
folder 2
box 1054Education and Labor Subcommittee
folder 3
box 1054Education and Labor Subcommittee
folder 4
Education and Labor Subcommittee box 1054
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folder 6
box 1054Education and Labor Subcommittee
folder 8
box 1054Education and Labor Subcommittee
folder 9
box 1054Education and Labor Subcommittee
folder 10
Education. Includes special revenue sharing for education box 1145
box 1057Educational Institutions
folder 5
Elementary and secondary education. General education
subcommittee
box 1145
box 1069Funds for Education
folder 3
box 1069General Education Subcommittee
folder 5
General Education. Subcommittee box 1145
box 1070Guaranteed Student Loans
folder 7
box 1074Higher Education - Financing, 1974
folder 18
box 1074Higher Education Amendments - Special Subcommittee (folder 1
of 2)
folder 16
box 1074Higher Education Amendments - Special Subcommittee (folder 2
of 2)
folder 17
box 1074Higher Education Amendments of 1968 - Conference Committee
Print no. 1 (folder 1 of 4), 1968
folder 12
box 1074Higher Education Amendments of 1968 - Conference Committee
Print no. 1 (folder 2 of 4), 1968
folder 13
box 1074Higher Education Amendments of 1968 - Conference Committee
Print no. 1 (folder 3 of 4), 1968
folder 14
box 1074Higher Education Amendments of 1968 - Conference Committee
Print no. 1 (folder 4 of 4), 1968
folder 15
Higher education box 1146
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National Education Finance Project box 1091
Non-professional teachers. Education box 1146
School finance box 1102
School lunch box 1102
Schools and busing box 1102
Select Education Subcommittee box 1147
Special Education Subcommittee box 1106
Special Education Subcommittee box 1148
Teacher competency. Research box 1107
Teachers Corps box 1107
Vocational education. General education subcommittee box 1109
Vocational rehabilitation box 1109
Vocational rehabilitation. S. 1875 box 1109
^ Return to Table of Contents
Employment, Poverty, and Migratory Labor
Title/Description Instances
box 1057Employment
folder 11
box 1057Employment, Poverty, and Migratory Labor - General (folder 1 of
2)
folder 12
box 1057Employment, Poverty, and Migratory Labor - General (folder 2 of
2)
folder 13
box 1057Employment, Poverty, and Migratory Labor - Second Session
Yellow Copies
folder 15
box 1057Employment, Poverty, and Migratory Labor - Yellow Copies
folder 14
Fair Labor Standards Act box 1145
Federal employees compensation. Miscellaneous box 1145
Federal employees compensation. Mister Hathaway box 1145
^ Return to Table of Contents
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Energy
Title/Description Instances
Nuclear. Seabrook box 1092
box 1039Atomic Energy - Joint Committee
folder 1
Doyle, J. Energy taxes box 1144
box 1058Energy
folder 1
box 1061Energy - "Ginger Group"
folder 13
box 1058Energy - Breeder Reactor (folder 1 of 3), 1976
folder 2
box 1058Energy - Breeder Reactor (folder 2 of 3), 1976
folder 3
box 1058Energy - Breeder Reactor (folder 3 of 3), 1976
folder 4
box 1059Energy - General
folder 11
box 1060Energy - Nuclear
folder 1
box 1060Energy - Nuclear - General Information
folder 2
box 1060Energy - Nuclear - Insurance - General
folder 3
box 1060Energy - Nuclear - Insurance - Gravel Amendments
folder 5
box 1060Energy - Nuclear - Insurance - Hathaway Amendment
folder 7
box 1060Energy - Nuclear - Insurance - P.A
folder 8
box 1060Energy - Nuclear - Insurance - Price-Anderson Act - Memos
folder 6
Energy - Nuclear - Insurance - Text of Amendments box 1060
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folder 4
box 1060Energy - Nuclear - International Proliferation
folder 9
box 1060Energy - Nuclear - Maine Issues
folder 10
box 1060Energy - Nuclear - New Yorker - Barry Commoner
folder 11
box 1060Energy - Nuclear - Power Park Centers
folder 12
box 1060Energy - Nuclear - Safety
folder 14
box 1060Energy - Nuclear - State Referendums
folder 13
box 1060Energy - Nuclear - Uranium Enrichment
folder 15
box 1060Energy - Nuclear - Waste Disposal
folder 16
box 1060Energy - Nuclear - Waste Disposal Studies - Maine
folder 17
box 1060Energy - One Senate Committee
folder 18
box 1061Energy - Research and Development
folder 6
box 1061Energy - Winterization Programs
folder 12
Energy clippings box 1145
box 1058Energy Conservation - Daylight Savings
folder 5
box 1058Energy Conservation - Gas Rationing
folder 6
box 1058Energy Crisis - General (folder 1 of 2)
folder 8
Energy Crisis - General (folder 2 of 2) box 1058
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folder 9
box 1058Energy Crisis Newsclippings
folder 7
box 1058Energy Department - Executive
folder 10
box 1058Energy Development - Alaskan Oil
folder 11
box 1058Energy Development - Coal
folder 12
box 1058Energy Development - Coal - Slurry Pipelines
folder 15
box 1058Energy Development - Coal Conversion (s. 1777)
folder 14
box 1058Energy Development - Elk Hills Natural Petroleum Reserve
folder 18
box 1059Energy Development - Emergency Energy (folder 1 of 3)
folder 4
box 1059Energy Development - Emergency Energy (folder 2 of 3)
folder 5
box 1059Energy Development - Emergency Energy (folder 3 of 3)
folder 6
box 1059Energy Development - Emergency Energy Assistance (folder 1 of
2)
folder 7
box 1059Energy Development - Emergency Energy Assistance (folder 1 of
2)
folder 8
box 1058Energy Development - Energy Alternatives - General
folder 13
box 1059Energy Development - Federal Energy Administration Extension
folder 10
box 1058Energy Development - Geothermal
folder 19
Energy Development - Methanol box 1058
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folder 20
box 1058Energy Development - Solar (folder 1 of 2)
folder 21
box 1058Energy Development - Solar (folder 2 of 2)
folder 22
box 1058Energy Development - Solar Energy - ERDA Planning
folder 23
box 1058Energy Development - Solar Energy Hearings
folder 24
box 1058Energy Development - Solar, Frank Shooster
folder 25
box 1058Energy Development - Strip Mining (folder 1 of 2)
folder 16
box 1058Energy Development - Strip Mining (folder 2 of 2)
folder 17
box 1058Energy Development - Synthetic Fuels
folder 26
box 1058Energy Development - Tidal Power and OTA Technical
Assessment
folder 27
box 1059Energy Development - Wind (folder 1 of 2)
folder 1
box 1059Energy Development - Wind (folder 2 of 2)
folder 2
box 1059Energy Development - Wood
folder 3
box 1059Energy Industry Structure - Divestiture (folder 1 of 2)
folder 12
box 1059Energy Industry Structure - Divestiture (folder 2 of 2)
folder 13
box 1059Energy Industry Structure - ERDA Free Enterprise Act, 1975
folder 15
Energy Industry Structure - Federal Purchasing Agency box 1059
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folder 14
box 1059Energy Industry Structure - General
folder 16
box 1059Energy Information
folder 17
box 1059Energy Issues
folder 18
box 1059Energy Issues - Entitlements Program
folder 19
box 1059Energy Issues - Federal Energy Administration Reports
folder 20
box 1059Energy Issues - Maine
folder 21
box 1059Energy Legislation Memos
folder 22
box 1061Energy Policy - Conservation Act
folder 1
box 1061Energy Policy - Department of Treasury Bulletins
folder 2
box 1061Energy Policy - Energy Information
folder 3
box 1061Energy Policy - Mandatory Allocation
folder 4
box 1061Energy Problems - New England and Maine
folder 5
box 1061Energy Statistics
folder 11
Energy box 1145
box 1061ERDA - Amendments to the ERDA Authorization Bill (s.3105)
folder 8
box 1061ERDA - CSPU
folder 10
ERDA - Energy Research and Development Administration box 1061
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folder 7
box 1061ERDA - FY 1977 Budget, 1977
folder 9
box 1069Fuel Information (folder 1 of 2)
folder 1
box 1069Fuel Information (folder 2 of 2)
folder 2
box 1059Personal Energy Plan
folder 9
^ Return to Table of Contents
Environment
Title/Description Instances
box 1062Environment - Water Pollution Corps
folder 4
box 1062Environment (folder 1 of 2)
folder 1
box 1062Environment (folder 2 of 2)
folder 2
Environment box 1145
^ Return to Table of Contents
Equal Employment Opportunities
Title/Description Instances
box 1062Equal Employment Opportunities (folder 1 of 2)
folder 5
box 1062Equal Employment Opportunities (folder 2 of 2)
folder 6
^ Return to Table of Contents
Export controls
Title/Description Instances
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box 1063Export Controls - Export-Import Bank LS file (folder 1 of 2)
folder 3
box 1063Export Controls - Export-Import Bank LS file (folder 2 of 2)
folder 4
box 1062Export Controls (folder 1 of 2)
folder 11
box 1062Export Controls (folder 2 of 2)
folder 12
box 1063Export Controls Extension, 1974
folder 2
box 1063Export Controls Extension - Banks
folder 1
box 1063Export-Import Bank - WDH Amendment file
folder 5
box 1063Export-Import Bank (folder 1 of 3)
folder 6
box 1063Export-Import Bank (folder 2 of 3)
folder 7
box 1063Export-Import Bank (folder 3 of 3)
folder 8
^ Return to Table of Contents
Finance
Title/Description Instances
box 1064Finance - Charitable Deductions
folder 1
box 1064Finance - Correspondence, Jan.-May 1976
folder 2
box 1064Finance - Correspondence, June-Dec. 1976
folder 3
box 1064Finance - Energy
folder 4
Finance - Financial Markets box 1064
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folder 5
box 1064Finance - Foundations
folder 6
box 1064Finance - General
folder 7
box 1064Finance - Health
folder 8
box 1064Finance - International Trade
folder 9
box 1064Finance - IRS Administration
folder 10
box 1064Finance - Miscellaneous (folder 1 of 2)
folder 11
box 1064Finance - Miscellaneous (folder 2 of 2)
folder 12
box 1064Finance - Private Pension Plans
folder 13
box 1064Finance - Revenue Sharing
folder 14
box 1064Finance - Social Security, Jan.-May 1976
folder 15
box 1064Finance - Social Security, June-Dec. 1976
folder 16
box 1064Finance - Supplemental Income
folder 17
box 1065Finance - Taxes, Jan-76
folder 1
box 1065Finance - Taxes, Feb.-March 1976
folder 2
box 1065Finance - Taxes, April-May 1976
folder 3
Finance - Taxes, June-July 1976 box 1065
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folder 4
box 1065Finance - Taxes, Aug.-Dec. 1976
folder 5
box 1065Finance - Taxes - HR 10612, March-May 12, 1976
folder 6
box 1065Finance - Taxes - HR 10612, May 13-June 9, 1976
folder 7
box 1065Finance - Taxes - HR 10612, July 1-July 20, 1976
folder 8
box 1065Finance - Taxes - HR 10612, July 20-Aug. 10, 1976
folder 9
box 1065Finance - Taxes - HR 10612, Aug. 11-Aug 30, 1976
folder 10
box 1065Finance - Taxes - HR 10612, Sept. 1-Sept. 14, 1976
folder 11
box 1065Finance - Taxes - HR 10612, Sept. 16-Dec. 1976
folder 12
box 1065Finance - Unemployment Compensation
folder 13
box 1065Finance - Voucher System (folder 1 of 3)
folder 14
box 1065Finance - Voucher System (folder 2 of 3)
folder 15
box 1065Finance - Voucher System (folder 3 of 3)
folder 16
box 1066Financial Institutions
folder 1
box 1066Financial Institutions - Credit Unions
folder 2
box 1066Financial Institutions - Mutual Savings Banks
folder 3
Financial Institutions - State Taxation of Banks box 1066
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folder 4
^ Return to Table of Contents
Fisheries
Title/Description Instances
box 1066Fish and Wildlife Bills
folder 6
box 1066Fisheries
folder 7
box 1067Fisheries - 200 mile Limit (folder 1 of 2)
folder 18
box 1067Fisheries - 200 mile Limit (folder 2 of 2)
folder 19
box 1067Fisheries - Bulfin Tuna Regulations
folder 2
box 1067Fisheries - Deferral Disapproval, 1975
folder 3
box 1067Fisheries - Fishermen and SBA Loans
folder 4
box 1067Fisheries - Fishing Net Tariff
folder 16
box 1067Fisheries - Fishing Vessel Claims Act
folder 5
box 1067Fisheries - Foreign Fishing Under Fishery Management
folder 6
box 1067Fisheries - Grant in Aid Program
folder 7
box 1067Fisheries - HR 11809, Straight Baselines
folder 17
box 1067Fisheries - ICNAF (herring)
folder 8
Fisheries - Insurance, Workman's Compensation (folder 1 of 2) box 1066
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folder 8
box 1066Fisheries - Insurance, Workman's Compensation (folder 2 of 2)
folder 9
box 1067Fisheries - Legislation Background
folder 9
box 1067Fisheries - Maine (folder 1 of 2)
folder 10
box 1067Fisheries - Maine (folder 2 of 2)
folder 11
box 1067Fisheries - Management Under 200 miles
folder 12
box 1067Fisheries - National Policy
folder 13
box 1067Fisheries - Northern Shrimp Regulations
folder 14
box 1067Fisheries - Red Tide
folder 15
box 1067Fisheries bill #1, a bill to provide for incentive loans to the
commercial fisheries industry
folder 1
Fisheries industry. Two folders box 1145
box 1067Fishing Hearings
folder 20
^ Return to Table of Contents
Flood insurance
Title/Description Instances
box 1068Flood Insurance
folder 1
box 1068Flood Insurance
folder 2
Flood Insurance, 1976 box 1068
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box 1068Ford - State of the Union, Energy, Administration 1975 (folder 1
of 2), 1975
folder 4
box 1068Ford - State of the Union, Energy, Administration 1975 (folder 2
of 2), 1975
folder 5
^ Return to Table of Contents
Foreign Operations
Title/Description Instances
box 1068Foreign Affairs - Vietnam (folder 1 of 2)
folder 6
box 1068Foreign Affairs - Vietnam (folder 2 of 2)
folder 7
box 1068Foreign Operations Subcommittee (folder 1 of 4)
folder 8
box 1068Foreign Operations Subcommittee (folder 2 of 4)
folder 9
box 1068Foreign Operations Subcommittee (folder 3 of 4)
folder 10
box 1068Foreign Operations Subcommittee (folder 4 of 4)
folder 11
box 1068Foreign Policy
folder 12
^ Return to Table of Contents
Governmental affairs
Title/Description Instances
box 1070Governmental Affairs - Lobbying Disclosure
Hathaway (William Dodd) Papers
folder 3
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Ford - State of the Union
Title/Description Instances
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folder 1
Government procurement box 1145
Government spending and fund cuts box 1145
box 1069Governmental Affairs
folder 7
box 1069Governmental Affairs - Consumer Protection
folder 9
box 1069Governmental Affairs - CSPU's
folder 8
box 1069Governmental Affairs - District of Columbia Retirement Reform
Act
folder 10
box 1069Governmental Affairs - Federal Grant Cooperative Agreement Act
folder 11
box 1069Governmental Affairs - Hatch Act
folder 12
box 1070Governmental Affairs - Improvement of Graduate Programs
folder 6
box 1070Governmental Affairs - Part-time, flexi-time employment
folder 2
box 1070Governmental Affairs - Pay Raise
folder 3
box 1070Governmental Affairs - Postal Service Act of 1978, 1978
folder 4
box 1070Governmental Affairs - Reorganization
folder 5
^ Return to Table of Contents
Handicapped Subcommittee
Title/Description Instances
box 1071Handicapped - Education of the Handicapped, Conference
Materials (folder 1 of 2)
folder 1
Handicapped - Education of the Handicapped, Conference
Materials (folder 2 of 2)
box 1071
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folder 2
box 1071Handicapped - S. 1413
folder 8
box 1071Handicapped - Second Session Yellow Copies
folder 3
box 1071Handicapped Subcommittee
folder 4
box 1071Handicapped Subcommittee - General, 94th Congress
folder 5
box 1071Handicapped Subcommittee - Yellow Copies
folder 6
box 1071Handicapped Workers - General
folder 7
^ Return to Table of Contents
Hathaway
Title/Description Instances
box 1071Hathaway - Aquaculture
folder 11
box 1071Hathaway - Labor Trip, 1965
folder 14
box 1071Hathaway - Legislation, 1965
folder 15
box 1071Hathaway - Maine's Future Committee, Freight Accommodations
folder 16
box 1071Hathaway - Memos Received (folder 1 of 2), 1973-74
folder 17
box 1071Hathaway - Memos Received (folder 2 of 2), 1973-74
folder 18
box 1071Hathaway - Miscellaneous (folder 1 of 2)
folder 9
Hathaway - Miscellaneous (folder 2 of 2) box 1071
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folder 10
box 1071Hathaway - Mobile, Alabama, 6-Feb-76
folder 19
box 1072Hathaway - New England regional Commission
folder 1
box 1072Hathaway - Personal (folder 1 of 3)
folder 3
box 1072Hathaway - Personal (folder 2 of 3)
folder 4
box 1072Hathaway - Personal (folder 3 of 3)
folder 5
box 1071Hathaway - Photocopy of Article in Harvard Law Review,
Employment Discrimination and Civil Rights
folder 12
box 1071Hathaway - SBA - Export Promotion
folder 13
box 1072Hathaway - Sea Grants
folder 2
Memos to W.D. Hathaway box 1087
^ Return to Table of Contents
Health, Education, and Welfare
Title/Description Instances
box 1072Health (folder 1 of 2)
folder 8
box 1072Health (folder 2 of 2)
folder 9
box 1074Health Subcommittee - Food Surveillance (folder 1 of 2)
folder 1
box 1074Health Subcommittee - Food Surveillance (folder 2 of 2)
folder 2
box 1074Health Subcommittee - Health Miscellaneous
folder 4
Health Subcommittee - HMO Conference box 1074
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folder 3
box 1074Health Subcommittee - Maine Health
folder 5
box 1074Health Subcommittee - Medical Devices Bill (folder 1 of 2)
folder 6
box 1074Health Subcommittee - Medical Devices Bill (folder 2 of 2)
folder 7
box 1074Health Subcommittee - National Health Insurance
folder 8
box 1074Health Subcommittee - Nursing, Health
folder 9
box 1074Health Subcommittee - Public Health
folder 10
box 1074Health Subcommittee - Rural Health
folder 11
box 1073Health, Education and Welfare - Food and Drug Administration
folder 1
box 1073Health, Education and Welfare - Miscellaneous (folder 1 of 2)
folder 2
box 1073Health, Education and Welfare - Miscellaneous (folder 2 of 2)
folder 3
box 1073Health, Education and Welfare - Office of Education, Jan.-July 13,
1976
folder 4
box 1073Health, Education and Welfare - Office of Education, July 15-Dec.
1976
folder 5
box 1073Health, Education and Welfare - Office of Education -
Miscellaneous
folder 6
box 1073Health, Education and Welfare - Regulations
folder 7
box 1073Health, Education and Welfare - Social Security
folder 8
Health, Education and Welfare - Social Security - SSI box 1073
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folder 15
box 1073Health, Education and Welfare - Social Security Cases A-B
folder 9
box 1073Health, Education and Welfare - Social Security Cases C-D
folder 10
box 1073Health, Education and Welfare - Social Security Cases E-H
folder 11
box 1073Health, Education and Welfare - Social Security Cases I-Q
folder 12
box 1073Health, Education and Welfare - Social Security Cases R-Z
folder 13
box 1073Health, Education and Welfare - Social Security, Medicare
folder 14
box 1072Health, Education, Welfare Correspondence, Jan.-March 1976
folder 10
box 1072Health, Education, Welfare Correspondence, April-June 1976
folder 11
box 1072Health, Education, Welfare Correspondence, July-August 1976
folder 12
box 1072Health, Education, Welfare Correspondence, Sept.-Dec. 1976
folder 13
Medicare and medicaid box 1087
Mental health. Two folders box 1088
^ Return to Table of Contents
Highways
Title/Description Instances
box 1063Federal Aid to Highways - Amendments
folder 11
box 1063Federal Energy Administration - No. 5, Napthas Gas, Oils, and
Other Products
folder 12
Federal Highway Safety box 1063
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folder 13
box 1063Federal Highway Safety - General
folder 14
Highway bill box 1074
Highway safety box 1075
Highway trust funds box 1075
^ Return to Table of Contents
Housing and Urban Development
Title/Description Instances
Housing and Community Development bill, 1974 box 1075
Housing and Community Development memos box 1075
Housing and Urban Development, Jan.-April 1976 box 1076
Housing and Urban Development, April-July 1976 box 1076
Housing and Urban Development, August-Dec. 1976 box 1076
Housing and Urban Development. Community development
programs
box 1075
Housing and Urban Development. Miscellaneous box 1076
Housing. Allocation of housing subsidy funds box 1076
Housing. Amendments to housing bill box 1075
Housing. CSPU box 1076
Housing. Financing of housing box 1075
Housing. General box 1076
Housing. Legislation box 1076
Housing. Maine box 1076
Housing. Miscellaneous box 1075
Housing. Public housing box 1076
Housing. Rural housing, 1974 box 1076
Housing. Rural housing hearings box 1076
Housing. Rural housing box 1076
Housing. Two folders box 1075
State housing authorities box 1106
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House resolutions
Title/Description Instances
House Concurrent Resolution 113. Calling for the humane
treatment and release of American Prisoners of war held by North
Vietnam and the National Liberation Front, 3-Feb-71
box 1128
House Concurrent Resolution 150. Expressing the sense of
Congress in opposition to the closing of Public Health Service
hospitals and clinics, 10-Feb-71
box 1128
House Concurrent Resolution 165. That the Congress hereby
creates an Atlantic Union delegation, 17-Feb-71
box 1128
House Concurrent Resolution 173. Expressing the sense of
Congress concerning the return from the Government of Peru of
the United States destroyer Isherwood, 19-Mar-69
box 1128
House Concurrent Resolution 176. Expressing the sense of the
Congress with respect to the pollution of waters all over the world
and the necessity for coordinated international action to prevent
such pollution, 22-Feb-71
box 1128
House Concurrent Resolution 181. To declare the sense of the
United States Congress with respect to the Federal administration
of Indian affairs, 23-Feb-71
box 1128
House Concurrent Resolution 201. Robert Francis Kennedy
tribute, 16-Apr-69
box 1128
House Concurrent Resolution 221. Requesting the President of
the United States to take affirmative action to persuade the Soviet
Union to revise its official policies concerning the rights of Soviet
Jewry, 22-Mar-71
box 1128
House Concurrent Resolution 27. Calling for a national
commitment to cure and control cancer within this decade, 22-
Jan-71
box 1128
House Concurrent Resolution 332. Funding for education
programs, 27-Apr-67
box 1128
House Concurrent Resolution 356. To create a select joint
committee to conduct an investigation and study into the reasons
for, and the course of, the United States involvement in the war in
Vietnam, 1-Jul-71
box 1128
House Concurrent Resolution 454. Urging review of the United
Nations Charter, 11-Nov-71
box 1128
House Concurrent Resolution 531. To establish a joint
congressional committee an foreign policy, 5-Mar-70
box 1129
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House Concurrent Resolution 543. Authorizing the Joint
Committee on the Library to procure a marble bust of Constantino
Brumidi, 18-Jan-66
box 1129
House concurrent Resolution 548. Expressing the sense of the
Congress regarding steps to strengthen the foreign policy of the
United States through measures relating to the domestic economy,
1-Mar-72
box 1129
House Concurrent Resolution 561. Providing for the recognition
of Bangladesh, 15-Mar-72
box 1129
House Concurrent Resolution 562. Supporting the United States
delegation to the 1972 United Nations Conference on the Human
Environment, 15-Mar-72
box 1129
House Concurrent Resolution 602. Expressing the sense of the
Congress regarding further steps of the President concerning
Cambodia, 6-May-70
box 1129
House Concurrent Resolution 641. Expressing the sense of
Congress with respect to reducing the balance-of-payments deficit
by encouraging American industry and the American public to
ship and travel on American ships, 8-Feb-68
box 1129
House Concurrent Resolution 675. To collect overdue debts, 3-
Aug-72
box 1129
House Concurrent Resolution 803. To express the sense of the
Congress with respect to an International Decade of Ocean
Exploration during the 1970's, 26-Jul-68
box 1129
House Concurrent Resolution 85, Calling upon the President to
implement the foreign economic policy of the United States by
terminating controls on foreign direct investment, 9-Sep-68
box 1128
House Concurrent Resolution 97. Nigerian-Biafran resolution,
January ?, 1969
box 1128
House Concurrent Resolution Vll. Expressing the sense of the
Congress with respect to the pollution of waters all over the world
and the necessity for coordinated international action to prevent
such pollution, 12-Aug-70
box 1129
House Joint Resolution 1. Concerning the war powers of the
Congress and the President, 22-Jan-71
box 1128
House Joint Resolution 1032. Expressing the intent of the
Congress with respect to appropriations for watershed planning for
fiscal year 1966, 5-Apr-66
box 1129
House Joint Resolution 1041. To create a select joint committee to
conduct an investigation and study into methods of significantly
simplifying Federal income tax return forms, 1-Feb-72
box 1129
House Joint Resolution 1103. Asking the President of the United
States to declare the fourth Saturday of each September "National
Hunting and Fishing Day.", 13-Mar-72
box 1129
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House Joint Resolution 1119. To establish a Joint Committee on
Environment and Technology, 9-Mar-70
box 1129
House Joint Resolution 1141. To establish a Joint Committee on
Foreign Information and Intelligence, 16-May-66
box 1129
House Joint Resolution 1146. To authorize the President to issue
annually a proclamation designating the month of May in each
year as "National Arthritis Month.", 29-Mar-72
box 1129
House Joint Resolution 1209. To prohibit any change, other
than restoration, in the location or design of the west front of the
United States Capitol, 12-Jul-66
box 1129
House Joint Resolution 1223. Directing the President to seek
international agreements establishing uniform standards for the
protection of persons utilizing aircraft and airport facilities, 8-
Jun-72
box 1129
House Joint Resolution 1227. To authorize the temporary funding
of the Emergency Credit Revolving Fund, 10-Apr-68
box 1129
House Joint Resolution 1230. To establish a Joint Committee on
Foreign Information and Intelligence, 19-Jun-72
box 1129
House Joint Resolution 1236. To declare the policy of the United
States with respect to its territorial sea, 23-Apr-68
box 1129
House Joint Resolution 1242. Authorizing the President to
designate the calendar month of September 1972 as National
Voter Registration Month.", 28-Jun-72
box 1129
House Joint Resolution 1250. Authorization of the President of the
United States to approve an interim agreement between the United
States of America and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, 30-
Jun-72
box 1129
House Joint Resolution 1271. To provide that it be the sense of
Congress that a White House Conference on Aging be called
by the President of the United States in 1971, to be planned and
conducted by the Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare, and
for related purposes, 27-Jun-68
box 1129
House Joint Resolution 1279. Request the President of the United
States to issue a proclamation calling for a "Day of Bread" and
"Harvest Festival.", 25-Jun-70
box 1129
House Joint Resolution 196. Proposing an amendment to the
Constitution of the United States extending the right to vote to
citizens eighteen years of age or older, 22-Jan-71
box 1128
House Joint Resolution 21. To authorize the President to designate
the period beginning March 21, 1971 as "National Week of
Concern for Prisoners of War/Missing in Action.", 22-Jan-71
box 1128
House Joint Resolution 254. To direct the Federal
Communications Commission to conduct a comprehensive study
and investigation of the effects of the display of violence in
television programs, and for other purposes, 15-Jan-69
box 1128
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House Joint Resolution 280. Designation of third week of April of
each year as "Earth Week.", 4-Feb-71
box 1128
House Joint Resolution 317. Proposing an amendment to the
Constitution to provide for the direct popular election of the
President and Vice President of the United States, 28-Jan-69
box 1128
House Joint Resolution 467. Proposing an amendment to the
Constitution of the United States to grant to citizens of the United
States who have attained the age of eighteen the right to vote, 19-
Feb-69
box 1128
House Joint Resolution 5. To establish a Joint Committee on the
Environment, 22-Jan-71
box 1128
House Joint Resolution 569. Proposing an amendment to the
Constitution of the United States relating to the election of the
President and Vice President, 22-Feb-71
box 1128
House Joint Resolution 664. Relating to the war power of
Congress, 25-May-71
box 1129
House Joint Resolution 675. To provide for the revision of the
Internal Revenue Code of 1954, 2-Jun-71
box 1129
House Joint Resolution 708. To provide for a permanent United
Nations peacekeeping force, 9-Jun-66
box 1129
House Joint Resolution 751. KAIULANI box 1129
House Joint Resolution 883. Providing for the display in the
Capitol Building of a portion of the moon, 3-Sep-69
box 1129
House Joint Resolution 920. To authorize and direct the Secretary
of the Interior to conduct a survey of the coastal and fresh-water
commercial and recreational fishery resources adjacent to the
United States, 6-Nov-67
box 1129
House Joint Resolution 926. To supplement the joint resolution
making continuing appropriations for the fiscal year 1970 in order
to provide for carrying out programs and projects, 7-Oct-69
box 1129
House Joint Resolution 930. To provide for the designation of
the second week of May of each year as "National School Safety
Patrol Week.", 17-Mar-66
box 1129
House Joint Resolution 983. To provide a program to improve the
opportunity of students in elementary and secondary schools to
study cultural heritages of the major ethnic groups in the nation,
13-Nov-69
box 1129
House Joint Resolution 985. To create a joint congressional
committee to review, and recommend changes in, national
priorities and resource allocation, 17-Nov-69
box 1129
House Resolution 1?046. To provide additional protection for
the rights of participants in private pension plans, to establish
minimum standards for vesting and funding of private pension
plans, 6-May-68
box 1142
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House Resolution 1000. To create a new Nation Service Agency
to fill military manpower requirements, to create a voluntary
civilian service, as an alternative to military service, and for other
purposes, 22-Jan-71
box 1129
House Resolution 10064. To amend the Consolidated Farmers
Home Administration Act of 1961 to authorize the Secretary of
Agriculture to make or insure loans to public and quasi-public
agencies and corporations not operated for profit with respect to
water supply and water systems, 20-Jul-65
box 1135
House Resolution 10106. To coordinate and consolidate the
major civilian marine and atmospheric functions of the Federal
Government through the establishment of a Department of Marine
and atmospheric Affairs, 27-Jul-65
box 1135
House Resolution 1015. Urging the President to impose export
controls on cattle hides, 12-Jun-72
box 1129
House Resolution 10190. To amend the Public Works and
Economic Development Act of 1965, as amended, to establish
an emergency Federal economic assistance program, to authorize
the President to declare areas of the Nation which meet certain
economic and employment criteria to be economic disaster areas,
29-Jul-71
box 1135
House Resolution 10210. To require States to extend
unemployment compensation coverage to certain previously
uncovered workers, 29-Sep-76
box 1135
House Resolution 10228. To establish a national power grid
system, for the purpose of assuring an adequate and reliable low-
cost electric power supply consistent with the enhancement of
environmental values, 29-Jul-71
box 1135
House Resolution 10284. Amendment, unprinted box 1135
House Resolution 10300,10283,15425. To amend the Merchant
Marine Act, 1936, to encourage shipbuilding, and for other
purposes, 21-Apr-69
box 1135
House Resolution 10343. To clarify and strengthen the cargo-
preference laws of the United States, and for other purposes, 21-
Apr-69
box 1135
House Resolution 10426. To improve the operation of the
legislative branch of the Federal Government, and for other
purposes, 22-Apr-69
box 1135
House Resolution 10444. To provide for the establishment of a
National Rural Development Center, and for other purposes, 5-
Aug-71
box 1135
House Resolution 10457. To establish a temporary Emergency
Guidance Board to facilitate economic recovery with minimum
inflation by establishing price and wage guidelines and
encouraging voluntary adherence thereto, 5-Aug-71
box 1135
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House Resolution 10491. To amend the Appalachian Regional
Development Act of 1965, to include in the Appalachian region all
of the Appalachian mountain system, 23-Apr-69
box 1135
House Resolution 1052. Urging withdrawal of Russian personnel
from the Middle East, 2-Jun-70
box 1129
House Resolution 1054. Peace in the Middle East, unprinted box 1129
House Resolution 10575. To amend the Older Americans Act of
1965 so as to extend its provisions, 25-May-67
box 1135
House Resolution 10589. To amend the Soil Conservation and
Domestic Allotment Act, as amended, June 6, I969
box 1135
House Resolution 10612. Amendment proposed by Mr. Hathaway box 1135
House Resolution 10612. Amendment to H.R. 10612, an Act to
reform the tax laws of the United States, 24-Jun-76
box 1135
House Resolution 1064. Expressing the sense of the House
regarding the combat use of United States Armed Forces as an
instrumentality of foreign policy, 4-Jun-70
box 1129
House Resolution 10666. To establish a National Commission on
Libraries and Information Science, and for other purposes, 29-
Apr-69
box 1135
House Resolution 107. To amend the Public Works Acceleration
Act to make its benefits available to certain areas of extra high
unemployment, to authorize additional funds for such Act, and for
other purposes, 22-Jan-71
box 1128
House Resolution 10703. To provide for the establishment of the
Hudson Highlands National Scenic Riverway in the State of New
York, and for other purposes, 26-Aug-65
box 1135
House Resolution 10721. To amend the Federal Employees'
Compensation Act to improve its benefits, and for other purposes,
26-Aug-65
box 1135
House Resolution 10727. Amendment, unprinted box 1135
House Resolution 10730. To amend the Older Americans Act of
1965 so as to extend its provisions, 8-Jun-67
box 1135
House Resolution 10799. To provide for the elimination, over a
ten-year period, of the mandatory oil import control program, 1-
May-69
box 1135
House Resolution 10946. To promote health and safety in the
building trades and construction industry in all Federal and
federally financed or federally assisted construction projects, 6-
May-69
box 1135
House Resolution 1109. To declare the sense of the House of
Representatives with respect to the Federal administration of
Indian affairs, 22-Jun-70
box 1129
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House Resolution 11125. To amend section 608(c)(2) of the
Agricultural Marketing Agreement Act of 1937, as amended, 17-
Nov-71
box 1136
House Resolution 11219. To prohibit the introduction or delivery
for introduction into commerce of the chemical compound known
as polychlorinated biphenyl, 13-Oct-71
box 1136
House Resolution 11249. To amend titles II and XVIII of the
Social Security Act to include qualified drugs, requiring a
physician's prescription or certification, 14-Oct-71
box 1136
House Resolution 11280. To amend the Act of June 6, 1933, as
amended (48 Stat. 113), 29-Jun-67
box 1136
House Resolution 11308. To amend the National Foundation on
the Arts and the Humanities Act of 1965, 10-Jul-67
box 1136
House Resolution 11392. To amend the tariff and trade laws of the
United States to promote full employment and restore a diversified
production base, 21-Oct-71
box 1136
House Resolution 11422. To prohibit the export of domestically
extracted crude oil, and any petroleum products made from such
oil, unless Congress first approve such exportation, 27-Oct-71
box 1136
House Resolution 11445. Draft report box 1136
House Resolution 11481. Maritime Appropriation Authorization
Act of fiscal year 1977, Jun-76
box 1136
House Resolution 11499. To encourage and assist private
enterprise to provide adequate housing in urban poverty areas for
low-income and lower middle income persons, 19-Jul-67
box 1136
House Resolution 11516. To provide for the issuance of two-
dollar bills bearing the portrait of Susan B. Anthony, 1-Nov-71
box 1136
House Resolution 11527. To direct the Secretary of Agriculture
to release on behalf of the United States conditions in a deed
conveying certain lands to the University of Maine and to provide
for conveyance of certain interests in such lands, 18-Jul-67
box 1136
House Resolution 11528. To provide incentives for the creation
by private industry of additional employment opportunities for
residents of poverty areas, 18-Jul-67
box 1136
House Resolution 11575. Making appropriations for the
Department of Defense for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1974,
and for other purposes, 1-Dec-73
box 1136
House Resolution 11576. To amend the Legislative
Reorganization Act of 1946 to provide for annual reports to the
Congress by the Comptroller General concerning certain price
increases in Government contracts, 21-May-69
box 1136
House Resolution 11583. To amend the Fair Packaging and
Labeling Act to provide that the commodity label required by that
Act must disclose the manufacturers' name and place of business,
4-Nov-71
box 1136
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House Resolution 11624. To assure an opportunity for
employment to every American seeking work and to make
available the education and training needed by any person to
qualify for employment, 26-May-69
box 1136
House Resolution 11638. To provide for the issuance of a special
postage stamp in commemoration of the life and work of a man of
science, Enrico Fermi, 9-Nov-71
box 1136
House Resolution 11664. To amend the Consolidated Farmers
Home Administration Act of 1961, 9-Nov-71
box 1136
House Resolution 11691. To amend the Outer Continental Shelf
Lands Act, to establish a National Marine Mineral Resources
Trust, and for other purposes, 10-Nov-71
box 1136
House Resolution 11716. To provide for the control of mosquitoes
and other biting flies including possible vectors of disease through
research, technical assistance, and grants-in-aid for control
projects, 27-May-69
box 1136
House Resolution 11771. Amendment, unprinted box 1136
House Resolution 11818. To amend the Social Security Act to
provide that the total amount of a State's required expenditures for
aid or assistance under the cash public assistance programs during
either of the fiscal years 1972 and 1973, 17-Nov-71
box 1136
House Resolution 11836. To authorize the Attorney General to
make grants to local law enforcement agencies to assist them in
the prevention and control of riots, 27-Jul-67
box 1136
House Resolution 11882. To establish minimum prisoner
treatment standards for prisons in the United States, and to create
an agency to hear complaints arising from alleged infractions of
such standards, 18-Nov-71
box 1136
House Resolution 11945. To amend the college work-study
program with respect to institutional matching and permissible
hours of work, 31-Jul-67
box 1136
House Resolution 11991. To impose an excess profits tax on the
income of corporations during the present emergency
box 1136
House Resolution 12012. To amend and extend the Emergency
Employment Act of 1971 to reduce national unemployment and
stimulate non-inflationary economic growth, 2-Dec-71
box 1137
House Resolution 12020. To amend the National Environmental
Policy Act of 1969 to require that environmental impact
statements be included in agency reports on bills and resolutions
being considered by the Congress, 2-Dec-71
box 1137
House Resolution 12080. To provide for posting information
in post offices with respect to registration voting, and
communicating with lawmakers, 7-Dec-71
box 1137
House Resolution 121. To create a Select Committee on Aging,
22-Jan-71
box 1128
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House Resolution 12130. To authorize the President to designate
Marine sanctuaries in areas of the oceans, coastal, and other
waters, as far seaward as the outer edge of the Continental Shelf,
for the purpose of preserving, 8-Dec-71
box 1137
House Resolution 12131. To establish a National Commission on
Older Workers, 18-Jan-66
box 1137
House Resolution 12144. For the relief of Doctor Manuel G. Pena,
18-Jan-66
box 1137
House Resolution 12164. Amendment to National Labor Relations
Act, 1966
box 1137
House Resolution 12177. To strengthen and improve the Older
Americans Act of 1965, 9-Dec-71
box 1137
House Resolution 12207. To amend the Internal Revenue Code
of 1954 to allow a deduction for additions to a reserve for certain
guaranteed debt obligations, and for other purposes, 20-Jan-66
box 1137
House Resolution 12254. To suspend the duties on certain bicycle
parts and accessories until the close of June 30, 1978, 23-Jun-76
box 1137
House Resolution 12281. To guarantee productive employment
opportunities for those who are unemployed or underemployed,
10-Aug-69
box 1137
House Resolution 12284. To prohibit the alteration of odometers
with intent to defraud purchasers of motor vehicles, and for other
purposes, 14-Dec-71
box 1137
House Resolution 12291. To amend the National Science
Foundation Act of 1950, as amended, so as to authorize the
establishment and operation of sea grant colleges and programs
by initiating and supporting programs of education, training, and
research, 25-Jan-66
box 1137
House Resolution 12362. Small Business Act, unprinted box 1137
House Resolution 1248. To assist in the provision of housing for
veterans, 22-Jan-71
box 1129
House Resolution 12529. To amend the Public Health Service Act
to provide for the establishment of a National Eye Institute in the
National Institutes of Health, 3-Feb-66
box 1137
House Resolution 12530. To remove arbitrary limitations upon
attorney' s fees for services rendered in proceedings before
administrative agencies of the United States, and for other
purposes, 7-Feb-66
box 1137
House Resolution 12549. To provide financial assistance for
State and local small, community-based correctional facilities;
for the creation of innovative programs of vocational training, job
placement, 24-Jan-72
box 1137
House Resolution 12554. To amend Public Law 660, Eighty-sixth
Congress, to establish a National Traffic Safety Agency to provide
national leader-ship to reduce traffic accident losses, 3-Feb-66
box 1137
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House Resolution 12637. To amend the Library Services and
Construction Act as amended to include state archives, 8-Jul-69
box 1137
House Resolution 12734. To amend the Social Security Act, 10-
Jul-69
box 1137
House Resolution 12802. To amend the Maritime Academy Act
of 1958 in order to authorize the Secretary of the Navy to appoint
students at State Maritime academies and colleges as Reserve
midshipmen in the United States Navy, and for other purposes, 1-
Feb-72
box 1138
House Resolution 12804. To amend the Military Selective Service
Act in order to provide for the deferment there-under of students
appointed to maritime academies and colleges, 1-Feb-72
box 1138
House Resolution 12883. To require the President to notify
the Congress whenever he impounds funds, or authorizes the
impounding of funds.., 2-Feb-72
box 1138
House Resolution 12929. To extend the membership of the
Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations to include
elected school board officials, 3-Feb-72
box 1138
House Resolution 1294. To establish a Commission on
Architecture and Planning for the Capitol, 10-Jan-67
box 1130
House Resolution 12948. To provide the Civil Aeronautics Board
with authority to assist in relieving airport congestion, 17-Jul-69
box 1138
House Resolution 12961. Amendment, unprinted box 1138
House Resolution 12961. To amend the Public Health Service
Act to direct the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare to
prescribe radiation standards for, and conduct regular inspections
of, diagnostic and other X-ray systems, 7-Feb-72
box 1138
House Resolution 12982. Amendment, unprinted box 1138
House Resolution 12987. To amend part B of title XVIII of the
Social Security Act to terminate the financing of supplementary
medical insurance benefits through premium payments by
beneficiaries, 7-Feb-72
box 1138
House Resolution 12993. To amend the Communications Act of
1934 to provide that licenses for the operation of broadcasting
stations may be issued and renewed for terms of four years, and
for other purposes, 2-May-74
box 1138
House Resolution 12l57. To authorize an investigation and study
of coastal hazards from offshore drilling on the Outer Continental
Shelf in the Atlantic Ocean, 9-Dec-71
box 1137
House Resolution 12O72. To provide housing for persons in rural
areas of the United Stated on an emergency basis, 7-Dec-71
box 1137
House Resolution 13045. To amend the Lead-Based Paint
Poisoning Prevention Act, 8-Feb-72
box 1138
House Resolution 13048. Library Services and Construction Act
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House Resolution 13113. To amend the Commodity Exchange
Act to strengthen the regulation of futures trading, to bring all
agricultural and other commodities traded on exchanges under
regulation, and for other purposes, 22-Apr-74
box 1138
House Resolution 13133. To provide for support by the Teacher
Corps of programs in which volunteers serve as part-time tutors or
full-time instructional assistants, 28-Jul-69
box 1138
House Resolution 13172. Amendment, unprinted box 1138
House Resolution 13204. To authorize the Secretary of State to
furnish assistance for the resettlement of Soviet Jewish refugees in
Israel, 17-Feb-72
box 1138
House Resolution 13273. To amend the Marine Resources and
Engineering Development Act of 1966, as amended, to extend the
period of time within which the Commission on Marine Science,
Engineering, and Resources is to submit its final report, 5-Dec-67
box 1138
House Resolution 13362. To provide certain essential assistance to
the United States fisheries industry, 9-Oct-67
box 1138
House Resolution 13367. Amendment to H.R. 13367, an Act to
extend and amend the State and Local Fiscal Assistance Act of
1972; and for other purposes, 13-Sep-76
box 1138
House Resolution 13505. To amend title 38 of the United States
Code in order to provide mortgage protection life insurance under
chapter 21 thereof to veterans who are permanently housebound as
a result of service-connected disability, 1-Mar-72
box 1138
House Resolution 13533. Hudson River compact bill, 1966 box 1139
House Resolution 13616. To strengthen and improve programs of
assistance for adult education, and for other purposes, 4-Sep-69
box 1139
House Resolution 13630. To extend certain expiring provisions of
law relating to vocational education, 4-Sep-69
box 1139
House Resolution 13634. To establish more effective community
planning and development programs (and expand the related
provisions of existing programs) with particular emphasis upon
assistance to small communities, 8-Mar-72
box 1139
House Resolution 13659. To provide for the establishment of
projects for the dental health of children to increase the number of
dental auxiliaries, 8-Mar-72
box 1139
House Resolution 13703. To amend the Public Works and
Economic Development Act of 1965 in order to increase the
authorization of appropriations for the fiscal year ending June 30,
1973, 9-Mar-72
box 1139
box 1138
House Resolution 13094. To amend the Commodity Exchange
Act, as amended, 25-Sep-67
box 1138
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House Resolution 13712. To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act
of 1938 to extend its protection to additional employees, to raise
the minimum wage, and for other purposes, 16-Mar-65
box 1139
House Resolution 13721. To amend the Communications Act
of 1934 to provide candidates for congressional offices with
certain opportunities to purchase broadcast time from television
broadcasting stations, 10-Sep-69
box 1139
House Resolution 13729. To provide for a program to advance the
humane care, comfort, and welfare of laboratory animals used in
scientific study, 16-Mar-66
box 1139
House Resolution 13781. To amend title II of the Marine
Resources and Engineering Development Act of 1966, 31-Oct-67
box 1139
House Resolution 13916. To improve education by increasing the
freedom of the Nation's teachers to change employment across
State lines without substantial loss of retirement benefits through
establishment of a Federal-State program, 19-Sep-69
box 1139
House Resolution 13976. To amend the Fair Packaging and
Labeling Act to provide for a uniform system of quality grades for
food products, to provide for a system of labeling of food products
to disclose the ingredients, 21-Mar-72
box 1139
House Resolution 13977. To amend the Public Health Service Act
to provide for the establishment of a National Institute of Marine
Medicine and Pharmacology, 24-Sep-69
box 1139
House Resolution 13987. To provide for the licensing of personnel
on certain vessels, 24-Sep-69
box 1139
House Resolution 14012. To establish comprehensive and
developmental child care services in the Department of Health,
Education and Welfare, 22-Mar-72
box 1139
House Resolution 14012. To provide for the establishment of a
Commission on Marijuana, 23-Sep-69
box 1139
House Resolution 14013. Making supplemental appropriations for
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1974, and for other purposes, 11-
Apr-74
box 1138
House Resolution 14045. To amend the Clayton Act by Making
section 3 of the Robinson-Patman Act, with amendments, a part of
the Clayton Act, in order to provide for governmental and private
civil proceedings, 29-Mar-66
box 1139
House Resolution 14081. Relating to the expenditure of funds for
repair or construction work on or about the United States Capitol,
23-Mar-72
box 1139
House Resolution 14082. To abolish the Commission for
Extension of the United States Capitol to repeal the authority
for the extension of the west-central front of the United States
Capitol, and for other purposes, 23-Mar-72
box 1139
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House Resolution 14083. Relating to the expenditure of funds for
the restoration or extension of the west-central front of the United
States Capitol, 23-Mar-72
box 1139
House Resolution 14115. To promote international cooperation
in United Nations' efforts to protect the world's oceans and
atmosphere, 27-Mar-72
box 1139
House Resolution 14232. Amendment, unprinted box 1139
House Resolution 14233. Amendment, unprinted box 1139
House Resolution 14283. To provide that the value of annuities
and pensions payable under the Civil Service Retirement Act or
any other Federal law shall not be taken into account for State
inheritance tax purposes, 5-Apr-66
box 1139
House Resolution 14421. To amend the Elementary and
Secondary Education Act to insure greater safety for students in
getting to and from school, 17-Apr-72
box 1139
House Resolution 14449. To provide for the mobilization of
community development and assistance services and to establish
a Community Action Administration in the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare to administer such programs, 3-Jun-74
box 1139
House Resolution 14459. To assist the domestic commercial
fishing industry through the construction of three advanced-design
factory fishing vessels, 19-Apr-66
box 1139
House Resolution 14460. To amend the National Science
Foundation Act of 1950, as amended, so as to authorize the
establishment and operation of sea grant colleges and programs by
initiating and supporting programs of education, 19-Apr-66
box 1139
House Resolution 14463. To authorize the Secretary of the Interior
to exchange certain property at Acadia National Park in Maine
with the owner of certain property adjacent to the park, 13-Dec-67
box 1139
House Resolution 14494. To revise the Federal election laws, and
for other purposes, 23-Oct-69
box 1139
House Resolution 14502. To provide for the continuation of
programs authorized under the Economic Opportunity Act of
1964, to authorize advance funding of such programs, and for
other purposes, 23-Oct-69
box 1139
House Resolution 14523. To establish a contiguous fishery zone
(to the outer limits of the Continental shelf) beyond the territorial
sea of the United States, 20-Apr-72
box 1139
House Resolution 14594. To amend chapter 34 of title 38 of the
United States Code to restore entitlement to educational benefits
to veterans of World War II and the Korean conflict, 29-Oct-69
box 1139
House Resolution 14600. To authorize the coinage of 50-cent
pieces to commemorate the life of the Honorable Sam Rayburn
and to assist in the support of the Sam Rayburn Library, 30-Oct-69
box 1139
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House Resolution 14621. To authorize the Secretary of the Interior
to convey certain lands in the State of Maine to the Mount Desert
Island Regional School District, 26-Apr-66
box 1139
House Resolution 14625. To protect interstate and foreign
commerce by prohibiting the movement in such commerce of
horses which are "sored" and for other purposes, 31-Oct-69
box 1139
House Resolution 14678. To strengthen the penalties for illegal
fishing in the territorial waters and the contiguous fishery zone of
the United States, and for other purposes, 5-Nov-69
box 1139
House Resolution 14704. To make rules governing the use of the
Armed Forces of the United States in the absence of a declaration
of war by the Congress, 1-May-72
box 1140
House Resolution 14731. To amend the Manpower Development
and Training Act of 1962, as amended, to encourage on-the-job
training programs, 28-Apr-66
box 1140
House Resolution 14779. Travel Incentive Act of 1968, unprinted box 1140
House Resolution 14793. To amend section 32(e) of title III of the
Bankhead-Jones Farm Tenant Act, as amended, to authorize the
Secretary of Agriculture to furnish financial assistance, 13-Nov-69
box 1140
House Resolution 14821. To provide housing for persons in rural
areas of the United States on an emergency basis, 8-May-72
box 1140
House Resolution 14832. Amendment to H.R. 14832, an Act
to provide for a temporary increase in the public debt limit, 18-
Jun-74
box 1140
House Resolution 14832. To amend the Federal Trade
Commission Act to extend protection against fraudulent or
deceptive practices, condemned by the Act to consumers, 17-
Nov-69
box 1140
House Resolution 14846. Amendment to H.R. 14846, an Act to
authorize certain construction at military installations, and for
other purposes, 25-Aug-76
box 1140
House Resolution 14875. To create a Marine Resources
Conservation and Development Fund; to provide for the
distribution of revenues from Outer Continental Shelf lands; and
for other purposes, 19-Nov-69
box 1140
House Resolution 14877. To grant to each coastal State mineral
rights in the subsoil and seabed of the Outer Continental Shelf
extending to a line which is twelve miles from the coast of such
State, and for other purposes, 19-Nov-69
box 1140
House Resolution 14940. To provide public service employment
opportunities for unemployed and underemployed persons, to
assist States and local communities in providing needed public
services, and for other purposes, 11-May-72
box 1140
House Resolution 14965. To provide for uniform and equitable
treatment of persons displaced from their homes, businesses, or
box 1140
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farms by Federal and federally assisted programs and to establish
uniform and equitable land acquisition policies for Federal and
federally assisted programs, 25-Nov-69
House Resolution 15076. To facilitate the management, use, and
public benefits from the Appalachian Trail, a scenic trail designed
primarily for foot travel through natural or primitive areas, 16-
May-66
box 1140
House Resolution 15093. To revise the Immigration and
Nationality Act, 4-Dec-69
box 1140
House Resolution 15099. To authorize the Secretary of the Interior
to develop, through the use of experiment and demonstration
plants, practicable and economic means for the production by the
commercial fishing industry of fish protein concentrate, 1-May-66
box 1140
House Resolution 15108. To amend the Public Health Service Act
so as to add to such Act a new title dealing especially with kidney
disease and kidney-related disease, 4-Dec-69
box 1140
House Resolution 15158. To provide new and improved
transportation programs for older persons, 24-May-72
box 1140
House Resolution 15190. To amend sections 3 and 4 of the Act
approved September 22, 1964 (78Stat.990), providing for an
investigation and study to determine a site for the construction of
a sea-level canal connecting the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans, 7-
Feb-68
box 1140
House Resolution 15273. To insure a reasonable opportunity
for all electrical utilities to participate in the benefits of nuclear
power, 8-Feb-68
box 1140
House Resolution 15288. To authorize the United States
Commissioner of Education to establish educational programs
to encourage understanding of policies and support of activities
designed to enhance environmental quality and maintain
ecological balance, 16-Dec-69
box 1140
House Resolution 15361. To establish a pilot program designated
as the Youth Conservation Corps, and for other purposes, 19-
Dec-69
box 1140
House Resolution 15375. To establish a commission to study and
investigate incidents of alleged mistreatment or other misconduct
directed against citizens of South Vietnam by United States troops
operating in My Lai 4 Hamlet, Quang Nai Province, on or about
March 1968, 19-Dec-69
box 1140
House Resolution 15389. To prohibit discrimination by financial
institutions or any other persons on the basis of sex or marital
status in connection with federally related mortgage transactions,
8-Jun-72
box 1140
House Resolution 15392. To amend the Truth in Lending Act,
to prohibit discrimination by creditors against individuals on
the basis of sex or marital status with respect to the extension of
credit, 8-Jun-72
box 1140
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House Resolution 15396. To provide for the prompt resolution of
certain disputes relating to Government contracts, and for other
purposes, 8-Jun-72
box 1140
House Resolution 15398. To amend the National School Lunch
Act to strengthen and expand food service programs for children,
and for other purposes, 19-Feb-68
box 1140
House Resolution 15429. For the relief of the Passamaquoddy
Indian Tribe in the State of Maine, 12-Jun-72
box 1140
House Resolution 15443. To amend section 205(e)(2) of the
Federal-State Extended Unemployment Compensation Act of
1970 to permit the States to suspend the application of the 120 per
centum requirement for purposes of determining whether there has
been a State "off" indicator, 12-Jun-72
box 1140
House Resolution 15445. To provide for a six-month extension of
the emergency unemployment compensation program, 12-Jun-72
box 1140
House Resolution 15472. An act making appropriations for
Agriculture Environmental and Consumer Protection programs for
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1975, and for other purposes, 27-
Jun-74
box 1140
House Resolution 15526. To amend the ct of August 3, 1956,
relating to the payment of annuities to widows of judges, 26-
Jan-70
box 1140
House Resolution 15580. Making appropriations for the
Departments of Labor, and Health, Education and Welfare, and
related agencies, for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1975, and for
other purposes, 8-Jul-74
box 1140
House Resolution 15591. To prohibit discrimination by any
federally insured bank, savings and loan association, or credit
union against any individuals on the basis of sex or marital status
in credit transactions, 8-Jun-72
box 1140
House Resolution 15650. To amend title 38 of the United States
Code in order to establish a program providing 104 weeks of
assured employment to Vietnam era veterans unable to find work,
22-Jun-72
box 1140
House Resolution 15702. To amend the Omnibus Crime Control
and Safe Streets Act of 1968, 5-Feb-70
box 1140
House Resolution 15722. To require the Secretary of Agriculture
to make advance payments to producers under the feed grain
program, 5-Feb-70
box 1140
House Resolution 15881. For the relief of Major Leon F. Higgins
II, 22-Jun-66
box 1140
House Resolution 15901. To amend section 57n (11 U.S.C. 93n)
of the Bankruptcy Act, 23-Jun-66
box 1140
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House Resolution 15902. To amend the Vessel Exchange Act
by eliminating the trade-in requirement in certain cases where
national defense purposes require, 22-Jun-66
box 1140
House Resolution 16074. To amend the tariff adjustment and
adjustment provisions of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962, 19-
Feb-70
box 1141
House Resolution 16076. To amend the Railroad Retirement Act
of 1937 to provide a 15 percent increase in annuities and to change
the method of computing interest on investments of the railroad
retirement accounts, 19-Feb-70
box 1141
House Resolution 16124. To reorganize the functions of the
executive branch of the Government which relate to the regulation
of commercial uses of nuclear power, except those which relate to
source materials, 24-Feb-70
box 1141
House Resolution 16136. To authorize certain construction at
military installations, and for other purposes, 12-Sep-74
box 1141
House Resolution 16210. To amend the Public Health Service
Act to provide for the making of grants to medical schools and
hospitals to assist them in establishing special departments and
programs in the field of family practice, 26-Feb-70
box 1141
House Resolution 16213. Government employees' union box 1141
House Resolution 16360. To require a study of the practices,
policies, and procedures of all Government agencies relating to the
availability of certain goods and services through Federal supply
and service sources, 15-Aug-72
box 1141
House Resolution 16364. To amend the Federal Property and
Administrative Services Act of 1949 to provide for the use of
excess property by certain grantees, 15-Aug-72
box 1141
House Resolution 16423. Amendment to H.R. 16423, an Act
making appropriations for the Department of Defense for the fiscal
year ending June 30, 1975, and for other purposes, 20-Aug-74
box 1141
House Resolution 16449. To amend the Tariff Schedules of the
United States to provide for the temporary free importation of
certain motion picture films, 3-Apr-68
box 1141
House Resolution 16460. Vocational education amendment, 1968 box 1141
House Resolution 16466. To amend the Internal Revenue Code of
1954 to increase the investment credit allowable with respect to
facilities to control water and air pollution, 25-Jul-66
box 1141
House Resolution 16498. To permit the sale of the passenger
vessel "Atlantic" to an alien, and for other purposes, 16-Mar-70
box 1141
House Resolution 16520. To enable baby chicks, started pullets,
laying hen, and table egg producers to consistently provide
an adequate supply of these commodities to meet the needs of
consumers, to stabilize, maintain, and develop orderly marketing
conditions, 8-Apr-68
box 1141
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House Resolution 16554. To authorize the establishment of an
older worker community service program, 18-Mar-70
box 1141
House Resolution 1657. To amend the Truth in Lending Act to
protect consumers against careless and erroneous billing and to
require that statements under open-end credit plans be mailed in
time to permit payment prior to the imposition of finance charges,
22-Jan-71
box 1129
House Resolution 16609. To amend Public Law 93-276 to
increase the authorization for appropriations to the Atomic Energy
Commission in accordance with section 261 of the Atomic Energy
Act of 1954, as amended, and for other purposes, 26-Nov-74
box 1141
House Resolution 16623. To amend the Clean Air Act to prohibit
tampering with any device or element of design installed in or
on a motor vehicle or motor vehicle engine in compliance with
regulations under section 202 of the Clean Air Act, 12-Sep-72
box 1141
House Resolution 16655. To provide for a coordinated national
safety program to reduce boating accidents, and deaths and
injuries resulting therefrom, 22-Apr-68
box 1141
House Resolution 16662. To promote development and expansion
of community schools throughout the United States, 14-Sep-72
box 1141
House Resolution 16663. To create a Cabinet level Department of
Environment and Technology Assessment, 14-Sep-72
box 1141
House Resolution 16690. To amend the Trade Expansion Act, to
to provide assistance to firms and workers which suffer serious
economic injury as a result of the elimination of export controls on
agricultural commodities by the United States, 14-Sep-72
box 1141
House Resolution 16729. To extend for two years certain
programs providing assistance to students at institutions of higher
education, to modify such programs, and to provide for planning,
evaluation, and adequate lead time in such programs, 23-Apr-68
box 1141
House Resolution 16761. To require States to pass along to
individuals who are recipients of aid or assistance under the
Federal-State public assistance programs or under certain other
Federal programs, and who are entitled to social security benefits,
the full amount of the 1972 increase, 21-Sep-72
box 1141
House Resolution 16765. To establish a Commission on Mental
Health and Illness of the Elderly, and for other purposes, 21-
Sep-72
box 1141
House Resolution 16772. To provide comprehensive adjustment
benefits and services to unemployed workers, and for other
purposes, 21-Sep-72
box 1141
House Resolution 16773. To amend the tax and customs laws in
order to improve the United States position in foreign trade, and
for other purposes, 21-Sep-72
box 1141
House Resolution 16785. Occupational Health and Safety Act box 1141
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House Resolution 16802. To strengthen and expand the Headstart
program, with priority to the economically disadvantaged, to
amend the Economic Opportunity Act of 1964, and for other
purposes, 25-Sep-72
box 1141
House Resolution 16819. Vocational rehabilitation box 1141
House Resolution 16900. Intended to be proposes by Mr.
Hathaway to H.R. 16900, an act making supplemental
appropriations for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1975, and for
other purposes, 18-Nov-74
box 1141
House Resolution 16901. Making appropriations for Agriculture-
Environmental and Consumer Protection programs for the fiscal
year ending June 30, 1975, and for other purposes, 25-Nov-74
box 1141
House Resolution 16962. To provide for the creation of the
National Fire Academy, and for other purposes, 3-Oct-72
box 1141
House Resolution 16964. To provide the Secretary of Commerce
with the authority to make grants to States, counties, and local
communities to pay for up to one-half of the costs of training
programs for firemen, 3-Oct-72
box 1141
House Resolution 16966. To provide the Secretary of Commerce
with the authority to make grants to accredited institutions of
higher education to pay for up to one-half of the costs of fire
science programs, 3-Oct-72
box 1141
House Resolution 16968. To provide financial aid to local fire
departments in the purchase of advanced firefighting equipment,
3-Oct-72
box 1141
House Resolution 16970. To provide financial aid for local fire
departments in the purchase of firefighting suits and self-contained
breathing apparatus, 3-Oct-72
box 1141
House Resolution 16972. To extend for three years the authority
of the Secretary of Commerce to carry cut fire research and safety
programs, 3-Oct-72
box 1141
House Resolution 16974. To establish a National Fire Data and
Information Clearinghouse, and for other purposes, 3-Oct-72
box 1141
House Resolution 16976. To amend the Flammable Fabrics Act
to extend the provisions of that Act to construction Materials used
in the interiors of homes, offices, and other places of assembly
or accommodation, and to authorize the establishment of toxicity
standards, 3-Oct-72
box 1141
House Resolution 16978. To amend the Hazardous Materials
Transportation Control Act of 1970 to require the Secretary of
Transportation to issue regulations providing for the placarding of
certain vehicles transporting hazardous, 3-Oct-72
box 1141
House Resolution 16987. To amend part I of the Federal Power
Act to clarify the manner in which the licensing authority of the
Commission and the right of the United States to take over a
box 1141
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project or projects upon or after the expiration of any license shall
be exercised, 2-May-68
House Resolution 17006. To establish an independent agency
to be known as the United States Office of Utility Consumers'
Counsel to represent the interests of the Federal Government and
the consumers of the Nation, 2-May-68
box 1142
House Resolution 17146. To establish a Commission on Hunger,
8-May-68
box 1142
House Resolution 17172. To amend the Internal Revenue Code of
1954 to allow teachers to deduct from gross income the expenses
incurred in pursuing courses for academic credit and degrees at
institutions of higher education and including certain travel, 22-
Aug-66
box 1142
House Resolution 17328. To amend section 4481 of the Internal
Revenue Code of 1954 to allow a credit against the truck use tax
where the taxpayer, during the taxable period, disposes of a truck
and acquires another truck, 16-May-68
box 1142
House Resolution 17339. To amend title II of the Social Security
Act to provide that no reduction shall be made in old-age
insurance benefit amounts to which a woman is entitled if she has
120 quarters of coverage, 16-May-68
box 1142
House Resolution 1747. To further promote equal employment
opportunities for American workers, 22-Jan-71
box 1129
House Resolution 17485. To make available to certain organized
tribes, bands, or groups of Indians residing on Indian reservations
established under State law certain benefits, care, or assistance for
which federally recognized Indian tribes qualify as recipients, 6-
May-70
box 1142
House Resolution 17548. Use of vessel Annie B in coastwise trade box 1142
House Resolution 17722. To amend the Food Stamp Act of 1964,
as amended, for the purpose of authorizing appropriations for the
fiscal years ending June 30, 1969, June 30, 1970, June 30, 1971
and June 30, 1972, and for other purposes, 6-Jun-68
box 1142
House Resolution 17772. To authorize a White House Conference
on Education, 25-May-70
box 1142
House Resolution 17800. To amend title II of the Social Security
Act to include Maine among the States which are permitted to
divide their retirement systems into two parts so as to obtain social
security coverage for only those State and local employees who
desire it, 19-Sep-66
box 1142
House Resolution 17843. To amend the Fish and Wildlife
Coordination Act to provide additional protection to marine and
wildlife ecology by requiring the designation of certain water and
submerged lands areas, 27-May-60
box 1141
House Resolution 17876. To increase the availability of mortgage
credit for the financing of urgently needed housing, and for other
purposes, 7-Jun-70
box 1142
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House Resolution 17957. To establish procedures for benefit
evaluation of proposed Federal and federally assisted water and
related land resources developments, 8-Jun-70
box 1142
House Resolution 18025. To create a new National Service
Agency to fill military manpower requirements, to create a
voluntary civilian service as an alternative to military service, and
for other purposes, 10-Jun-70
box 1142
House Resolution 18095. To assure opportunities for employment
and training to unemployed and underemployed persons, to assist
States and local communities in providing needed public services,
and for other purposes, 17-Jun-70
box 1142
House Resolution 18141. To amend the National Environmental
Policy Act of 1969, to provide for a National Environmental Data
Bank, 18-Jun-70
box 1142
House Resolution 18264. To amend title IV of the Higher
Education Act of 1965 to establish a Student Loan Marketing
Association, 30-Jun-70
box 1142
House Resolution 18414. To amend the Internal Revenue Code of
1954 to allow any deduction for contributions to elementary and
secondary schools which discriminate on the grounds of race, 9-
Jul-70
box 1142
House Resolution 18460. To amend the Older Americans
Act of 1965 to provide grants to States for the establishment,
maintenance, operation, and expansion of low-cost meal
programs, 14-Jul-70
box 1142
House Resolution 18462. To permit State agreements for coverage
under the hospital insurance program for the aged, 10-Jul-68
box 1142
House Resolution 18486. To amend the International Travel Act
of 1961 to provide for Federal regulation of the travel agency
industry, 15-Jul-70
box 1142
House Resolution 18574. Executive reorganization and
management improvement
box 1142
House Resolution 18593. To amend the Fish and Wildlife
Coordination Act to provide additional protection to Marine
and wildlife ecology by providing for the orderly regulation of
dumping in the coastal waters of the United States, 22-Jul-70
box 1142
House Resolution 18742. To amend the Public Works
Acceleration Act to make its benefits available to certain areas of
extra high unemployment, to authorize additional funds for such
Act, and for other purposes, 30-Jul-70
box 1142
House Resolution 18763. To authorize preschool and early
education programs for handicapped children
box 1142
House Resolution 18766. To establish the Commission for the
Improvement of Government Management and Organization, 19-
Jul-68
box 1142
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House Resolution 18786. To amend the Public Health Service Act
to encourage physicians, dentists, optometrists and other medical
personnel to practice in areas where shortages of such personnel
exist, and for other purposes, 4-Aug-70
box 1142
House Resolution 18809. To extend the provisions of the
Commercial Fisheries Research and Development Act of 1964,
22-Jul-68
box 1142
House Resolution 18884. To amend section 8c(6) (I) of the
Agricultural Marketing Agreement Act of 1937, as amended, to
permit projects for paid advertising under marketing orders, to
provide for a potato research and promotion program, 10-Aug-70
box 1142
House Resolution 18901. To establish a Commission on the
medical and psychological adequacy of the physical and mental
examination conducted by the Armed Forces with respect to
registrants under the selective service laws, 11-Aug-70
box 1142
House Resolution 18904. To amend title II of the Social Security
Act to provide in certain cases for an exchange of credits between
the old-age, survivors, and disability insurance system and the
civil service retirement system, 11-Aug-70
box 1142
House Resolution 18944. National Public Employee Relations
Act, 12-Aug-70
box 1142
House Resolution 18963. To require the Department of Defense
to determine disposal dates and methods for disposing of certain
military materials, 12-Aug-70
box 1142
House Resolution 18964. To require the Council on
Environmental Quality to make a full and complete investigation
and study of national policy with respect to the discharging of
material into the oceans, 12-Aug-70
box 1142
House Resolution 18965. To prohibit the discharge into any of the
navigable waters of the United States or into international waters
of any military material without certification by the Council on
Environmental Quality approving such discharge, 12-Aug-70
box 1142
House Resolution 19. To amend the Rules of the House of
Representatives to create a standing committee to be known as the
Committee on Urban Affairs, 3-Jan-69
box 1128
House Resolution 19004. To amend title 10 of the United States
Code to provide that members of the armed forces be assigned to
duty stations near their homes after serving in combat zones, 13-
Aug-70
box 1142
House Resolution 19007. To designate certain lands as wilderness,
13-Aug-70
box 1143
House Resolution 19030. To provide benefits for sufferers from
byssinosis, 14-Aug-70
box 1143
House Resolution 19132. To amend the Library Services and
Construction Act, and for other purposes, 10-Sep-70
box 1143
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House Resolution 19133. To reinforce the federal system
by strengthening the personnel resources of State and local
governments, to improve intergovernmental cooperation, 10-
Sep-70
box 1143
House Resolution 19158. To create a health security program, 14-
Sep-70
box 1143
House Resolution 19204. To extend benefits under section 8191
of title 5, United States Code, to law enforcement officers and
firemen not employed by the United States who are killed to
totally disabled in the line of duty, 1-Aug-68
box 1143
House Resolution 19270. To authorize the National Science
Foundation to conduct research and educational programs to
prepare the country for conversion from defense to civilian,
socially oriented research and development activities, and for
other purposes, 16-Sep-70
box 1143
House Resolution 19327. To establish a Juvenile Research
Institute and Training Center, 17-Sep-70
box 1143
House Resolution 19362. To provide a comprehensive child
development program in the Department of Health, Education and
Welfare, 21-Sep-70
box 1143
House Resolution 19481. To strengthen equal educational
opportunities for all children by providing grants to State and local
educational agencies to support model school programs designed
to reduce and eliminate racial isolation and to provide other
improvements in the quality of education in the public schools,
28-Sep-70
box 1143
House Resolution 19576. To establish the National Advisory
Committee on the Oceans and Atmosphere, 5-Oct-70
box 1143
House Resolution 19632. To prevent airline mergers from
resulting in loss of local airline service to an area, 7-Oct-70
box 1143
House Resolution 19635. To terminate the Airlines Mutual Aid
Agreement, 7-Oct-70
box 1143
House Resolution 19735. To assist in the provision of housing for
veterans, 14-Oct-70
box 1143
House Resolution 19760. To provide that veterans be provided
employment opportunities after discharge at certain minimum
salary rates, 14-Oct-70
box 1143
House Resolution 19844. To prohibit potato futures trading on the
Commodities Exchange
box 1143
House Resolution 2098. Consent to negotiate with Canada on
corridor road, Jan-67
box 1130
House Resolution 2099. Agreement between Calais and Milltown
for an international bridge, 1967
box 1130
House Resolution 2100. To amend the Vessel Exchange Act trade-
in requirement, 1967
box 1130
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House Resolution 2102. Repeal of certain fruit container acts
(1916, 1928), 1967
box 1130
House Resolution 216. Student congressional intern, 6-Feb-67 box 1128
House Resolution 2166. Act to amend the Internal Revenue Code
of 1954 to provide for a refund of 1974 individual income taxes,
to increase the low-income allowance and the percentage standard
deduction to provide a credit for certain earned income, 7-Mar-75
box 1130
House Resolution 2171. To permit State agreements for coverage
under the hospital insurance program for the aged, 25-Jan-71
box 1130
House Resolution 2175. To amend title 10 of the United States
Code to provide that members of the armed forces be assigned to
duty stations near their homes after serving in combat zones, 25-
Jan-71
box 1130
House Resolution 2192. To authorize the use of the vessel Ocean
Delight in the coastwise trade, 12-Jan-67
box 1130
House Resolution 22. To create a national system of health
security, 22-Jan-71
box 1128
House Resolution 222. To provide for free Federal
telecommunications system service to patients in veterans'
hospitals, 10-Feb-71
box 1128
House Resolution 2295. To amend the Public Health Service Act
to encourage physicians, dentists, optometrists, and other medical
personnel to practice in areas where shortages of such personnel
exists, and for other purposes, 26-Jan-71
box 1130
House Resolution 2525. Creating a Commission to be known as
the Commission on Obscenity and Pornography, 17-Jan-67
box 1130
House Resolution 2587. To establish the National Advisory
Committee on the Oceans and Atmosphere, 29-Jan-71
box 1130
House Resolution 2771. To amend title V of the Housing Act of
1949 to make it clear that each community is to be considered a
separate entity in determining whether its population qualifies it
as a "rural area" for purposes of assistance under the farm housing
program, 9-Jan-69
box 1130
House Resolution 2892. To establish a National Commission on
Older Workers, 18-Jan-67
box 1130
House Resolution 2893. Amend NLRA, discrimination due to age,
1967
box 1130
House Resolution 2894. To amend the Older Americans Act of
1965 to provide for a National Community Senior Service Corps,
18-Jan-67
box 1130
House Resolution 2895. To amend section 57n (11U.S.C.93n) of
the Bankruptcy Act, 18-Jan-67
box 1130
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House Resolution 301. To amend title II of the Merchant
Marine Act, 1936, to create an independent Federal Maritime
Administration, and for other purposes, 3-Jan-69
box 1128
House Resolution 305. Submission of resolution to express
the sense of the House on relationship between legislative and
executive branches of the Government, 16-Mar-71
box 1128
House Resolution 3153. To amend the Social Security Act to
make certain technical and conforming changes, 3-Apr-73
box 1130
House Resolution 3170. Utility Consumers Counsel Act of 1971,
1-Feb-71
box 1130
House Resolution 3172. To amend the International Travel Act
of 1961 to provide for Federal regulation of the travel agency
industry, 1-Feb-71
box 1130
House Resolution 3234. To provide benefits for sufferers from
byssinosis, 2-Feb-71
box 1130
House Resolution 3260. To rescind certain budget authority
recommended in the message of the President of November 26,
1974 (H. Doc. 93-398), and as those rescissions are modified by
the message of the President of January 30, 1975, (H. Doc. 94-39),
26-Feb-75
box 1130
House Resolution 329. Creating a select committee of the House
to conduct a full and complete investigation of all aspects of the
energy resources of the United States, 18-Mar-71
box 1128
House Resolution 3290. To promote health and safety in the
building trades and construction industry in all Federal and
federally financed or federally assisted construction projects, 14-
Jan-69
box 1130
House Resolution 3295. To provide for the establishment of a
Commission on Afro-American History and Culture, 14-Jan-69
box 1130
House Resolution 3304. To amend the Act of August 27, 1954
(commonly known as the Fishermen's Protective Act) to conserve
and protect Atlantic salmon of North American origin, 2-Feb-71
box 1130
House Resolution 3361. To reduce pollution which is caused by
litter composed of soft drink and beer containers, and to eliminate
the threat to the Nation's health, safety, and welfare, 2-Feb-71
box 1130
House Resolution 3363. Amend R.R. Retirement Act for
beneficiaries of other such benefits. Folder empty
box 1130
House Resolution 3364. To amend the Public Health Service Act
to provide for the establishment of a National Eye Institute in the
National Institutes of Health, 23-Jan-67
box 1130
House Resolution 3365. To amend the Internal Revenue Code of
1954 to allow teachers to deduct from gross income the expenses
incurred in pursuing courses for academic credit and degrees at
institutions of higher education and including certain travel, 3-
Jan-67
box 1130
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House Resolution 3477. Amendment to H.R.3477, an Act to
provide for a refund of 1976 individual income taxes and other
payments, to reduce individual and business income taxes, and to
provide tax simplification and reform, 28-Apr-77
box 1130
House Resolution 3553. To authorize the Secretary of Commerce
to transfer surplus Liberty ships to States for use in marine life
conservation programs, 4-Feb-71
box 1130
House Resolution 3996. To amend the Legislative Reorganization
Act of 1946 to provide for annual reports to the Congress by
the Comptroller General concerning certain price increases in
Government contracts and certain failures to meet Government
contract completion dates, 9-Feb-71
box 1130
House Resolution 4047. To improve the health and safety
conditions of persons working in the coal mining industry of the
United States, 17-Jan-69
box 1131
House resolution 4101. To amend the Foreign Assistance Act of
1961 as amended, 10-Feb-71
box 1131
House Resolution 4115. Construction of three advanced fishing
vessels, 1967
box 1131
House Resolution 4160. To enable citizens of the United States
who change their residences to vote in presidential elections, and
for other purposes, 23-Jan-69
box 1131
House Resolution 418. To require the Department of Defense
to determine disposal dates and methods of disposing of certain
military material, 22-Feb-71
box 1131
House Resolution 4190. To provide Federal assistance to improve
the educational services in public and private nonprofit child day
care centers, 23-Jan-69
box 1131
House Resolution 4205. For the relief of Simon Der Simonian, his
wife, Hossannah Der Simonian, and their children, Knel, Sebouh
Der Simonian, Rebecca Der Simonian, Haroutune Der Simonian,
and Nishan Der Simonian, 2-Feb-65
box 1131
House Resolution 4215. To authorize the National Science
Foundation to conduct research, educational, and assistance
programs to prepare the country for conversion from defense to
civilian, socially oriented research and development activities, and
for other purposes, 10-Feb-71
box 1131
House Resolution 4222. Amendments to H.R.4222, an Act to
amend the National School Lunch Act and Child Nutrition Act
of 1966 in order to extend and revise the special food service
program for children and the school breakfast program, 8-Jul-75
box 1131
House Resolution 4314. To amend section 302(c) of the
Labor-Management Relations Act of 1947 to permit employer
contributions to trust funds to provide employees, their families,
and dependents with scholarships for study at educational
institutions or the establishment of child care centers, 23-Jan-69
box 1131
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House Resolution 4360. To amend the Act of August 3, 1968 (82
Stat. 625), to protect the ecology of estuarine areas by regulating
dumping of waste materials, to authorize the establishment of a
system of marine sanctuaries, and for other purposes, 17-Feb-71
box 1131
House Resolution 4406. To amend the Public Works Acceleration
Act to make its benefits available to certain areas of extra high
unemployment, to authorize additional funds for such Act, and for
other purposes, 17-Feb-71
box 1131
House Resolution 4431. To establish an Office of Consumer
Affairs in the Executive Office of the President and a Consumer
Protection Agency in order to secure within the Federal
Government effective protection and representation of the interests
of consumers, and for other purposes, 17-Feb-71
box 1131
House Resolution 4481. To protect the domestic economy,
to promote the general welfare, and to assist in the national
defense by providing for an adequate supply of lead and zinc
for consumption in the United States from domestic and foreign
sources, and for other purposes, 1-Feb-67
box 1131
House Resolution 4507. To provide for the striking of medals in
commemoration of Jim Thorpe, 18-Sep-73
box 1131
House Resolution 455. Calling upon the Voice of America to
broadcast in the Yiddish language to Soviet Jewry, 26-May-71
box 1128
House Resolution 4557. To provide for the control of surface and
underground coal mining operations which adversely affect the
quality of our environment, and for other purposes, 18-Feb-71
box 1131
House Resolution 459. Commemorating the one hundred
and fiftieth anniversary of English High School of Boston,
Massachusetts, 2-Jun-71
box 1129
House Resolution 465. Seeking agreement with the Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics on limiting offensive and defensive
strategic weapons and the suspension of test flights of reentry
vehicles, 2-Jul-69
box 1129
House Resolution 4701. To authorize the coinage of 50-cent
pieces to commemorate the life of the Honorable Sam Rayburn
and to assist in the support of the Sam Rayburn Library, 22-
Feb-71
box 1131
House Resolution 4719. To prohibit the discharge into and of the
navigable waters of the United States or into international waters
of and military material or other refuse without a certification by
the Environmental Agency approving such discharge, 22-Feb-71
box 1131
House Resolution 4822. To amend title IV of the Public Health
Service Act to provide for the establishment of a National Lung
Institute, 28-Jan-69
box 1131
House Resolution 4861. To amend title II of the Social Security
Act to provide in certain cases for an exchange of credits between
the old-age, survivors, and disability insurance system and the
civil service retirement system, 23-Feb-71
box 1131
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House Resolution 4866. Utility Consumers Counsel Act, 1969 box 1131
House Resolution 4867. To establish a commission to make a
comprehensive study and evaluation of the methods of selecting
candidates for the offices of President and Vice President of the
United States, 28-Jan-69
box 1131
House Resolution 4869. To provide for the compensation of
persons injured by certain criminal acts, 6-Feb-67
box 1131
House Resolution 4872. To establish an independent agency to be
known as the United States office of Utility Consumers' Counsel
to represent the consumers of the Nation before Federal and State
regulatory agencies, 23-Feb-71
box 1131
House Resolution 4931. To repeal the Connally Hot Oil Act, 25-
Feb-71
box 1131
House Resolution 4954. To terminate the oil import control
program, 25-Feb-71
box 1131
House Resolution 4968. To establish annual import quotas on
certain textile and footwear articles, and for other purposes, 25-
Feb-71
box 1131
House Resolution 4995. Amendment to H.R. 4975, an Act to
amend the Public Health Service Act to authorize appropriations
for fiscal year 1978 for biomedical research and related programs,
29-Apr-77
box 1131
House Resolution 5019. To amend the Older Americans Act
of 1965 to provide grants to States for the establishment,
maintenance, operation, and expansion of low-cost meal
programs, nutrition training and education programs, 25-Feb-71
box 1131
House Resolution 5048. To authorize and direct the Secretary of
the Department in which the Coast Guard is operating to cause the
vessel Eugenie II, 28-Jan-69
box 1131
House Resolution 5068. Standard Containers Acts of 1916 and
1928, 19-May-05
box 1131
House Resolution 5069. To amend the Act of August 31, 1916,
so as to provide a standard for a dry one-and-one-half-quart
container, 17-Feb-65
box 1131
House Resolution 5075. To amend the National Environmental
Policy Act of 1969 to provide for citizens' suits and class actions
in the United States district courts against persons responsible for
creating certain environmental hazards, 25-Feb-71
box 1131
House Resolution 512. Relative to releasing the National Nutrition
Survey, 28-Jun-71
box 1129
House Resolution 5218. To protect consumers against
unreasonable risk of injury from hazardous products, and for other
purposes, 1-Mar-71
box 1131
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House Resolution 5223. To amend the Federal Water Pollution
Control Act to establish health and welfare standards which must
be met by all synthetic detergents, 1-Mar-71
box 1131
House Resolution 5252. To grant to each coastal State mineral
rights in the subsoil and seabed of the Outer Continental Shelf
extending to a line which is twelve miles from the coast of such
State, and for other purposes, 1-Mar-71
box 1132
House Resolution 5253. Amendment to H.R. 5265, an Act to
suspend until the close of June 30, 1980, the duty on certain
bicycle parts, 30-May-05
box 1132
House Resolution 5254. To create a Marine Resources
Conservation and Development Fund; to provide for the
distribution of revenues from Outer Continental Shelf lands, and
for other purposes, 1-Mar-71
box 1132
House Resolution 5314. To amend the Rural Electrification Act
of 1936, as amended, to provide additional sources of financing
for the rural electrification and rural telephone programs, and for
other purposes, 23-Jan-67
box 1130
House Resolution 5488. To establish an independent agency to be
known as the United States Office of Utility Consumers' Counsel
to represent the consumers of the Nation before Federal and State
regulatory agencies, 3-Mar-71
box 1132
House Resolution 5558. To authorize an exchange of lands at
Acadia National Park, Maine, 15-Feb-67
box 1132
House Resolution 5559. Amendment to H.R. 5559, an Act to
amend section 883(a) of the Internal Revenue Code to provide
for exclusion of income from temporary rental of railroad rolling
stock by foreign corporations, 3-Nov-75
box 1132
House Resolution 5584. To amend title 18, united States Code,
to strengthen and clarify the law prohibiting the introduction, or
manufacture for introduction, of switchblade knives into interstate
commerce, 30-Jan-69
box 1132
House Resolution 5619. To amend the Disaster Relief Act of 1966
to provide for a national program of flood insurance, 16-Feb-67
box 1132
House Resolution 562. National Public Employees Relations Act,
9-Mar-71
box 1132
House Resolution 5631. To provide implementation of the Federal
Trade Commission Act to give increased protection to consumers,
and for other purposes, 4-Mar-71
box 1132
House Resolution 5657. Conquest of Cancer Act, 4-Feb-71 box 1130
House Resolution 5658. To authorize and direct the Secretary of
the Department in which the Coast Guard is operating to cause the
vessel Patricia to be documented as a vessel of the United States
with full coastwise privileges, 30-Jan-69
box 1132
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House Resolution 567. Relating to withdrawals from Vietnam, 6-
Oct-69
box 1129
House Resolution 5693. To amend title 18, United States Code, to
prohibit the establishment of emergency detention camps and to
provide that no citizen of the United States shall be committed for
detention or imprisonment, 8-Mar-71
box 1132
House Resolution 5856. To amend the Urban Mass Transportation
Act of 1964 to authorize certain grants to assure adequate
commuter service in urban areas, and for other purposes, 10-
Mar-71
box 1132
House Resolution 5952. Making appropriations to the Secretary
of Commerce for the fiscal year 1972 to carry out the provisions
of the National Sea Grant College and Program Act of 1966, 11-
Mar-71
box 1132
House Resolution 5992. To amend title II of the Social Security
Act to provide that no reduction shall be made in old-age
insurance benefit amounts to which a woman is entitled if she has
120 quarters of coverage, 11-Mar-71
box 1132
House Resolution 6038. To establish a Department of Consumer
Affairs in order to secure within the Federal Government effective
representation of the interests of consumers, 4-Feb-69
box 1132
House Resolution 6083. To authorize the appropriation of
additional funds for Cooperative Forest Management, 15-Mar-71
box 1132
House Resolution 6085. To authorize the appropriation of
additional funds for cooperative forest fire protection, 15-Mar-71
box 1132
House Resolution 6087. To authorize the Secretary of Agriculture
to cooperate with and furnish financial and other assistance to
States and other public bodies and organizations in providing an
urban environmental forestry program, and for other purposes, 15-
Mar-71
box 1132
House Resolution 6204. To strengthen and improve the
protections for the interests of participants in and beneficiaries
of employee welfare and pension benefit plans, and for other
purposes, 5-Feb-69
box 1132
House Resolution 6233. To authorize a White House Conference
on Education, 17-Mar-71
box 1132
House Resolution 628. To amend the Rail Passenger Service Act
of 1970 in order to expand the basic rail passenger transportation
system to provide service to certain states, 17-Mar-71
box 1132
House Resolution 6281. To amend title II of the Social Security
Act to provide that no reduction shall be made in old-age
insurance benefit amounts to which a woman is entitled if she has
120 quarters of coverage, 5-Feb-69
box 1132
House Resolution 6361. To amend the Economic Opportunity Act
of 1964 to authorize a legal services program by establishing a
box 1132
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National Legal Services Corporation, and for other purposes, 18-
Mar-71
House Resolution 6486. To amend the Federal Water Pollution
Control Act, as amended, and for other purposes, 22-Mar-71
box 1132
House Resolution 6637. To establish a Federal sabbatical program
to improve the quality of teaching in the Nation's elementary or
secondary schools, 7-Feb-69
box 1132
House Resolution 668. Commending the serviceman and veteran
of Vietnam for his efforts and sacrifices, 6-Nov-69
box 1129
House Resolution 6732. To establish the Office of Drug Abuse
Control within the Executive Office of the President, 24-Mar-71
box 1132
House Resolution 6764. To amend the Internal Revenue Code of
1954 regarding credits and payments in the case of certain use of
gasoline and lubricating oil, 23-Jan-69
box 1132
House Resolution 6780. To encourage the States to improve
workmen' s compensation laws to assure adequate coverage and
benefits to employees injured in employment purposes, 17-Feb-69
box 1132
House Resolution 6949. To amend the Longshoremen's and
Harbor Workers' Compensation Act, and for other purposes, 18-
Feb-69
box 1132
House Resolution 6955. To amend the Federal Meat Inspection
Act to provide for more effective inspection of imported meat
and meat products to prevent the importation of diseased,
contaminated, or otherwise unwholesome meat and meat products,
30-Mar-71
box 1132
House Resolution 6984. Making an appropriation to carry out
the provisions of the Noise Pollution and Abatement Act of 1970
(Title IV of the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1970, Public Law
91-604) for the year ending June 30, 1971, 30-Mar-71
box 1132
House Resolution 6986. To amend the Noise Pollution and
Abatement Act of 1970, 30-Mar-71
box 1132
House Resolution 7039. To provide for the settlement of certain
land claims of Alaska Natives, and for other purposes, 31-Mar-71
box 1133
House Resolution 7052. To amend the Federal Power Act
to further promote the reliability, abundance, economy, and
efficiency of bulk electric power supplies through regional and
interregional coordination, 18-Feb-69
box 1133
House Resolution 710. To amend title IV of the Higher Education
Act of 1965 to establish a Student Loan Marketing Association,
22-Jan-71
box 1129
House Resolution 7130. To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act
of 1938 to increase the minimum wage under that Act, to extend
its coverage, April 1,1971
box 1133
House Resolution 7161. For the relief of Harry A. Condon, 1-
Apr-71
box 1133
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House Resolution 7200. To amend the Railroad Retirement Act
of 1937 and the Railroad Retirement Tax Act to revise certain
eligibility conditions for annuities, 23-May-73
box 1133
House Resolution 7239. For relief of Perouze Tentunian, 6-Apr-65 box 1133
House Resolution 724. To amend the Rules of the House of
Representatives to require that the report accompanying each
bill or resolution contain an analysis and evaluation of the
environmental impact of the bill or resolution, 2-Dec-71
box 1129
House Resolution 7287. To prohibit trading in Irish potato futures
on commodity exchanges, 6-Apr-71
box 1133
House Resolution 7356. To amend the Federal Aviation Act of
1958 to authorize reduced rate transportation for certain additional
persons on a space available basis, 20-Feb-69
box 1133
House Resolution 7358. To provide a comprehensive child
development program in the Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare, 7-Apr-71
box 1133
House Resolution 737. Providing for two additional
student congressional interns for Members of the House of
Representatives, the Resident Commissioner from Puerto Rico,
and the Delegate from the District of Columbia, 10-Dec-71
box 1129
House Resolution 7407. To extend benefits under section 8191
of title 5, United States Code, to law enforcement officers and
firemen not employed by the United States who are killed or
totally disabled in the line of duty, 7-Apr-71
box 1133
House Resolution 7447. Making supplemental appropriations for
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1973, and for other purposes, 14-
May-73
box 1133
House Resolution 7449. Making supplemental appropriations for
the Office of Education and related agencies, for the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1972, and for other purposes, 7-Apr-71
box 1133
House Resolution 7473. To increase educational opportunities
throughout the Nation by providing grants for the construction of
elementary and secondary schools and supplemental education
centers, and for other purposes, 24-Feb-69
box 1133
House Resolution 7507. To amend title II of the Social Security
Act to provide a 50-percent across-the-board increase in benefits
thereunder, with the resulting benefit costs being borne equally by
employers, employees, and the Federal Government, 20-Apr-71
box 1133
House Resolution 7547. To amend the Federal Food, Drug, and
Cosmetic Act to require that cosmetics containing mercury or any
of its compounds bear labeling stating that fact, 20-Apr-71
box 1133
House Resolution 7555. Amendment to H.R. 7555, an Act
making appropriations for the Departments of Labor, and Health,
Education and Welfare, and related agencies, for the fiscal year
ending September 30, 1978, and for other purposes, 28-Jun-78
box 1133
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House Resolution 7556. Amendment, unprinted box 1133
House Resolution 7575. To amend the Internal Revenue Code
of 1954 so as to limit the amount of deductions attributable to
the business of farming which may be used to offset non-farm
income, 25-Feb-69
box 1133
House Resolution 7589. Amendment, unprinted box 1133
House Resolution 7607. To authorize the Secretary of Labor
to provide supplementary compensation for permanent total
disability or death from lung cancer resulting from exposure to
ionizing radiation in uranium mines, 25-Feb-69
box 1133
House Resolution 7686. National Public Employees Relations
Act, 22-Apr-71
box 1133
House Resolution 7706. Amendment, unprinted box 1133
House Resolution 7727. Amendment to H.R. 7727, an Act to
extend for an additional temporary period the existing suspension
of duties on certain classifications of yarns of silk, 13-Nov-75
box 1133
House Resolution 7727. Amendment to H.R. 7727, an Act to
extend for an additional temporary period the existing suspension
of duties on certain classifications of yarns of silk, 10-Dec-75
box 1133
House Resolution 7784. To amend the Military Selective Service
Act of 1967 to provide for a fair and random system of selecting
persons for induction into military service, 26-Feb-69
box 1133
House Resolution 780l. To provide maternity benefits for pregnant
wives of certain former servicemen, 27-Apr-71
box 1133
House Resolution 7833. To provide increased unemployment
compensation benefits for Vietnam era veterans, 28-Apr-71
box 1133
House Resolution 7843. To assist in community development,
with particular reference to small communities, 28-Apr-71
box 1133
House Resolution 7846. To amend the Federal Water Pollution
Control Act to provide for its uniform application to all of the
navigable waters of the United States, 28-Apr-71
box 1133
House Resolution 786l. To protect ocean mammals from being
pursued, harassed, or killed, and for other purposes, 28-Apr-71
box 1133
House Resolution 7872. To amend the Rural Electrification Act of
1936, as amended, to provide an additional source of financing for
the rural telephone program, and for other purposes, 27-Feb-69
box 1133
House Resolution 7913. To provide for a nonvoting Delegate in
the United States House of Representatives for the territory of
Guam, 27-Feb-69
box 1133
House Resolution 7933. Amendment to H.R. 7933, an Act making
appropriations for the Department of Defense for the fiscal year
ending September 30, 1978, and for other purposes, 18-Jul-77
box 1133
House Resolution 7933. Amendments, two folders box 1133
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House Resolution 7986. To amend section 409 of part IV of the
Interstate Commerce Act, as amended, to authorize contracts
between freight forwarders and railroads, 3-May-71
box 1133
House Resolution 8143. To amend part II of the Interstate
Commerce Act in order to completely exempt certain farm
vehicles and farm drivers from the provisions thereof, 6-May-71
box 1134
House Resolution 8200. To improve and increase postsecondary
educational opportunities throughout the Nation by providing
assistance to the States for the development and construction of
comprehensive community colleges, 4-Mar-69
box 1134
House Resolution 8208. To amend the Federal-State Extended
Unemployment Compensation Act of 1970 to provide federally
financed emergency unemployment compensation for up to
twenty-six weeks in addition to the extended compensation now
available under such Act, 16-Mar-71
box 1134
House Resolution 8214. Amendment to H.R. 8214, an Act to
modify the tax treatment of members of the Armed Forces of the
United States and civilian employees who are prisoners of war or
missing in action, and for other purposes, 23-Jan-74
box 1134
House Resolution 8217. Amendment to H.R. 8217, an Act to
exempt from duty certain equipment and repairs for vessels
operated by or for any agency of the United States where the
entries were made in connection with vessels arriving before
January 5, 1971, 5-Jun-74
box 1134
House Resolution 8392. To amend the Federal Hazardous
Substances Act to protect children from toys and other articles
intended for use by children which are hazardous, 6-Mar-69
box 1134
House Resolution 8410. Amendment to H.R. 8410, an Act
to amend the National Labor Relations Act to strengthen the
remedies and expedite the procedures under such act, 24-May-78
box 1134
House Resolution 8410. Amendment to H.R. 8410, an Act to
continue the existing temporary increase in the public debt limit
through November 30, 1973, and for other purposes, 25-Jun-71
box 1134
House Resolution 8417. To amend the Fair Packaging and
Labeling Act to require certain labeling to assist the consumer in
purchases of packaged perishable or semi-perishable foods, 17-
May-71
box 1134
House Resolution 8438. To extend the time for filing final reports
under the Correctional Rehabilitation Study Act of 1965 until July
31, 1969, 6-Mar-69
box 1134
House Resolution 8449. To amend the Act entitled "An Act to
promote the safety of employees and travelers upon railroads by
limiting the hours of service of employees thereon," approved
March 4, 1907, 6-Mar-69
box 1134
House Resolution 8526, To amend the Vocational Education Act
of 1963
box 1134
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House Resolution 8547. Amendment to H.R. 8547, an Act to
amend the Export Administration Act of 1969, to protect the
domestic economy from the excessive drain of scarce materials
and commodities and to reduce the serious inflationary impact of
abnormal foreign demand, 17-Dec-73
box 1134
House Resolution 858. Expressing the sense of the House that
the full amount appropriated for fiscal year 1972 for the Farmers
Home Administration' s farm operating loan program and waste
facility grant program, 2-Mar-72
box 1129
House Resolution 8592. To expand the definition of deductible
moving expenses incurred by an employee, 11-Mar-69
box 1134
House Resolution 8597. To create a National Agricultural
Bargaining Board to provide standards for the qualification of
associations of producers, to define the mutual obligations of
handlers and associations of producers to negotiate, 15-May-71
box 1134
House Resolution 8631. Amendment to H.R. 8651, an Act to
amend the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, to provide
for the phase-out of governmental indemnity as a source of funds
for public renumeration in the event of a nuclear incident, and for
other purposes, 15-Dec-75
box 1134
House Resolution 867. Commending the Girl Scouts of the United
States of America on its sixtieth birthday, 6-Mar-72
box 1129
House Resolution 8785. To amend the Maritime Academy Act of
1958 to increase the amount of assistance to such academies and
to provide a minimum subsistence payable per student, 12-Mar-69
box 1134
House Resolution 8794. To amend the Marine Resources and
Engineering Development Act of 1966 to continue the National
Council on Marine Resources and Development, 12-Mar-69
box 1134
House Resolution 8805. To amend the Federal Aviation Act of
1958 to require that every civil aircraft be equipped with a crash
locator beacon, 12-Mar-69
box 1134
House Resolution 8809. Corridor road box 1134
House Resolution 8847. To provide for uniform and full
disclosure of information with respect to the computation and
payment of interest on certain savings deposits, 2-Jun-71
box 1134
House Resolution 8855. To amend the Merchant Marine Act
of 1956 and the Maritime Academy Act of 1958 to enlarge the
mission of the United States Merchant Marine Academy, 2-Jun-71
box 1134
House Resolution 8937. To amend the Elementary and Secondary
Education Act of 1965, to provide for administration of programs
of Indian education by a National Board of Indian Education in
the United States Office of Education, and for other purposes, 4-
Jun-71
box 1134
House Resolution 8949. To amend chapter 55 of title 10 of the
United States Code to extend to mentally retarded or physically
box 1134
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handicapped dependents of certain members and former members
of the uniformed services, 13-Mar-69
House Resolution 8950. To provide that the nuclear accelerator
to be constructed at Weston, Illinois, shall be named the "Enrico
Fermi Nuclear Accelerator" in memory of the late Doctor Enrico
Fermi, 13-Mar-69
box 1134
House Resolution 9045. To amend the Act of August 13, 1946, to
increase the Federal contribution to per centum of the cost of shore
restoration and protection projects, 19-May-71
box 1134
House Resolution 9065. To provide for special programs for
children with learning disabilities, 17-Mar-69
box 1134
House Resolution 919. To establish a Federal sabbatical program
to improve the quality of teaching in the Nation' s elementary or
secondary schools, 22-Jan-71
box 1129
House Resolution 9230. To authorize members of the armed
forces to be discharged from active military service by reason of
physical disability when such members are suffering from drug
dependence, 17-Jun-71
box 1134
House Resolution 9235. To more effectively prohibit
discrimination in employment because of race, color, religion, sex,
or national origin, and for other purposes, 21-Jun-65
box 1134
House Resolution 9291. To reclassify certain positions in the
postal field service, and for other purposes, 26-Apr-67
box 1134
House Resolution 931. Expressing the sense of the House that the
President implement the majority report of the Cabinet Task Force
on Oil Import Control, 20-Apr-70
box 1129
House Resolution 9312. To authorize the United States
Commissioner of Education to make grants to elementary and
secondary schools and other#educational institutions for the
conduct of special educational programs and activities concerning
the use of drugs and for other related educational purposes, 20-
Mar-69
box 1134
House Resolution 9346. Amendments, unprinted. Two folders box 1134
House Resolution 942. Creating a select committee to conduct
a full and complete investigation and study of transportation
problems in the United States, 21-Apr-70
box 1129
House Resolution 9426. To make it unlawful in the District
of Columbia to intentionally promote or facilitate illegal drug
trafficking by possession, sale, or distribution, of certain
paraphernalia, 24-Jun-71
box 1134
House Resolution 9490. To regulate imports of milk and dairy
products, and for other purposes, 1-May-67
box 1134
House Resolution 9544. To set forth a congressional statement on
a national educational policy and to direct the Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare to initiate a comprehensive study on the
formulation of a plan to implement such policy, 26-Mar-69
box 1134
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House Resolution 9578. To amend title V of the Social Security
Act to extend for 5 years (until June 30, 1977) the period within
which certain special project grants may be made thereunder, 1-
Jul-71
box 1134
House Resolution 9592. For the relief of Ferdinando Muscas and
his wife, Christina Muscas, 26-Mar-69
box 1134
House Resolution 9639. To amend the National School Lunch
and Child Nutrition Acts for the purposes of providing additional
Federal financial assistance to the school lunch and school
breakfast programs, 17-Sep-73
box 1134
House Resolution 9661. To establish an urban mass transportation
trust fund, and for other purposes, 27-Mar-69
box 1134
House Resolution 9680. To amend section 16 of the Act of March
5, 1899 (30 Stat. 1121, 1153, ch. 425; 33 U.S.C. 411 and 412), 8-
Jul-71
box 1134
House Resolution 9681. To amend the Act of March 3, 1899,
commonly referred to as the Refuse Act, relating to the issuance of
certain permits, 8-Jul-71
box 1134
House Resolution 972. Calling on the President to propose an
extension of the nuclear test ban treaty to include underground
testing, 9-May-72
box 1129
House Resolution 9803. To postpone for six months the effective
date of the requirement that a child day care center meet specified
staffing standards..., 26-Jan-76
box 1134
House Resolution 985. To set an expenditure limitation on the
American military effort in Southeast Asia, 7-May-70
box 1129
House Resolution 9861. Amendment to Senate amendment
numbered 75 to H.R. 9861, an Act making appropriations for the
Department of Defense for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1976,
16-Dec-75
box 1134
House Resolution 9965. Making appropriations to the President
for the development of a prototype desalting plant in Israel, 21-
Jul-71
box 1134
House Resolution 9970. To establish a national power grid
system, for the purpose of assuring an adequate and reliable low-
cost electric power supply, 21-Jul-71
box 1134
House Resolutions 907 1087. Calling for a national commitment
to cure and control cancer within this decade, 16-Jun-70
box 1129
To use Resolution 12066. To amend the Postal Reorganization
Act of 1970, title 39, United States Code, to eliminate certain
restrictions on the rights of officers and employees of the Postal
Service, and for other purposes, 6-Dec-71
box 1137
^ Return to Table of Contents
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Human resources
Title/Description Instances
Human resources box 1076
Human resources. CSPU's box 1077
Human resources. Developmental disabilities box 1077
Human resources. Employment security commission box 1077
Human resources. Full employment box 1077
Human resources. National Science Foundation box 1077
Human resources. Unemployment box 1077
^ Return to Table of Contents
Indian affairs
Title/Description Instances
Hopi-Navajo dispute box 1075
Indian affairs. American Indian Policy Review Commission box 1077
Indian affairs. Mashpee Bill box 1077
Indian affairs. Sioux Indian case box 1077
Indian self determination box 1077
Indians box 1077
Indians. Maine delegation box 1077
Select Committee on Indian Affairs box 1147
^ Return to Table of Contents
Intelligence
Title/Description Instances
Intelligence. Miscellaneous box 1078
Intelligence. Select committee box 1078
Intelligence. Three folders, Jan.-Dec. 1976 box 1078
Intelligence. Wiretap bill box 1078
^ Return to Table of Contents
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Interior and insular affairs
Title/Description Instances
Interior and insular affairs. Two folders, Jan.-Dec. 1976 box 1078
Interior and insular affairs. Bills, two folders box 1078
Interior and insular affairs. CSPU's, two folders box 1078
Interior and insular affairs. Indian affairs box 1078
^ Return to Table of Contents
Department of Interior
Title/Description Instances
Interior, Department of box 1078
Interior, Department of. Animals, leghold traps box 1078
Interior, Department of. EIS on White Mountain National Park box 1078
Interior, Department of. Fish and Wildlife Subcommittee box 1078
Interior, Department of. Forestry issues box 1078
Interior, Department of. Maine activities box 1078
Interior, Department of. National park system box 1078
Interior, Department of. National wildlife refuges box 1078
^ Return to Table of Contents
Internal Security Commission
Title/Description Instances
Internal Security Commission. Bills box 1078
Internal Security Commission. Letters box 1078
^ Return to Table of Contents
International finance
Title/Description Instances
International finance. Two folders box 1079
Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee. Bills box 1079
Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee. Letters box 1079
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^ Return to Table of Contents
Joint Committee on Atomic Energy
Title/Description Instances
Joint Committee on Atomic Energy. Two folders, Jan.-Dec. 1976 box 1079
Joint Committee on Atomic Energy. Seabrook box 1079
^ Return to Table of Contents
Joint Economic Committee
Title/Description Instances
Joint Economic Committee box 1079
Joint Economic Committee. Bills box 1079
Joint Economic Committee. Letters box 1079
^ Return to Table of Contents
Judiciary Committee
Title/Description Instances
Judiciary Committee box 1080
Judiciary Committee, Jan.-Dec. 1976 box 1080
Judiciary Committee. Abortion box 1080
Judiciary Committee. Antitrust-monopoly, 1976 box 1080
Judiciary Committee. Bills box 1080
Judiciary Committee. Bussing, two folders box 1080
Judiciary Committee. Competition Review Act box 1080
Judiciary Committee. Constitutional convention box 1080
Judiciary Committee. Controlling the executive box 1080
Judiciary Committee. Copyrights box 1080
Judiciary Committee. Crime box 1080
Judiciary Committee. Curbing executive authority box 1080
Judiciary Committee. Executive accountability box 1080
Judiciary Committee. Executive privilege box 1080
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Judiciary Committee. Extension of confirmation box 1080
Judiciary Committee. General box 1080
Judiciary Committee. Gun control box 1080
Judiciary Committee. Impeachment box 1080
Judiciary Committee. Letters box 1080
Judiciary Committee. Miscellaneous box 1080
Judiciary Committee. S.1 box 1080
Judiciary Committee. Saxbe confirmation box 1080
Judiciary Committee. School prayer box 1081
Judiciary Committee. Special prosecutor, senate and house
versions
box 1081
Judiciary Committee. Suing Ford box 1081
Judiciary Committee. Vice president box 1081
Judiciary box 1079
^ Return to Table of Contents
Labor and Public Welfare
Title/Description Instances
Labor and Public Welfare. "Action" S.1148 box 1083
Labor and Public Welfare. Aging subcommittee box 1081
Labor and Public Welfare. Aging box 1081
Labor and Public Welfare. Alcoholism and Narcotics. Three
folders, June-Dec. 1976
box 1082
Labor and Public Welfare. Alcoholism and narcotics. Two folders,
Jan.-May 1976
box 1081
Labor and Public Welfare. Appropriations box 1082
Labor and Public Welfare. Arnett nomination box 1081
Labor and Public Welfare. Arts and humanities box 1082
Labor and Public Welfare. Career education materials box 1082
Labor and Public Welfare. Career education box 1082
Labor and Public Welfare. Childand Family Services Act, S.626 box 1082
Labor and Public Welfare. Children and Youth Subcommittee,
SIDS
box 1082
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Labor and Public Welfare. Children and Youth Subcommittee box 1082
Labor and Public Welfare. Community Services Act box 1083
Labor and Public Welfare. CSPU's box 1082
Labor and Public Welfare. Education Subcommittee, yellow
copies
box 1082
Labor and Public Welfare. Education Subcommittee. Three
folders, Jan.-Dec. 1976
box 1082
Labor and Public Welfare. Education Subcommittees, BEOG -
family contribution schedule
box 1082
Labor and Public Welfare. Emergency Employment Act,
extension
box 1083
Labor and Public Welfare. Emergency Employment Act box 1083
Labor and Public Welfare. Employment poverty, migratory labor box 1083
Labor and Public Welfare. General box 1083
Labor and Public Welfare. Guaranteed public employment box 1083
Labor and Public Welfare. Handicapped box 1083
Labor and Public Welfare. Health manpower. Two folders, Jan.-
Dec. 1976
box 1084
Labor and Public Welfare. Health. Three folders, Jan.-Dec. 1976 box 1083
Labor and Public Welfare. Labor Committee bills box 1081
Labor and Public Welfare. Labor Committee general box 1081
Labor and Public Welfare. Labor. Two folders, Jan.-Dec. 1976 box 1084
Labor and Public Welfare. Labor-Poverty Subcommittee box 1083
Labor and Public Welfare. Manpower - reports and publications box 1083
Labor and Public Welfare. Manpower and vocational education box 1083
Labor and Public Welfare. Manpower Subcommittee box 1083
Labor and Public Welfare. Migrants, Poverty Subcommittee box 1083
Labor and Public Welfare. Miscellaneous, three folders box 1084
Labor and Public Welfare. National Science Foundation box 1084
Labor and Public Welfare. New York City box 1083
Labor and Public Welfare. Nominations box 1084
Labor and Public Welfare. OEO suit, 1973 box 1083
Labor and Public Welfare. OSHA, Occupational Safety and
Health Act. Three folders
box 1084
Labor and Public Welfare. Railroad retirement board
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box 1084
Labor and Public Welfare. Second session, yellow copies box 1084
Labor and Public Welfare. Vocational education box 1084
Labor and Public Welfare. Yellow copies box 1084
Labor Management Relations Act box 1146
Labor Subcommittee box 1085
Labor Subcommittee. General memos box 1085
Labor Subcommittee. Labor - human services box 1085
Labor subcommittee. Labor - legislative proposals box 1085
Labor Subcommittee. Labor - reports box 1085
Labor Subcommittee. S. 1559, manpower development box 1085
Labor Subcommittee. S.1423, legal services box 1085
Labor Subcommittee. S.1861, S.2747, minimum wage box 1085
Labor Subcommittee. S.794 - S.3203 box 1085
Labor trip to Europe, Jan. 1966 box 1085
Labor box 1081
Labor. Education box 1085
Labor. OSHA, Occupational Safety and Health Act box 1085
Longshoremen and harbor workers box 1086
Lumber and logs box 1086
Mandatory retirement box 1087
Select Labor Subcommittee box 1103
Select Labor Subcommittee. Construction safety box 1103
^ Return to Table of Contents
Legislation
Title/Description Instances
Legislation, 1967 box 1086
Legislation, suggested box 1086
Legislative achievements box 1146
Legislative re-organization box 1146
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^ Return to Table of Contents
Libraries
Title/Description Instances
Library of Congress box 1086
Library Services Act, 1966 box 1086
^ Return to Table of Contents
Lobbying
Title/Description Instances
Lobbying bill box 1086
Lobbying disclosure box 1086
^ Return to Table of Contents
Lobsters
Title/Description Instances
Lobstermen box 1146
Lobsters and sonar equipment box 1086
Lobsters box 1086
^ Return to Table of Contents
Maine
Title/Description Instances
box 1063Federal Money to Maine
folder 15
Maine auto dealers box 1087
Maine casework - Schiller generating unit box 1087
Maine economy projects box 1087
Maine Housing Authority box 1087
Maine information - miscellaneous box 1087
Maine Maritime Academy and Navy ROTC
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box 1087
Maine methanol and forestry box 1087
Maine Potato Research and Promotion Act. H.R. 15030 box 1146
Maine school funding box 1087
Safe power for Maine box 1102
Wind in Maine. Zephyr wind dynamo box 1109
^ Return to Table of Contents
Manpower
Title/Description Instances
Intergovernmental Manpower Act box 1146
Manpower bills box 1087
Manpower Services Act box 1087
Manpower. Subcommittee box 1146
MDTA, Manpower Development and Training Act of 1962, 1962 box 1087
^ Return to Table of Contents
Merchant Marine and Fisheries
Title/Description Instances
Maritime Academies box 1087
Merchant Marine and Fisheries Committee. Bills, three folders box 1088
Merchant Marine and Fisheries Committee. Coast Guard bills box 1088
Merchant Marine and Fisheries Committee. Coast Guard
navigation
box 1088
Merchant Marine and Fisheries Committee. Coast Guard, coast
and geodetic survey and navigation subcommittee
box 1088
Merchant Marine and Fisheries Committee. Fisheries and wildlife
conservation
box 1088
Merchant Marine and Fisheries Committee. General, two folders box 1088
Merchant Marine and Fisheries Committee. Hathaway bills box 1088
Merchant Marine and Fisheries Committee. Letters, two folders box 1089
Merchant Marine and Fisheries Committee. Maritime
administration
box 1089
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Merchant Marine and Fisheries Committee. Maritime
Authorization Bill
box 1089
Merchant Marine and Fisheries Committee. Masters' liens box 1089
Merchant Marine and Fisheries Committee. Merchant Marine
Subcommittee. Three folders
box 1089
Merchant Marine and Fisheries Committee. Oceanography box 1089
Merchant Marine and Fisheries Committee. Oil pollution box 1089
Merchant Marine and Fisheries Committee. Panama Canal. Three
folders
box 1089
Merchant Marine and Fisheries Committee. Savannah box 1089
Merchant Marine and Fisheries Committee. Special subcommittee
on maritime education and training. Three folders
box 1089
Merchant Marine and Fisheries Committee. Two folders box 1088
Ocean floor to U.N. Merchant Marine box 1146
State maritime school subsidy box 1106
^ Return to Table of Contents
Minerals, materials and fuels
Title/Description Instances
Metal mines safety. Select subcommittee on labor, 1965 box 1090
Minerals, materials and fuels. CSPU box 1091
Minerals, materials and fuels. General box 1091
Mines box 1091
^ Return to Table of Contents
National Science Foundation
Title/Description Instances
National Science Foundation. Two folders box 1091
National Science Foundation. yellow copies box 1091
^ Return to Table of Contents
Natural gas
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Title/Description Instances
Natural gas box 1092
Natural gas. Alaska box 1092
Natural gas. Deregulation box 1092
^ Return to Table of Contents
box Boxes
1723-1724
not listed
News clippings, 1976-1978
Box
1721-1722
News clippings, 1976-1978 Box 1721
News clippings, 1976-1978 Box 1722
News clippings (not listed) Box 1723
News clippings (not listed) box 1724
^ Return to Table of Contents
Nixon, Richard
Title/Description Instances
Nixon, Richard Milhous. Taxes box 1092
Nixon, Richard Milhous box 1092
^ Return to Table of Contents
Nominations
Title/Description Instances
Nominations. Reference and report box 1092
Nominations box 1092
^ Return to Table of Contents
OEO
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Title/Description Instances
OEO extension box 1093
OEO, including child care box 1093
^ Return to Table of Contents
Oceans and atmosphere
Title/Description Instances
Oceans and atmosphere. Alaska pipeline box 1093
Oceans and atmosphere. Coastal planning for offshore oil box 1093
Oceans and atmosphere. Earth resources technology satellite
legislation
box 1093
Oceans and atmosphere. General box 1093
Oceans and atmosphere. Independent oil dealers box 1093
Oceans and atmosphere. New England oil crisis box 1093
Oceans and atmosphere. Offshore oil, OCS box 1093
Oceans and atmosphere. Offshore oil box 1093
^ Return to Table of Contents
Oil
Title/Description Instances
Oil and inflation box 1094
Oil depletion allowance box 1094
Oil industry. Antitrust box 1094
Oil pollution liability, 1976 box 1094
Oil pollution. General background box 1094
Oil pollution. Maine material box 1094
Oil pollution. Statements box 1094
Oil pollution. Tanker and navigation standards box 1094
Oil prices box 1094
Oil pricing policy box 1146
Oil spills. Clean-up box 1094
Residual oil box 1147
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^ Return to Table of Contents
Post Office and Civil Service
Title/Description Instances
Post Office and Civil Service Comm box 1147
Post Office and Civil Service. Bills box 1095
Post Office and Civil Service. Five folders, Jan.-Dec. 1976 box 1095
Post Office and Civil Service. General box 1095
Post Office and Civil Service. Hatch Act box 1095
Post Office and Civil Service. Letters box 1095
Post Office and Civil Service. Postal increase box 1095
Postal service box 1095
^ Return to Table of Contents
Product liability
Title/Description Instances
Product liability. Hearings, 8/8/1976 box 1096
Product liability. Three folders box 1096
^ Return to Table of Contents
Production and stabilization
Title/Description Instances
Production stabilization. General box 1095
Production and stabilization. Two folders box 1096
^ Return to Table of Contents
Public disclosure
Title/Description Instances
Public disclosure, 1974 box 1097
Public disclosure. Two folders box 1096
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^ Return to Table of Contents
Public power
Title/Description Instances
Public power, 5.3310, 3311 box 1097
Public power box 1097
Public utilities box 1097
^ Return to Table of Contents
Public works
Title/Description Instances
Public Works Committee box 1147
Public Works Committee. Bills box 1097
Public Works Committee. Letters box 1098
Public works correspondence. Three folders, Jan.-Dec. 1976 box 1097
Public works box 1097
Public works. Cost/benefit ratio box 1098
Public works. CSRPU box 1097
Public works. Dickey Lincoln box 1097
Public works. Environmental pollution box 1098
Public works. General box 1098
Public works. Miscellaneous box 1098
Public works. Passamaquoddy box 1098
^ Return to Table of Contents
Railroads
Title/Description Instances
Railroad retirement, S.3107 box 1099
Railroad retirement, S.3612 box 1099
Railroad retirement. General box 1099
Railroad retirement. Hearings box 1099
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Railroad retirement. Inactive windfall box 1099
Railroad retirement. Memos, bills box 1100
Railroad retirement. New bill, 1976 box 1100
Railroad unemployment insurance box 1100
Railroads box 1100
^ Return to Table of Contents
Research
Title/Description Instances
Research. Alcoholism and drug abuse box 1100
Research. Education - rural box 1100
Research. Education statistics box 1100
Research. Education technology box 1100
Research. ESEA and 74 amendments box 1100
Research. Financing - state box 1100
Research. Foreign education training program box 1100
^ Return to Table of Contents
Revenue
Title/Description Instances
Revenue bonds box 1101
Revenue sharing. Three folders box 1101
^ Return to Table of Contents
Rules
Title/Description Instances
Rules Administration Committee box 1147
Rules and administration. CSPU'S box 1101
Rules and administration. Rules hearings and markups box 1101
Rules and administration. Two folders box 1101
Rules and routes of the Senate box 1101
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Rules Committee. Bills box 1101
Rules Committee. Letters box 1101
Rules. Election reform box 1101
Rules. Office fund box 1101
^ Return to Table of Contents
Securities
Title/Description Instances
Securities market system. S.2519 box 1103
Securities box 1103
Securities. Committee print #2 box 1103
Securities. General box 1103
Securities. S.2058 box 1103
Securities. S.426 box 1103
^ Return to Table of Contents
Senate bills
Title/Description Instances
Senate 1213. To provide through tax incentives in the Internal
Revenue Code of 1954, 17-Mar-75
box 1118
Senate bill 1017. To promote maximum Indian participation in the
government and education of the Indian people, 25-Feb-74
box 1118
Senate bill 1019. To terminate the oil import control program, 27-
Feb-73
box 1118
Senate bill 1025. To improve the Nations' energy resources, 27-
Feb-73
box 1118
Senate bill 1056. To amend the Ports and Waterways Safety Act
of 1972 and section 4417a of the Revised Statutes in order to
extend the provisions of such laws to the fishery conservation
zone, 21-Mar-77
box 1118
Senate bill 1057. To provide a comprehensive program with
respect to liability and compensation for damages and cleanup
costs caused by oil pollution, 21-Mar-77
box 1118
Senate bill 1061. Amendments box 1118
Senate bill 1063. To establish a program of nutrition education for
children as a part of the national school lunch and child nutrition
box 1118
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programs and to amend the National School Lunch and Child
Nutrition Acts, 1-Mar-73
Senate bill 1081. To authorize the Secretary of the Interior to grant
rights-of-way across Federal lands where the use of such rights-of-
way is in the public interest and the applicant for the right-of-way
demonstrates the financial, 16-Jul-73
box 1118
Senate bill 1082. To repeal the bread tax, and for other purposes,
1-Mar-73
box 1118
Senate bill 11. Amendment #285 to senate bill 11, unprinted box 1110
Senate bill 1104. To promote and protect the free flow of interstate
commerce without unreasonable damage to the environment, 6-
Mar-73
box 1118
Senate bill 1108. To establish an emergency mortgage credit
program to reduce unemployment and aid middle-income home
buyers, 7-Mar-75
box 1118
Senate bill 1109. To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1954
to provide that the designation of payments to the Presidential
Election Campaign Fund be made on the front page of the
taxpayer's income tax return form, 6-Mar-73
box 1118
Senate bill 1119. To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 to
provide tax relief to small businesses, 10-Mar-75
box 1118
Senate bill 1121. To amend the Federal Regulation of Lobbying
Act, and for other purposes, 6-Mar-73
box 1118
Senate bill 1125. To amend the Comprehensive Alcohol Abuse
and Alcoholism Prevention, Treatment, and Rehabilitation Act
and other related Acts.., 8-Mar-73
box 1118
Senate bill 1136. To authorize appropriations for increased
investigation and prosecution by the Federal Trade Commission
and the Department of Justice of unfair methods of competition,
11-Mar-75
box 1118
Senate bill 1141. To provide a new coinage design and date
emblematic of the Bicentennial of the American Revolution for
dollars, half dollars, and quarter dollars, 12-Jul-73
box 1118
Senate bill 1143. To designate a national network of essential rail
lines; to create a nonprofit corporation to acquire and maintain rail
lines; to require minimum standards of maintenance for rail lines,
1-Mar-75
box 1118
Senate bill 1144. To designate a national network of essential rail
lines; to require minimum standards of maintenance of rail lines;
to provide Federal financial aid for rail rehabilitation, 11-Mar-75
box 1118
Senate bill 1149. To increase the supply of railroad rolling stock
and to improve its utilization to meet the needs of commerce, 8-
Mar-73
box 1118
Senate bill 1159. Correspondence box 1118
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Senate bill 116. To extend the expiring authorities in the Public
Health Service Act And the Community Mental Health Centers
Act, 8-Mar-73
box 1118
Senate bill 1160. To amend the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961
and the Arms Export Control Act, and for other purposes, 16-
May-77
box 1118
Senate bill 1177. To amend title 13, United States Code, to
establish within the Bureau of the Census a voter registration
Administration for the purpose of administering a voter
registration program through the Postal Service, 13-Mar-75
box 1118
Senate bill 118. To incorporate the Pearl Harbor Survivors
Association, 15-Jan-75
box 1113
Senate bill 1186. To amend the Outer Continental Shelf Lands
Act in order to conduct a comprehensive study of the Outer
Continental Shelf, to promote the development of Outer
Continental Shelf oil and gas resources, 13-Mar-75
box 1118
Senate bill 1191. To establish a National Center on Child abuse
and neglect, to provide financial assistance for a demonstration
program for the prevention, identification and treatment of child
abuse and neglect, 13-Mar-73
box 1118
Senate bill 1197. To amend the Fair Packaging and Labeling
Act to provide for a uniform system of quality grades for food
products, to provide for a system of labeling of food products to
disclose the ingredients, 14-Mar-73
box 1118
Senate bill 1197. To prohibit the licensing of certain activities
regarding plutonium until expressly authorized by Congress and
to provide for a comprehensive study of plutonium recycling, 17-
Mar-75
box 1118
Senate bill 12. To amend title VII of the Housing Act of 1961
to establish an Urban Parkland Heritage Corporation to provide
funds for the acquisition and operation of open-space land, and for
other purposes, 4-Jan-73
box 1110
Senate bill 1200. To amend section 306a of the Consolidated Farm
and Rural Development Act to prescribe criteria for determining
the amount of grants made under such section, 31-Mar-77
box 1118
Senate bill 1208. To improve the Nation's energy resources, 17-
Mar-75
box 1118
Senate bill 121. To establish a uniform and comprehensive legal
regime governing liability and compensation for damages and
cleanup costs caused by oil pollution and for other purposes., 10-
Jan-77
box 1113
Senate bill 1218. To incorporate the Pearl Harbor Survivors
Association, 18-Mar-75
box 1118
Senate bill 1220. To limit the authority of the Secretary of
Health, Education, and Welfare to impose, by regulations, certain
box 1119
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additional restrictions upon the availability and use of Federal
funds, 14-Mar-73
Senate bill 1224. To provide equality in the availability of
communications for all residents of the United States and Puerto
Rico, 14-Mar-73
box 1119
Senate bill 1241. To increase the subsistence payments for
students at State maritime academies or colleges, 5-Apr-77
box 1119
Senate bill 1242. To provide employment and training
opportunities for youth, 6-Apr-77
box 1119
Senate bill 1248. Amendment to S. 1248, a bill to authorize
appropriations for the Department of State, and for other purposes,
14-May-73
box 1119
Senate bill 1263. To amend the Fisheries Conservation and
Management Act of 1976 in order to expedite the filling of a
vacancy on a regional fishery management council which occurs
prior to the expiration of a term, 6-Apr-77
box 1119
Senate bill 1271. To amend the higher Education Act of 1965 to
establish a student internship program to offer students practical
political involvement with elected officials on the local and state
levels of government, 15-Mar-73
box 1119
Senate bill 1282. To amend the Public Health Service Act to
provide for a National Center for Clinical Pharmacology, to
provide support for the study of clinical pharmacology and clinical
pharmacy, 21-Mar-75
box 1119
Senate bill 1283. To establish a national program for research,
development, and demonstration in fuels and energy and for the
coordination and financial supplementation of federal energy
research and development; and for other purposes, 7-Dec-73
box 1119
Senate bill 1288. To prohibit the expenditure of funds for the
development and procurement of any lethal chemical weapons
after the date of enactment of this Act, and for other purposes, 21-
Mar-75
box 1119
Senate bill 1298. To provide public service employment
opportunities for unemployment and underemployed persons, to
assist states and local communities in providing needed public
services, and for other purposes, 20-Mar-73
box 1119
Senate bill 13. To amend the Food Stamp Act of 1964, 15-Jan-75 box 1111
Senate bill 13. To authorize the establishment of the Atlantic
Wetlands Research Center, 8-Apr-75
box 1119
Senate bill 1302. To promote safety and health in the mining
industry, to prevent recurring disasters in the mining industry, and
for other purposes, 21-Mar-75
box 1119
Senate bill 1314. To more fully protect the freedom of speech of
Members of Congress and to enforce article I, section 6 of the
constitution, the "Speech or Debate" clause, 22-Mar-73
box 1119
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Senate bill 1336. To amend the Clean Air Act so as to assure
that aerosol spray containers discharging chlorofluoromethane
compounds in the ambient air will not impair the environmental
ozone layer, to prevent any increased skin cancer risk, 26-Mar-75
box 1119
Senate bill 1348. To provide for the establishment of safety
standards for mobile homes in interstate commerce, and for other
purposes, 22-Mar-73
box 1119
Senate bill 1350. To provide additional humanitarian assistance
authorizations for South Vietnam and Cambodia for the fiscal year
1975, 26-Mar-75
box 1119
Senate bill 136. To authorize financial assistance for opportunities
industrialization centers, 4-Jan-73
box 1113
Senate bill 1399. To establish the Olson home, Cushing, Maine, as
a national historic site, 27-Mar-75
box 1119
Senate bill 14. To amend the Public Health Service Act to provide
assistance and encouragement for the establishment and expansion
of health maintenance organizations, health care resources, 4-
Jan-73
box 1111
Senate bill 1401. To establish rational criteria for the mandatory
imposition of the sentence of death, and for other purposes, 27-
Mar-73
box 1119
Senate bill 1406. To amend title 38 of the United States Code
to provide that veterans' pension and compensation will not be
reduced as a result of certain increases in monthly social security
benefits, 10-Apr-75
box 1119
Senate bill 1423. To amend the Labor Management Relations Act
of 1947, to permit employer contributions to jointly administered
trust funds established by labor organizations to defray costs of
legal services, 29-Mar-73
box 1119
Senate bill 1425. To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to
extend the authorizations of appropriations contained in such Act,
and for other purposes, 14-Apr-75
box 1119
Senate bill 1426. Amendment s, 13-May-75 box 1119
Senate bill 1430. To amend the Emergency Petroleum Allocation
Act of 1973, and for other purposes, 14-Apr-75
box 1119
Senate bill 1434. To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1954
to disregard children's benefits received by an individual under
the Social Security Act in determining whether that individual is a
dependent of a taxpayer, 2-Apr-73
box 1119
Senate bill 1437. To distinguish federal grant and cooperative
agreement relationships from federal procurement relationships
and for other purposes, 13-Apr-75
box 1119
Senate bill 1443. To authorize the furnishing of defense articles
and services to foreign countries and international organizations,
3-Apr-73
box 1119
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Senate bill 145. To provide financial assistance for research
activities for the study of sudden infant death syndrome, and for
other purposes, 8-May-73
box 1121
Senate bill 1454. To revise and extend the Public Health Service
Act, and for other purposes, 17-Apr-75
box 1119
Senate bill 1466. To amend the Public Health Service Act to
extend and revise the program of assistance for the control and
prevention of communicable diseases, 17-Apr-75
box 1119
Senate bill 1472. To help preserve the separation of powers and to
further the constitutional prerogatives of Congress by providing
for congressional review of executive agreements, 5-Apr-73
box 1120
Senate bill 1475. To amend the Federal Credit Union Act in order
to improve the efficiency and flexibility of the financial system of
the United States.., 18-Apr-75
box 1120
Senate bill 1485. Exempting state lotteries from certain Federal
prohibitions, and for other purposes. April 21, 1975, 21-Apr-75
box 1120
Senate bill 1492. To amend the Mineral Leasing Act of 1920 and
the Interstate Commerce Act, and for other purposes, 11-May-77
box 1120
Senate bill 1495. To authorize the Secretary of Transportation to
make grants for the construction of bikeways, 11-May-77
box 1120
Senate bill 1508. Amendments to S. 1508, a bill to require that
certain information about gasoline be disclosed to consumers, 25-
May-76
box 1120
Senate bill 1508. To require that certain information about
gasoline be disclosed to consumers, 2-Aug-76
box 1120
Senate bill 1514. To revise and improve the program of
supplemental security income established by Title VXI of the
Social Security Act, 24-Apr-75
box 1120
Senate bill 1517. Amendment to S. 1517, a bill to authorize
appropriations for the administration of foreign affairs;
international organizations, conferences, and commissions;
information and cultural exchange; and for other purposes, 17-
Jul-75
box 1120
Senate bill 1520. Amendment to S. 1520, a bill to amend the
Foreign Assistance Act of 1961, and for other purposes, 13-Jun-77
box 1120
Senate bill 1523. Amendment to S. 1523, a bill to amend the
Housing and Community Development Act of 1974; to extend
certain housing assistance and mortgage insurance programs; and
for other purposes, 20-May-77
box 1120
Senate bill 1523. Amendment, unprinted box 1120
Senate bill 1523. For the elimination of the foreign tax credit
for taxes paid in connection with foreign oil related income, 24-
Apr-75
box 1120
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Senate bill 1525. To repeal the deduction of intangible drilling and
development costs of oil gas wells, 24-Apr-75
box 1120
Senate bill 1527. To amend the act protecting the fishery resources
of the Continental Shelf of the United States in order to include
the American lobster in such resources, 10-Apr-73
box 1120
Senate bill 1539. Floor materials box 1120
Senate bill 1539. To amend and extend certain Acts relating to
elementary and secondary education programs, and for other
purposes, 11-Apr-73
box 1120
Senate bill 1539. To authorize appropriations for fiscal year 1978
for intelligence activities of the United States Government, the
Intelligence Community Staff, 16-May-77
box 1120
Senate bill 1541. Amendment to S. 1541, a bill to provide for the
reform of congressional procedures with respect to the enactment
of fiscal measures; to provide ceilings on Federal expenditures and
the national debt, 7-Sep-73
box 1120
Senate bill 1541. Amendment to S. 1541, a bill to provide for the
reform of congressional procedures with respect to the enactment
of fiscal measures; to provide ceilings on Federal expenditures and
the national debt, 19-Mar-74
box 1120
Senate bill 1544. To prohibit the further expenditure of funds to
finance the involvement of the Armed Forces of the United States
in armed hostilities in Cambodia, 11-Apr-73
box 1120
Senate bill 1554. To provide a program for the rehabilitation of the
nation' s railroads, 18-May-77
box 1120
Senate bill 156. To provide for continuing earth resources satellite
experimentation, 16-Jan-75
box 1113
Senate bill 156. To require the termination of all weapons range
activities conducted on or near the Culebra complex of the
Atlantic Fleet Weapons Range, 4-Jan-73
box 1113
Senate bill 1560. Amendments to S. 1560, a bill to extend the
Emergency Employment Act of 1972, to provide public service
employment for disadvantaged and long-term unemployed
persons, and for other purposes, 11-Jul-73
box 1120
Senate bill 1563. To amend the Social Security Act to provide for
the updating of safety provisions in skilled nursing facilities, 29-
Apr-75
box 1120
Senate bill 1565. To permit Congress to play its proper role in the
formulation of policy relating to foreign commerce, the public
lands, and the energy needs of the country, 12-Apr-73
box 1120
Senate bill 1571. To incorporate the National Ski Patrol System,
Incorporated, 19-May-77
box 1120
Senate bill 1575. To establish a voluntary program to provide
farmers protection against loss of farm production when natural
box 1120
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or uncontrollable conditions adversely affect such production, 20-
May-77
Senate bill 1579. To authorize the president to establish a standby
gasoline rationing plan, 20-May-77
box 1120
Senate bill 1618. To provide for the establishment of an American
Folklife Center in the Library of Congress, and for other purposes,
1-May-75
box 1120
Senate bill 1625. To extend and revise the State and Local Fiscal
Assistance Act of 1972, 1-May-75
box 1120
Senate bill 1627. To amend the Food Stamp Act, 5-May-75 box 1120
Senate bill 1627. To authorize a career education implementation
incentive program, 6-Jun-77
box 1120
Senate bill 1632. To authorize in the Energy Research and
Development Administration a Federal program of research,
development, and demonstration designed to promote electric
vehicle technologies, 5-May-75
box 1120
Senate bill 1638. To protect the civilian employees of the
executive branch of the United States Government in the
enjoyment of their constitutional rights and to prevent
unwarranted governmental invasions of their privacy, 2-May-73
box 1120
Senate bill 1662. Amendment to S. 1662, a bill to amend the Food
Stamp Act of 1964, 12-May-75
box 1120
Senate bill 1685. To establish a Department of Education and
Training, and for other purposes, 13-Jun-77
box 1120
Senate bill 1695. To provide readjustment allowance,
opportunities, early retirement benefits, health benefits public
service employment and job counseling and training, 3-May-73
box 1120
Senate bill 1714. To establish a task force within the Veterans'
Administration to advise and assist in connection with, to consult
on, and to coordinate all programs pertaining to veterans of the
Vietnam era, 7-May-73
box 1121
Senate bill 1715. To amend title 10 of the United States Code
to establish independent boards to review the discharges and
dismissals of servicemen who served during the Vietnam era, and
for other purposes, 7-May-73
box 1121
Senate bill 1716. To amend chapter 49 of title 10, United States
Code, to prohibit the inclusion of certain information on discharge
certificates, and for other purposes, 7-May-73
box 1121
Senate bill 1726. To amend the Small Business Act to declare
a national small business economic policy, to provide for an
ongoing program of advocacy..., 21-Jun-77
box 1121
Senate bill 1730. To improve the reliability, safety, and energy
efficiency of transportation and to reduce unemployment
by providing funds for work in repairing, rehabilitating, and
improving essential railroad roadbeds and facilities, 13-May-75
box 1121
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Senate bill 1736. To incorporate the National Ski Patrol System,
Incorporated, 14-May-75
box 1121
Senate bill 1737. To amend the Public Health Service Act to
encourage the establishment of uniform standards for licensing
and regulation of clinical laboratories, and for other purposes, 14-
May-75
box 1121
Senate bill 1753. To extend the Elementary and Secondary
Education Act of 1965, and for other purposes, 24-Jun-77
box 1121
Senate bill 1763. Entitled the "Civilian Secretaries Information
Act.", 24-Jun-77
box 1121
Senate bill 18. To require that certain information about gasoline
be disclosed to consumers, 10-Jan-77
box 1111
Senate bill 180. To amend the Federal Water Pollution Control
Act in order to require the approval of adjacent coastal States prior
to the construction of certain offshore facilities, 4-Jan-73
box 1113
Senate bill 181. To promote public confidence in the legislative,
executive, and judicial branches of the Government of the United
States, 16-Jan-75
box 1113
Senate bill 1812. To improve the coordination of Federal reporting
services, 15-May-73
box 1121
Senate bill 1814. To amend and improve the Adult Education Act,
15-May-73
box 1121
Senate bill 1828. To provide for the establishment of the George
W. Norris Home National Historic Site in the State of Nebraska,
and for other purposes, 1-Jul-77
box 1121
Senate bill 1838. To insure fair and equitable representation
for smaller and medium-sized businesses on Federal advisory
committees, 12-Jul-77
box 1121
Senate bill 1844. To provide for the establishment of an American
Folklife Center in the Library of Congress, and for other purposes,
17-May-73
box 1121
Senate bill 1845. To authorize the Secretary of Health Education
and Welfare to make grants to conduct special educational
programs and activities concerning the use of drugs and for other
purposes, 17-May-73
box 1121
Senate bill 1867. To amend the Railroad Retirement Act of 1937
and the Railroad Retirement Tax Act to revise certain eligibility
conditions for annuities, 22-May-73
box 1121
Senate bill 1880. To protect hobbyists against the reproduction
or manufacture of certain imitation hobby items and to provide
additional protections for American hobbyists, 23-May-75
box 1121
Senate bill 1881. To regulate the sale of used cars in or affecting
interstate commerce by prescribing the terms and conditions of
warranties given in connection with the sale, 23-May-73
box 1121
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Senate bill 1886. To amend section 5(1)(1) of the Railroad
Retirement Act of 1937 to simplify administration of the Act, 23-
May-73
box 1121
Senate bill 1890. Amendment to S. 1890, a bill to amend the
Export-Import Bank Act of 1945, as amended, to extend for four
years the period within which the Bank is authorized to exercise
its functions, 30-Apr-74
box 1121
Senate bill 1890. To amend the Export-Import Bank Act of 1945,
as amended to extend for four, years the period within which the
Bank is authorized to exercise its functions, to increase the Bank's
loan, guarantee, and insurance authority, 29-May-73
box 1121
Senate bill 1901. To amend the Act of August 20, 1963, as
amended, relating to the construction of mint buildings, 30-
May-73
box 1121
Senate bill 1926. To amend title XIII of the Public Health Service
Act to revise and extend the program for the establishment and
expansion of health maintenance organizations, 12-Jun-75
box 1121
Senate bill 1927. To restore, maintain, and promote competition in
the energy industry, and for other purposes, 26-Jul-77
box 1121
Senate bill 193. To prohibit the shipment in interstate commerce
of dogs intended to be used to fight other dogs for purposes of
sport, wagering or entertainment, 16-Jan-75
box 1113
Senate bill 195. To amend the National Foundation on the Arts
and the Humanities Act of 1965, and for other purposes, 7-Feb-73
box 1116
Senate bill 195. To suspend all sales of defense articles and
services for six months to Iran, Saudi Arabia, Iraq, Kuwait, Qatar,
Bahrain, the United Arab Emirates, and the Sultanate of Oman,
22-Feb-75
box 1116
Senate bill 1964. To amend the Emergency School Aid Act to
extend to Franco-Americans the same benefits afforded other
minority groups under that Act, 29-Jul-77
box 1121
Senate bill 1973. To provide procedures for calling constitutional
conventions for proposing amendments to the Constitution of the
United States.., 11-Jun-73
box 1121
Senate bill 1984. To direct that grants for research and
demonstration projects and other federally funded projects of this
nature be allocated to economically depressed areas, 12-Jun-73
box 1121
Senate bill 199. To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1954
to restrict the authority for inspection of tax returns and the
disclosure of information contained therein, and for other
purposes, 17-Jan-75
box 1113
Senate bill 1991. To conserve the Nation's energy resources, 3-
Aug-77
box 1121
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Senate bill 1992. To amend title II of the Legislative
Reorganization Act of 1970, to establish a central data bank for
Federal fiscal, budgetary, and program-related data, 13-Jun-73
box 1121
Senate bill 2. To provide for the procurement by the General
Services Administration of existing solar energy devises for use in
Government buildings, 10-Feb-77
box 1116
Senate bill 200. Amendments intended to be proposed by Mr.
Hathaway to S.200, a bill to establish an independent consumer
agency to protect and serve the interest of consumers, and for
other purposes, 29-Apr-75
box 1113
Senate bill 200. Correspondence box 1113
Senate bill 200. To establish an independent consumer agency
to protect and serve the interest of consumers, and for other
purposes, 17-Jan-75
box 1113
Senate bill 200. To require that new forms and reports, revisions
of existing forms, resulting from legislation be contained in
reports of committees reporting the legislation, 4-Jan-73
box 1113
Senate bill 2005. Amendment to S. 2005, a bill to provide for
adequate reserves of certain agricultural commodities, and for
other purposes, 19-Feb-74
box 1121
Senate bill 2005. Amendment to S. 2005, a bill to provide for
adequate reserves of certain agricultural commodities, and for
other purposes, 21-May-74
box 1122
Senate bill 2005. To provide for adequate reserves of certain
agricultural commodities, and for other purposes, 15-Jun-73
box 1122
Senate bill 2014. Entitled the "Emergency Mortgage Relief Act of
1975.", 1975
box 1122
Senate bill 2015. To amend title 39, United States Code, to
assure that certain publications of Institutions of higher education
continue to qualify as second-class mail, 25-Jun-75
box 1122
Senate bill 2019. To amend the Drug Abuse Office and Treatment
Act of 1972, and for other purposes, 26-Jun-75
box 1122
Senate bill 2021. To recognize the role of certain State and local
agencies in assuming the responsibility for carrying out low and
moderate income housing programs, to affirm the continuing
responsibility of the Federal Government, 19-Jun-73
box 1122
Senate bill 2022. To provide increased employment opportunity
by executive agencies of the United States Government for
persons unable to work standard working hours, and for other
purposes, 19-Jun-73
box 1122
Senate bill 2024. To provide emergency public service
employment for unemployed Indian Americans living on
reservations, to assist in providing needed public services to
preserve Indian customs and identity, and for other purposes, 19-
Jun-73
box 1122
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Senate bill 2047. To amend the Federal Power Act to provide for
the encouragement of the licensing and development of small
hydro-electric power projects in connection with existing dams
on the waterways of the United States, and for other purposes, 5-
Aug-77
box 1122
Senate bill 2057. Amendment to S. 2057, to establish a
comprehensive national energy conservation policy, 12-Sep-77
box 1122
Senate bill 2057. Amendment, unprinted box 1122
Senate bill 2068. To amend the Public Health Service Act to
provide for the screening and counseling of Americans with
respect to Tay-Sachs disease, 26-Jun-73
box 1122
Senate bill 2069. A bill to improve national reading skills, 26-
Jun-73
box 1122
Senate bill 2071. To amend the Public Health Service Act to
provide for the establishment of National Research Service
Awards, 26-Jun-73
box 1122
Senate bill 2072. To amend the Public Health Service Act to
assure maximum protection for human subjects of biomedical and
behavioral research, 26-Jun-73
box 1122
Senate bill 2087. To amend the Small Business Act to establish
within the Small Business Administration a new direct low-
interest loan program to assist homeowners and builders in
purchasing and installing solar heating, 10-Jul-75
box 1122
Senate bill 2090. To extend for three additional years the
authorization of title I, II, V ,VI, VII, VIII and IX of the Economic
Opportunity Act of 1964, and for other purposes, 14-Sep-77
box 1122
Senate bill 2095. To require that buildings financed with Federal
funds utilize the best practicable measures for the conservation of
energy and the use of solar energy systems, 10-Jul-75
box 1122
Senate bill 2104. Amendment to S. 2104, a bill to establish a
comprehensive natural gas policy, 22-Sep-77
box 1122
Senate bill 2106. To amend title VI of the Omnibus Crime Control
and Safe Streets Act of 1968 to provide for a ten-year term
for the appointment of the Director of the Federal Bureau of
Investigation, 29-Jun-73
box 1122
Senate bill 2117. To promote safety and health in the mining
industry, to prevent recurring disasters in the mining industry, and
for other purposes, 29-Jun-73
box 1122
Senate bill 2138. To amend section 10(d) of the Small Business
Act with respect to certain reporting requirements relating to
Government procurement, 11-Jul-73
box 1122
Senate bill 2138. To create an office of Federal Procurement
Policy within the Executive Office of the President, and for other
purposes, 18-Jul-73
box 1122
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Senate bill 2156. To amend the provisions of the Social Security
Act to consolidate the wages by employers for income tax
withholding and old-age, survivors, and disability insurance
purposes, and for other purposes, 22-Jul-75
box 1122
Senate bill 2157. To amend title XX of the Social Security Act
to provide that no State shall be required to administer individual
means tests for provision of education, nutrition, transportation,
recreation, socialization, or associated services, 22-Jul-75
box 1122
Senate bill 2169. To name a certain Federal building in
Washington, District of Columbia, the "Hubert H. Humphrey
Building."
box 1122
Senate bill 2182. Amendment to S. 2182, a bill to consolidate,
simplify, and improve laws relative to housing and housing
assistance, and for other purposes, 19-Nov-73
box 1122
Senate bill 2190. To provide housing for persons in rural areas of
the United States on an emergency basis, 16-Jul-73
box 1122
Senate bill 22. Amendment intended to be proposed by Mr.
Hathaway to S.22, a bill for the general revision of the Copyright
Law, Title 17 of the United States Code, and for other purposes,
17-Feb-76
box 1111
Senate bill 2200. To govern the disclosure of certain financial
information by financial institutions to governmental agencies, to
protect the constitutional rights of citizens of the United States,
19-Jul-73
box 1122
Senate bill 2212. To amend the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe
Streets Act of 1968, as amended, and for other purposes, 29-Jul-75
box 1122
Senate bill 2218. To establish the United States of America as an
Oceanus Congressional Nation, 20-Jul-73
box 1122
Senate bill 2296. To provide for the protection, development,
and enhancement of the National Forest System, its lands and
resources; and for other purposes, 31-Jul-73
box 1122
Senate bill 2305. To amend the Securities Act of 1933, 4-Nov-77 box 1122
Senate bill 2308. To amend the Social Security Act to provide
for judicial review by providers and others of actions undertaken
pursuant to titles XVIII and XIX of such Act, and for other
purposes, 1-Aug-73
box 1122
Senate bill 2310. Amendment to S. 2310, a bill to assure the
availability of adequate supplies of natural gas during the period
ending June 30, 1976, 2-Oct-75
box 1122
Senate bill 232. To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1954
to provide that the tax on the amounts paid for communication
services shall not apply to the amount of the State and local taxes
paid for such services, 17-Jan-75
box 1114
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Senate bill 232. To reorganize the executive branch of the
Government to consolidate different governmental agencies and
activities, 13-Mar-78
box 1124
Senate bill 2335. Amendment to S. 2335, a bill to amend the
Foreign Assistance Act of 1961, and for other purposes, 24-
Sep-73
box 1122
Senate bill 2342. To provide for the safeguarding of taxpayer
rights, to restrict the authority for inspection of Federal tax returns
and the disclosure of information derived from such returns, 16-
Sep-75
box 1123
Senate bill 2351. Amendment to S. 2351, a bill to prohibit sex
discrimination by educational, 3-Jun-74
box 1123
Senate bill 2351. To prohibit sex discrimination by education
institutions whose primary purpose is the training of individuals
for the military services of the United States or the merchant
marine, 3-Aug-73
box 1123
Senate bill 2352. To amend the Education Amendments of 1972
to make the prohibition against sex discrimination apply to
educational institutions whose primary purpose is the training of
individuals for the military service of the United States, 3-Aug-73
box 1123
Senate bill 2354. To provide for the participation of the United
States in the African Development Fund, 3-Aug-73
box 1123
Senate bill 2397. To provide for a 7 per centum increase in social
security benefits beginning with benefits payable for the month of
January 1974, 10-Sep-73
box 1123
Senate bill 2398. To develop employment opportunities and
business in economically depressed areas by providing certain
preferences for prospective government contractors in such areas,
11-Sep-73
box 1123
Senate bill 2410. To amend section 501(c)(5) of the Internal
Revenue Code of 1954, 24-Sep-75
box 1123
Senate bill 2410. To amend the Public Health Service Act to
provide assistance and encouragement for the development of
comprehensive area emergency medical services system, 12-
Sep-73
box 1123
Senate bill 243. To amend the Small Business Act and the Small
Business Investment Act of 1958, 14-Jan-77
box 1114
Senate bill 2432. To prohibit unreasonable searches and seizures
incident to and following arrests and to prohibit the use in Federal
and State criminal trials of any evidence discovered in the course
of, 30-Sep-75
box 1123
Senate bill 2433. To prohibit unreasonable searches and seizures
incident to and following arrests for traffic and vehicular law
violations and to prohibit the use in Federal and State criminal
trials of and evidence, 30-Sep-75
box 1123
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Senate bill 2442. To establish a program for the prevention and
control of Dutch elm disease, 1-Oct-75
box 1123
Senate bill 2445. To amend the Home Owners Loan Act of 1933
to authorize Federal savings and loan associations to invest in
reverse annuity mortgage loans, and for other purposes, 30-Jan-78
box 1123
Senate bill 2445. To amend the provisions of the Social Security
Act to consolidate the reporting of wages by employers for income
tax withholding and old-age, survivors, and disability insurance
purposes, 19-Sep-73
box 1123
Senate bill 2452. To authorize funds for the Hubert H. Humphrey
Institute of Public Affairs, 30-Jan-78
box 1123
Senate bill 247. To provide recognition to the Women's Air
Forces Service Pilots for their service to their country during
World War II...for purposes of laws administered by the Veterans'
Administration, 14-Jan-77
box 1114
Senate bill 2540. To regulate commerce and protect the public
from adulterated food by requiring the establishment of safety
assurance procedures and safety assurance standards, 10-Feb-78
box 1123
Senate bill 2543. Amendment to S. 2543, a bill to amend section
552 of title 5, United States Code, commonly known as the
Freedom of Information Act, 28-May-74
box 1124
Senate bill 2548. To revise and extend the authorizations of
appropriations in provisions of title XII of the Public Health
Service Act relating to emergency medical services systems, and
for other purposes, 22-Oct-75
box 1124
Senate bill 2549. To authorize appropriations for the activities
of the National Science Foundation, and for other purposes, 15-
May-78
box 1124
Senate bill 2550. To require Presidential primaries to be held
within a shortened period by amending the Internal Revenue Code
of 1954, 22-Oct-75
box 1124
Senate bill 2568. Amendment to S. 2568, a bill to amend the
Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, to revise the method
of providing for public remuneration in the event of a nuclear
incident, and for other purposes, 15-Dec-75
box 1124
Senate bill 2569. To provide assistance to museums to enable
them to maintain and improve their services to the public during
the Bicentennial era, and for other purposes, 28-Oct-75
box 1124
Senate bill 2570. Amendment to S. 2570, a bill to amend the
Comprehensive Employment and Training Act of 1973 to provide
employment and training services to extend the authorization, and
for other purposes, 9-Mar-78
box 1124
Senate bill 2570. Amendments to S. 2570, a bill to amend
the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act of 1973 to
provide improved employment and training services to extend the
authorization, and for other purposes, 22-Mar-78
box 1124
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Senate bill 2570. To amend the Comprehensive Employment
and Training Act of 1975 to provide improved employment
and training services, to extend the authorization, and for other
purposes, 23-Feb-78
box 1124
Senate bill 2578. To authorize the Secretary of Agriculture to
make financial assistance available to agricultural producers who
suffer losses as the result of having their agricultural commodities
or livestock quarantined, 28-Oct-75
box 1124
Senate bill 2581. To amend the Randolph-Sheppard Act for the
blind to provide for a strengthening of the program authorized
thereunder, and for other purposes, 13-Oct-73
box 1124
Senate bill 2583. To provide housing for persons in rural areas of
the United States on an emergency basis and to amend title V of
the Housing Act of 1949, 13-Oct-73
box 1124
Senate bill 2589. To authorize and direct the President and State
and local governments to develop contingency plans for reducing
petroleum consumption, and assuring the continuation of vital
public services, 20-Nov-73
box 1124
Senate bill 2598. To require that imported meat and meat food
products made in whole or in part of imported meat be labeled
"imported," to provide for the inspection of imported dairy
products, 30-Oct-75
box 1124
Senate bill 2606. To provide for the establishment of a National
Center for Statistical Analysis of Highway Operations, 3-Nov-75
box 1124
Senate bill 2611. To insure the enforcement of the criminal laws
and the due administration of justice; establish an independent
Special Prosecutor, 26-Oct-73
box 1124
Senate bill 2636. To authorize certain construction at military
installations and for other purposes, 2-Mar-78
box 1124
Senate bill 2657. Amendments, unprinted box 1124
Senate bill 2665. To provide for increased participation by the
United States in the International Development Association, 7-
Nov-75
box 1124
Senate bill 2666. To establish a uniform and comprehensive legal
regime governing liability and compensation for damages and
cleanup costs caused by oil pollution, and for other purposes, 13-
Nov-75
box 1124
Senate bill 2678. To provide for a special election for the offices
of President and Vice President when the offices of President and
Vice President are both vacant, 9-Nov-73
box 1124
Senate bill 2690. To amend title XVIII of the Social Security Act
to liberalize the conditions under which post-hospital home health
services may be provided under part A, 13-Nov-73
box 1124
Senate bill 2692. Amendment, unprinted box 1124
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Senate bill 2695. To amend the Public Health Service Act to
provide for the making of grants to assist in the establishment and
initial operation of agencies and expanding the services available,
13-Nov-73
box 1124
Senate bill 2700. To postpone the implementation of the Head
Start fee schedule, 14-Nov-73
box 1124
Senate bill 2711. To revise and extend the community education
program, and for other purposes, 9-Mar-78
box 1124
Senate bill 2731. To direct the Secretary of Commerce to carry
out a global market survey with respect to American-made solar
energy technology equipment, 13-Mar-78
box 1124
Senate bill 2733. To amend the Small Business Act to provide
certain assistance to individuals and small business concerns in the
areas of solar energy and energy conservation, 13-Mar-78
box 1125
Senate bill 2734. To establish a Solar Energy Development
Bank to provide long-term low-interest loans for the purchase
and installation of solar energy equipment in commercial and
residential buildings in the United States, 13-Mar-78
box 1125
Senate bill 2735. To facilitate the transition from energy
technologies that use depletable energy sources to solar energy
technologies, 13-Mar-78
box 1125
Senate bill 274. To amend chapter 49 of title 10, United States
Code, to prohibit union organization in the armed forces, and for
other purposes, 18-Jan-77
box 1114
Senate bill 2742. To dedicate the Chesapeake and Ohio Canal
National Historical Park to Justice William O. Douglas in grateful
recognition of his contributions to the people of the United States,
4-Dec-75
box 1125
Senate bill 2748. To revise title VII of the Public Health Service
Act, and for other purposes, 5-Dec-75
box 1125
Senate bill 2757. To prevent windfall profits by automobile
insurance companies during any period when the casualty rates
of such companies are reduced as a result of official action in
connection with the energy crisis, 30-Nov-73
box 1125
Senate bill 2769. To authorize the documentation as vessels of the
United States of foreign built vessels of one hundred net tons or
less for use in the United States fisheries while owned by United
States citizens or corporations, 4-Dec-73
box 1125
Senate bill 2772. Amendment, unpublished box 1125
Senate bill 2776. Amendment to S. 2776, Federal Energy
Emergency Administration bill, 19-Dec-73
box 1125
Senate bill 2782. To establish a National Energy Information
System, to authorize the Department of the Interior to undertake
an inventory of United States energy resources on public lands and
elsewhere, and for other purposes, 6-Dec-73
box 1125
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Senate bill 2789. To amend title 38 of the United States Code to
increase the rates of educational assistance allowances; to provide
for the payment of tuition, the extension of educational assistance
entitlement, 7-Dec-73
box 1125
Senate bill 2792. To revise and extend the program for gifted
and talented children in order to provide a consolidation of that
program with other educational programs, and for other purposes,
22-Mar-78
box 1125
Senate bill 2797. To require that the three United States
Commissioners on the International Joint Commission of the
United States and Canada be appointed by the President by and
with the advice and consent of the Senate, 11-Dec-73
box 1125
Senate bill 2807. To amend the Rehabilitation Act of I9y5 to
extend the authorization of appropriations contained in such act,
17-Dec-75
box 1125
Senate bill 2822. To extend the provisions of the Rehabilitation
Act of 1975 for two years, 18-Dec-75
box 1125
Senate bill 2832. To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1954
with respect to lobbying by certain types of exempt organizations,
19-Dec-75
box 1125
Senate bill 2845. To reorganize the activities of the executive
branch of the Federal Government to provide small business
concerns and individual investors with increased opportunities to
participate in activities carried out by the Energy Research and,
19-Jan-76
box 1125
Senate bill 2846. To protect the flow of interstate commerce from
unreasonable damage to the environmental health by assuring
adequate supply of chlorine and other chemicals, 20-Dec-73
box 1125
Senate bill 2848. To extend and improve the Drug Abuse
Education Act of 1970, 21-Dec-73
box 1125
Senate bill 2854. To amend the Public Health Service Act
to expand the authority of the National Institute of Arthritis,
Metabolism, and Digestive Disease in order advance a national
attack on arthritis, 21-Dec-73
box 1125
Senate bill 2867. To amend the Rail Passenger Service Act of
1970 in order to expend the basic rail passenger transportation
system to provide service to certain states, 21-Jan-74
box 1125
Senate bill 2868. To provide for tax counseling to the elderly in
preparation of their Federal income tax returns, 21-Jan-74
box 1125
Senate bill 2875. To amend the State and Local Fiscal Assistance
Act of 1972 to exempt any unit of local government which
receives not more than $5,000 for the entitlement period from
the requirement that reports of use of funds be published in a
newspaper, 22-Jan-74
box 1125
Senate bill 2877. Entitled the "Education Fiscal Assistance Act of
1978.", 11-Apr-78
box 1125
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Senate bill 288. To amend the Land and Water Conservation
Amend Act of 1965 so as to authorize the development of indoor
recreation facilities in certain areas, 21-Jan-75
box 1114
Senate bill 2884. To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1954
to disallow the percentage depletion method of computing the
deduction for depletion of oil and gas wells and oil shale deposits,
24-Jan-74
box 1125
Senate bill 2893. To amend the Public Health Service Act
to improve the national cancer program and to authorize
appropriations for such program for the next three fiscal years, 2-
Jan-74
box 1125
Senate bill 2922. To amend the Outer Continental Shelf Lands
Act in order to conduct a comprehensive study of the Outer
Continental Shelf, 31-Jan-74
box 1125
Senate bill 2932. To minimize the use of energy in residential
housing, commercial and public buildings, and industrial
plants through federally supported State energy conservation
implementation programs, 5-Feb-76
box 1125
Senate bill 2938. To establish a National Development Bank to
provide loans to finance urgently needed public facilities for State
and local governments, 5-Feb-76
box 1125
Senate bill 2941. To amend title XVIII of the Social Security
Act to provide for coverage under part B of medicare for routine
Panpanicolaou tests for the diagnosis of uterine cancer, 1-Feb-74
box 1125
Senate bill 295. To terminate percentage depletion for oil and gas
wells and oil shale, 7-Feb-74
box 1125
Senate bill 2959. To authorize appropriations for fiscal year 1979
for intelligence activities of the United States Government, 19-
Apr-78
box 1125
Senate bill 297. To require that imported meat and meat products
made in whole or in part of imported meat be subjected to certain
tests, 18-Jan-77
box 1114
Senate bill 2976. To deny the foreign tax credit for taxes paid with
respect to income derived from oil and gas operations, 7-Feb-74
box 1125
Senate bill 2977. To repeal the deduction of intangible drilling and
development costs of oil and gas wells, 7-Feb-74
box 1125
Senate bill 2986. Amendments, April - May 1974 box 1125
Senate bill 2993. To amend the Comprehensive Employment and
Training Act of 1973 to establish a special program of emergency
energy employment, and for other purposes, 8-Feb-74
box 1125
Senate bill 3. To create a national system of health security, 4-
Jan-73
box 1110
Senate bill 3000. Amendment to S. 3000, a bill to authorize
appropriations during the fiscal year 1975 for procurement of
aircraft, missiles, naval vessels, tracked combat vehicles, 7-Jun-74
box 1125
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Senate bill 3002. To amend the Merchant Marine Act of 1936, and
the Maritime Academy Act of 1958 to provide for an integrated
system of education and training of officers for the United States
Merchant Marine, and for other purposes, 19-Feb-76
box 1125
Senate bill 3016. To provide that an individual, who for December
1973 was entitled to disability benefits under a State program
approved under title XIV or XVI of the Social Security Act may
be presumed, 19-Feb-74
box 1125
Senate bill 3027. To provide for a program of review of State laws
with regard to solar energy, 3-May-78
box 1125
Senate bill 3037. To extend certain authorizations under the
Federal Water Pollution Control Act, as amended
box 1125
Senate bill 3037. To provide for full financial disclosure by
Federal elective officials and candidates for Federal elective
office, and for other purposes, 21-Feb-74
box 1125
Senate bill 3044. Amendments, Mar-74 box 1125
Senate bill 3066. Amendments to S. 3066, a bill to consolidate,
simplify, and improve laws relative to housing and housing
assistance to provide Federal assistance in support of community
development activities, and for other purposes, 6-Mar-74
box 1125
Senate bill 3096. To amend the Small Business Act to provide for
loans to small business concerns affected by the energy shortage,
1-Mar-74
box 1125
Senate bill 3097. To amend the Rail Passenger Service Act of
1970 in order to provide for a demonstration project providing
certain rail transportation for highway recreational vehicles, 4-
Mar-74
box 1126
Senate bill 3098. To amend the Community Services Act of 1974
to increase the Federal share of financial assistance to community
action agencies, 9-Mar-76
box 1125
Senate bill 3105. Amendment to S. 3105, a bill to authorize
appropriations to the Energy Research and Development
Administration in accordance with section 261 of the Atomic
Energy Act of 1954, 23-Jun-76
box 1126
Senate bill 3105. Amendment to S. 3105, a bill to authorize
appropriations to the Energy Research and Development
Administration in accordancewith section 261 of the Atomic
Energy Act of 1954, 22-Mar-76
box 1126
Senate bill 313. Research file box 1114
Senate bill 3130. To settle Indian land claims within the State of
Maine, and for other purposes, 23-May-78
box 1126
Senate bill 3148. To extend and amend the Economic Stabilization
Act of 1970, 11-Mar-74
box 1126
Senate bill 3164. Amendments, 23-Jul-74 box 1126
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Senate bill 319. Relative to the oil import program, 11-Jan-73 box 1114
Senate bill 3197. To amend title 18, United States Code, to
authorize applications for a court order approving the use of
electronic surveillance to obtain foreign intelligence information,
23-Mar-76
box 1126
Senate bill 32. (report no.93-1254) To amend the National Science
Foundation Act of 1950 in order to establish a framework of
national science policy and to focus the nation's scientific talent
and resources on its priority problems, and for other purposes, 4-
Jan-73
box 1111
Senate bill 32. (report no.94-622) To establish a framework for
the formulation of national policy and priorities for science and
technology, and for other purposes, 15-Jan-75
box 1111
Senate bill 3200. To provide emergency relief with respect to
home mortgage indebtedness to refinance home mortgages, to
extend relief to the owners of homes who are unable to amortize
their debt elsewhere, and for other purposes, 20-Mar-74
box 1126
Senate bill 3209. To establish a National Resource Information
System, and for other purposes, 21-Mar-74
box 1126
Senate bill 3217. To amend the Small Business Act to provide
assistance to small business concerns adversely affected by
shortages of energy and energy-related and other raw materials
and shortages, 22-Mar-74
box 1126
Senate bill 3219. Amendment of S. 3219, a bill to amend the
Clean Air Act, as amended, Apr-76
box 1126
Senate bill 3221. Amendments to S. 3221, a bill to increase the
supply of energy in the United States from the Outer Continental
Shelf; to amend the Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act; and for
other purposes, 12-Sep-74
box 1126
Senate bill 3228. To amend the Export Administration Act of
1969 to curtail the export of crude oil and certain petroleum
products, and for other purposes, 22-Jun-78
box 1126
Senate bill 3243. To authorize the appropriation of funds to
provide for additional administrative expenses associated with the
implementation of the Local Public Works Capital Development
and Investment Act of 1976, as amended, 26-Jun-78
box 1126
Senate bill 3270. To amend the Tariff Schedules of the United
States to provide for a lower rate of duty for certain fish netting
and fish nets, 8-Apr-76
box 1126
Senate bill 3277. To amend the Solid Waste Disposal Act, to
encourage full recovery of energy and resources from solid waste,
to protect health and environment from the adverse effects of solid
waste disposal, and for other purposes, 29-Mar-74
box 1126
Senate bill 3286. To amend the Social Security Act to establish
a national health insurance program for all Americans within the
Social Security system, 2-Apr-74
box 1126
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Senate bill 3311. To provide for the use of simplified procedures
in the procurement of property and services by the government
where the amount involved does not exceed $10,000, 4-Apr-74
box 1126
Senate bill 3334. To designate the building known as the
Federal Building in Portland, Maine, as the "Frederick G. Payne
Building.", 24-Jul-78
box 1126
Senate bill 3339. To amend the program of supplemental security
for the aged, blind, and disabled (established by title XVI of the
Social Security Act) to provide for cost-of-living increases in the
benefits provided thereunder, 10-Apr-74
box 1126
Senate bill 3343. To designate a national network of essential rail
lines; to require minimum standards of maintenance of rail lines;
to provide Federal financial aid for rail rehabilitation, 10-Apr-74
box 1126
Senate bill 3369. To amend the Small Business Act to increase the
authorization for certain small business loan programs, 4-May-76
box 1126
Senate bill 3370. To amend the Small Business Investment Act of
1958 to increase the authorization for the Surety Bond Guarantee
Fund, 4-May-78
box 1126
Senate bill 3389. To amend title II of the Public Works
Employment Act of 1976, 9-Aug-78
box 1126
Senate bill 34. To further insect and disease control programs of
the Forest Service Department of Agriculture, 15-Jan-75
box 1111
Senate bill 3429. To provide for the striking of medals during the
XIII Winter Olympic Games to commemorate former Olympic
athletes who have brought honor to the United States through their
discipline, courage, and accomplishments, 17-Aug-78
box 1126
Senate bill 3433. To require that imported meat and meat food
products made in whole or in part of imported meat be labeled
"imported", 13-May-76
box 1126
Senate bill 3440. To amend and extend the National Foundation
on the Arts and Humanities Act of 1965, to provide for the
improvement of museum services, to provide cultural challenge
programs, 14-May-76
box 1126
Senate bill 3476. To provide for the establishment of the George
W. Norris Home National Historic Site in the State of Nebraska,
and for other purposes, 1-Jun-76
box 1126
Senate bill 3483. To amend the Fishery Conservation and
Management Act of 1976 in order to assist and protect the
domestic fishing industry, 6-Sep-78
box 1126
Senate bill 3500. Amendment to S. 3500, a bill to promote and
coordinate amateur athletic activity in the United States and in
international competition in which American citizens participate
and to promote physical fitness, and for other purposes, 21-
May-74
box 1126
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Senate bill 351. To provide for improved labor-management
relations in the Federal service, and for other purposes, 12-Jan-73
box 1114
Senate bill 352. To amend title 13, United States Code, to
establish within the Bureau of the Census a Voter Registration
Administration for the purpose of administering a voter
registration program through the Postal Service, 12-Jan-73
box 1114
Senate bill 354. Amendment intended to be proposed by Mr.
Hathaway to S.54, a bill to establish a nationwide system of
adequate and uniform motor vehicle accident reparation acts, 22-
Apr-74
box 1114
Senate bill 3569. To amend the Rail Passenger Service Act of
1970, and for other purposes, 3-Jun-74
box 1126
Senate bill 3581. To establish an Office of Maritime Affairs
Coordinator in the Executive Office of the President, 17-Jun-76
box 1126
Senate bill 3585. To amend the Public Health Service Act to
revise and extend the programs of assistance under title VII for
training in the health and allied health professions, to revise the
National Health Service Corps, 5-Jun-74
box 1126
Senate bill 361. To provide housing and community development
for persons in rural areas of the United States on an emergency
basis, 12-Jan-73
box 1114
Senate bill 3624. To provide for incentive loans to the commercial
fisheries industry, 25-Jun-76
box 1127
Senate bill 3639. To provide for the development and
implementation of programs for youth camp safety, 13-Jun-74
box 1127
Senate bill 3679. To amend title V of the Housing Act of
1949 to require the secretary of Agriculture to provide for the
establishment of escrow accounts for taxes and insurance by
borrowers under that title, and for other purposes, 20-Jul-76
box 1127
Senate bill 372. Amendments proposed by Mr. Stevenson to
S.372, a bill to amend the Communications Act of 1934 to relieve
broadcasters of the equal time requirement of section 315 with
respect to presidential and vice presidential candidates, 27-Jul-73
box 1114
Senate bill 373. To insure the separation of federal powers and to
protect the legislative function by requiring the President to notify
the Congress whenever he impounds funds, 16-Jan-73
box 1114
Senate bill 3782. To create within the Department of Agriculture
an office specifically charged with the responsibility of assessing
the fuel and energy needsof rural residents as such needs pertain to
home heating and cooling, 31-Aug-76
box 1127
Senate bill 3797. To establish a program to revitalize the United
States commercial fishing industry, 8-Sep-76
box 1127
Senate bill 380. To establish a contiguous fishery zone (to the
outer limits of the Continental Shelf) beyond the territorial sea of
the United States, 16-Jan-73
box 1114
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Senate bill 3800. To provide for the reimbursement for losses
sustained by persons injured by certain criminal acts, to make
grants to States for the payment of such reimbursement, and for
other purposes, 10-Sep-76
box 1127
Senate bill 3801. To strengthen the capability of the government
to detect, prosecute, and punish fraudulent activities under the
medicare and medicaid programs, and for other purposes, 10-
Sep-76
box 1127
Senate bill 3834. Amendments to S. 3834, a bill to require
authorization of new budget authority for government programs
at least every five years, to establish a procedure for zero-based
review of government programs every five years, and for other
purposes, 25-Sep-76
box 1127
Senate bill 384. To provide for incentive loans to the commercial
fisheries industry
box 1114
Senate bill 390. To provide a program of income tax counseling
for elderly individuals, 27-Jan-75
box 1114
Senate bill 3917. To amend and extend the Export-Import Bank
Act of 1945, and for other purposes, 15-Aug-74
box 1127
Senate bill 394. To amend the Rural Electrification Act of 1936,
as amended to reaffirm that such funds made available for each
fiscal year to carry out the programs provided for in such Act be
fully obligated in said year, and for other purposes, 16-Jan-73
box 1114
Senate bill 3947. To establish a national policy and nationwide
machinery for guaranteeing to all adult Americans able and
willing to work the availability of equal opportunities for useful
and rewarding employment, 22-Aug-74
box 1127
Senate bill 3952. To amend the social Security Act to establish
a procedure for the prompt payment of social security benefits
to individuals whose social security checks have been stolen, or
otherwise delayed, 22-Aug-74
box 1127
Senate bill 398. To amend and extend the Economic Stabilization
Act, and for other purposes, 19-Mar-73
box 1114
Senate bill 3982. To amend the Internal Revenue Code of
1954 to restrict the authority for inspection of tax returns and
the disclosure of information contained therein, and for other
purposes, 11-Sep-74
box 1127
Senate bill 3983. To establish a Federal Domestic Development
Bank to provide loans, loan guarantees, and technical assistance
for the support and expansion of public facilities and private
business operations in economically depressed urban and rural
areas of the United States, 11-Sep-74
box 1127
Senate bill 3985. To prohibit the shipment in interstate commerce
of dogs intended to be used to fight other dogs for purposes of
sport, wagering, or entertainment, 11-Sep-74
box 1127
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Senate bill 3988. To provide for the preparation of State energy
conservation programs through Federal and State cooperation and
shared responsibility, and for other purposes, 11-Sep-74
box 1127
Senate bill 4. To provide for coverage of certain drugs under
Medicare, 4-Jan-73
box 1113
Senate bill 4. To strengthen and improve the protections and
interests of participants and beneficiaries of employee pension and
welfare benefit plans, 4-Jan-73
box 1110
Senate bill 4057. To regulate commerce by improving the
protections afforded the public against risks connected with the
transportation of hazardous materials, and for other purposes, 30-
Sep-74
box 1127
Senate bill 4061. To amend the Fish and Wildlife Act of 1956
in order to authorize the Secretary of Commerce to make loans
to United States fishermen to cover the costs of damage to their
vessels and gear by foreign vessels, 30-Sep-74
box 1127
Senate bill 4079. To amend the Comprehensive Employment and
Training Act of 1973 to provide additional public service jobs for
unemployed persons during periods of increased unemployment,
2-Oct-74
box 1127
Senate bill 408. To repeal exemptions in the antitrust laws relating
to fair trade laws, 27-Jan-75
box 1115
Senate bill 4082. To amend the Social Security Act to establish a
consolidated program of Federal financial assistance to encourage
provision of service by the state, 3-Oct-74
box 1127
Senate bill 409. Amendment intended to be proposed by Mr.
Kennedy to S409, a bill to amend the Council on Wage and Price
Stability Act to confer additional authority on the Council with
respect to the prices of commodities and services, and for other
purposes, 25-Apr-75
box 1115
Senate bill 4093. To amend the Social Security Act to freeze
medicare deductions, 4-Oct-74
box 1127
Senate bill 411. Amendment intended to be proposed by Mr.
Hathaway to S.411, a bill to amend title 39, United States Code,
relating to the Postal Service, and for other purposes, 30-Apr-74
box 1115
Senate bill 4122. To provide a more equitable method of
computing an individual' s income tax liability by allowing
a graduated credit instead of a deduction for each personal
exemption, 10-Oct-74
box 1127
Senate bill 4123. To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 to
provide for a graduated credit in lieu of a deduction, for interest
paid on a mortgage on a taxpayer's principal residence and for the
real property taxes paid on such principal residence, 10-Oct-74
box 1127
Senate bill 4124. To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1954
to provide for a 30 percent credit, in lieu of an exemption, for the
interest on certain governmental obligations, 10-Oct-74
box 1127
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Senate bill 4125. To provide a limit on tax preferences and for the
allocation of deductions, 10-Oct-74
box 1127
Senate bill 4139. To amend chapter 34 of title 38, United States
Code, to extend the basic assistance eligibility for veterans under
chapter 34.., 11-Oct-74
box 1127
Senate bill 4169. To prohibit unreasonable searches and seizures
incident to and following arrests for traffic and vehicular law
violations and to prohibit the use in Federal and State criminal
trials of any evidence discovered in the course of or as a result of
any such searches, 11-Nov-74
box 1127
Senate bill 4170. To prohibit unreasonable searches and seizures
incident to and following arrests and to prohibit the use in Federal
and State criminal trials of any evidence discovered in the course
of or as a result of any such searches, 19-Nov-74
box 1127
Senate bill 418. Amendment intended to be proposed to S. 418,
a bill to provide for the establishment of Multipurpose Service
Centers for displaced homemakers, and for other purposes, 30-
Jan-78
box 1115
Senate bill 4196. To provide public financing of primary and
general elections for the Senate and the House of Representatives,
26-Nov-74
box 1127
Senate bill 4203. To repeal exemptions in the antitrust laws
relating to fair trade laws, 3-Dec-74
box 1127
Senate bill 4204. To authorize the Secretary of the Treasury to
continue the minting of dollars, half-dollars, and quarter-dollars
bearing the current design and coinage date during calendar year
1975, and for other purposes, 5-Dec-74
box 1127
Senate bill 4207. Entitled Emergency Unemployment
Compensation Act of 1974, 4-Dec-74
box 1127
Senate bill 4209. To strengthen the intergovernmental response to
the current energy emergency by providing financial assistance to
the States for grants to families with annual incomes of $8,000 or
less to assist such families to obtain emergency heating fuel, and
for other purposes, 4-Dec-74
box 1127
Senate bill 4213. To further insect and disease control programs of
the Forest Service, Department of Agriculture, 4-Dec-74
box 1127
Senate bill 4225. To amend the Consumer Credit Protection Act
to prohibit discrimination on the basis of age in the granting of
credit, 11-Dec-74
box 1127
Senate bill 423. To establish a Department of Health box 1115
Senate bill 4238. To prohibit the shipment in interstate commerce
of dogs intended to be used to fight other dogs for purposes of
sport, wagering, or entertainment, 13-Dec-74
box 1127
Senate bill 427. Amendment intended to be proposed by Mr.
Bartlett to S. 427, a bill to provide additional authorization for
box 1115
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the public works employment program, to authorize a program
for employment of teenaged youth in community improvement
programs, and for other purposes, 9-Mar-77
Senate bill 427. To provide for the extension of the
Developmental Disabilities Services and Facilities Construction
Act, 18-Jan-73
box 1115
Senate bill 431. To distinguish Federal grant and cooperative
relationships from Federal procurement relationships, and for
other purposes, 25-Jan-77
box 1115
Senate bill 44. To amend the Small Business Act to increase the
availability of management counseling to small business concerns,
4-Jan-73
box 1111
Senate bill 440. To make rules governing the use of the Armed
Forces of the United States in the absence of a declaration of war
by Congress, 18-Jan-73
box 1115
Senate bill 441. To amend the Forest Pest Control Act of June 25,
1974, 28-Jan-75
box 1115
Senate bill 445. To assure that an individual or family, whose
income is increased by reason of a general increase in monthly
social security benefits, will not, because of such general increase,
suffer a loss of or reduction in the benefits the individual or family
has been receiving, 28-Jan-75
box 1115
Senate bill 462. To amend the Developmental Disabilities
Services and Facilities Construction Act to revise and extend the
programs authorized by that Act, 28-Jan-75
box 1115
Senate bill 472. To provide for the implementation of a full
employment policy through the establishment of a Federal Full
Employment Board, 29-Jan-75
box 1115
Senate bill 474. Relating to changes in status of members of the
uniformed services who are in a missing status, and for other
purposes, 29-Jan-75
box 1115
Senate bill 474. To authorize the President of the United States
to order emergency deliveries and transportation of natural gas to
deal with existing or imminent shortages by providing assistance
in meeting requirements for high-priority uses, 26-Jan-77
box 1115
Senate bill 483. To amend the Consumer Credit Protection Act to
prohibit discrimination on the basis of age in granting credit, 29-
Jan-75
box 1115
Senate bill 5. To provide that meetings of government agencies
and of congressional committees shall be open to the public, and
for other purposes, 15-Jan-75
box 1110
Senate bill 50. To establish and translate into practical reality the
right of all adult Americans able, willing and seeking to work
to full opportunity for useful paid employment at fair rates of
compensation, 10-Jan-77
box 1111
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Senate bill 50. To strengthen and improve the Older Americans
Act of 1965, and for other purposes, 4-Jan-73
box 1111
Senate bill 502. To authorize appropriations for the construction of
certain highways in accordance with title 23 of the United States
Code, and for other purposes, 23-Jan-73
box 1115
Senate bill 504. To amend the Public Health Service Act to
provide assistance and encouragement for the development of
comprehensive emergency medical services systems, 23-Jan-73
box 1115
Senate bill 511. To provide for disclosures designed to inform
the Congress with respect to legislative measures, and for other
purposes, 23-Jan-73
box 1115
Senate bill 514. To amend the Act of June 2, 1960 (74 Stat. 220),
relating to the preservation of historical and archeological data,
23-Jan-73
box 1115
Senate bill 522. To provide protection for the fish resources of the
United States including the freshwater and marine fish cultural
industries against the introduction and dissemination of diseases of
fish and shellfish, and for other purposes, 23-Jan-73
box 1115
Senate bill 525. To amend the Social Security Act to freeze
medicare deductibles, 3-Feb-75
box 1115
Senate bill 531. To authorize additional appropriations under title
II of the Public Works Employment Act of 1976, 31-Jan-77
box 1115
Senate bill 533. To provide for a program, to be carried out
through the Secretary of Labor, of projects and an advisory
council to promote economic stability by increasing productivity,
31-Jan-77
box 1115
Senate bill 546. To amend the Social Security Act and the Internal
Revenue Code of 1954 to provide for Pedersl participation in the
costs of the social security program, 3-Feb-75
box 1115
Senate bill 551. To provide for the recycling of used oil, and for
other purposes, 5-Feb-75
box 1115
Senate bill 565. To amend title 28, United States Code, to provide
more effectively for bilingual proceedings in all district courts of
the United States, and for other purposes, 5-Feb-75
box 1115
Senate bill 585. To prohibit travel at government expense outside
the United States by Members of Congress who are not reelected
to the succeeding Congress, 5-Feb-75
box 1115
Senate bill 6. To provide financial assistance to the states for
improved educational services for handicapped children, 15-
Jan-75
box 1110
Senate bill 602. To extend and revise the Library Services and
Construction Act, and for other purposes, 3-Feb-77
box 1116
Senate bill 608. To authorize members of the Armed Forces and
Federal employees who were in a missing status for any period
box 1116
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during the Vietnam conflict to receive double credit for such
period for retirement purposes, 29-Jan-73
Senate bill 609. To extend for one year the authorization for the
emergency jobs program under Title VI of the Comprehensive
Employment and Training Act of 1973, 7-Feb-75
box 1116
Senate bill 626. To provide for services to children and their
families, and for other purposes, 7-Feb-75
box 1116
Senate bill 650. To extend to all unmarried individuals the full tax
benefits of income splitting now enjoyed by married individuals
filing joint returns, 31-Jan-73
box 1116
Senate bill 658. To prevent famine by increasing world
food production through the development of land-grant-type
universities in agriculturally developing nations, 11-Feb-75
box 1116
Senate bill 66. To amend title VIII of the Public Health Service
Act to revise and extend the programs of assistance under the title
nurse training and to revise and extend programs of health revenue
sharing and health services, 15-Jan-75
box 1112
Senate bill 692. Amendments to S.692, a bill to regulate
commerce to assure increased supplies of natural gas at reasonable
prices for the consumer, and for other purposes, 30-Sep-75
box 1116
Senate bill 7. To amend the Vocational Rehabilitation Act
to extend and revise the authorization of grants to states for
vocational rehabilitation services, to authorize grants for
rehabilitation services to those with severe disabilities, and for
other purposes, 4-Jan-73
box 1110
Senate bill 701. Amendments to S.701, a bill to provide Federal
financial assistance to educational institutions in order to assist
such institutions to meet the emergency caused by the high cost of
fuel and fuel shortages, 6-Jun-77
box 1116
Senate bill 701. To provide Federal financial assistance to
educational institutions in order to assist such institutions to meet
the emergency caused by the high costs of fuel and fuel shortages,
10-Feb-77
box 1116
Senate bill 707. To establish a Council of Consumer Advisers in
the Executive Office of the President, to establish an independent
Consumer Protection Agency, 1-Feb-73
box 1116
Senate bill 723. To establish a National Institute of Health Care
Delivery, and for other purposes, 1-Feb-73
box 1116
Senate bill 738. To establish and support State inspection
programs for auto emission control systems, 1-Feb-73
box 1116
Senate bill 739. To allow use of highway funds for and
transportation improvements necessary to avoid air pollution
dangerous to public health, 1-Feb-73
box 1116
Senate bill 743. To provide for the protection of franchised
distributors and retailers of motor fuel; to encourage conservation
box 1116
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by requiring that information regarding the octane rating of
automotive gasoline be disclosed to consumers, 11-Feb-77
Senate bill 744. To provide a mechanism to improve health care in
rural areas through the establishment of the Office of Rural Health
Care, 2-Feb-73
box 1116
Senate bill 745. To amend the Interstate Commerce Act and to
provide for regulation of certain anticompetitive developments in
the petroleum industry, 19-Feb-75
box 1116
Senate bill 756. To amend the Clayton Act to provide for
additional regulation of certain anticompetitive developments in
the petroleum industry, 19-Feb-75
box 1116
Senate bill 766. To amend the Emergency Unemployment
Compensation Act of 1974 so as to increase from thirteen to
twenty-six the maximum number of weeks for which an individual
may receive emergency compensation thereunder, 20-Feb-75
box 1116
Senate bill 767. To amend the Emergency Jobs and
Unemployment Assistance Act of 1974 so as to increase from
twenty-six to thirty-nine the maximum number of weeks for which
an individual may receive unemployment assistance, 20-Feb-75
box 1116
Senate bill 775. To amend the Public Health Services Act to
provide for the establishment of a National Institute on Aging, 10-
Jul-73
box 1116
Senate bill 780. To amend the Clayton Act by adding a new
section to prohibit sales below cost for the purpose of destroying
competition or eliminating a competitor, 6-Feb-73
box 1116
Senate bill 791. To amend the Export Administration Act of 1969
with respect to the exclusion of agricultural commodities from
export control, 7-Feb-73
box 1116
Senate bill 792. To provide increased employment opportunity by
executive agencies of the United States Government for persons
unable to work standard working hours, and for other purposes,
21-Feb-75
box 1116
Senate bill 793. To provide public service employment
opportunities for unemployed and underemployed persons, to
assist States and local communities in providing needed public
services, and for other purposes, 7-Feb-73
box 1116
Senate bill 796. To improve museum services, 7-Feb-73 box 1116
Senate bill 798. To reduce recidivism by providing community-
centered programs of supervision and services for persons charged
with offenses against the United States, and for other purposes, 7-
Feb-73
box 1116
Senate bill 80. To amend the Ports and Waterways Safety Act of
1972 to provide for authority to be placed in the National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration, 4-Jan-73
box 1112
Senate bill 804. To amend the Small Business Act to consolidate
and expand the coverage of certain provisions authorizing
box 1116
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assistance to small business concerns in financing structural,
operational or other changes to meet standards, 7-Feb-73
Senate bill 807. To amend the Small Business Act and the Federal
Non-nuclear Energy Research, and Development Act of 1974, 24-
Feb-77
box 1116
Senate bill 824. To provide for the use of certain funds to promote
scholarly, cultural, and artistic activities between Japan and the
United States, and for other purposes, 25-Feb-75
box 1116
Senate bill 842. Relating to certain Indian land claims in the State
of Maine, and for other purposes, 1-Mar-77
box 1116
Senate bill 850. To amend the National School Lunch and Child
Nutrition Acts in order to extend and revise the special food
service program for children, the special supplemental food
program, and the school breakfast program, 21-Apr-75
box 1116
Senate bill 850. To amend the National School Lunch and Child
Nutrition Acts in order to extend and revise the special food
service program for children, the special supplemental food
program, 26-Feb-75
box 1116
Senate bill 861. To amend the Consumer Credit Protection Act to
prohibit discrimination by creditors on the basis of sex or marital
status in connection with any extension of credit, 15-Feb-73
box 1117
Senate bill 867. To facilitate prosecutions for certain crimes and
offenses committed aboard aircraft, and for other purposes, 15-
Feb-73
box 1117
Senate bill 86V. To amend the Consumer Credit Protection Act to
prohibit discrimination by creditors on the basis of sex or marital
status in connection with extension of credit, 15-Feb-73
box 1116
Senate bill 882. To amend section 355 of title 38, United States
Code, relating to the authority of the Administrator of Veterans'
Affairs to readjust the schedule of ratings for the disabilities of
veterans, 15-Feb-73
box 1117
Senate bill 885. To establish a two-hundred-mile Marine Pollution
Control Zone, 3-Mar-77
box 1117
Senate bill 886. To establish a two hundred-mile Marine Pollution
Control Zone, 3-Mar-77
box 1117
Senate bill 9. Amendment to S.9 to establish a policy for the
management of oil and natural gas in the outer continental shelf;
to protect the marine and coastal environment to amend the Outer
Continental Shelf Lands Act; and for other purposes, 13-Jul-77
box 1110
Senate bill 919. To amend title XVIII of the Social Security Act to
permit individuals, who have attained age 60 but not age 65 and
who are entitled to widow's or widower's insurance benefits, 20-
Feb-73
box 1117
Senate bill 935. To terminate the embargo against trade between
the United States and Cuba, 4-Mar-75
box 1117
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Senate bill 94. To improve the operation and efficiency of the
United States Postal Service, 10-Jan-77
box 1112
Senate bill 949. To provide youth services grants, and for other
purposes, 21-Feb-73
box 1117
Senate bill 961. To extend, pending international agreement, the
fisheries management responsibility and authority of the United
States over the fish in certain ocean areas, 5-Mar-75
box 1117
Senate bill 962. To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to
establish a community service employment program for older
Americans, 5-Mar-75
box 1117
Senate bill 963. To protect the public health by amending the
Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act to prohibit the introduction
or delivery for introduction into interstate commerce of the drug
diethylstilbestrol (DES), 10-Sep-75
box 1117
Senate bill 969. To amend chapter 34 of title 38, United States
Code to extend the basic educational assistance eligibility for
veterans under chapter 34.., 5-Mar-75
box 1117
Senate bill 972. Hearings, two folders box 1117
Senate bill 972. To authorize the Small Business Administration
to make grants to support the development and operation of small
business development centers in order to provide small business
with management development, technical information, 10-Mar-77
box 1117
Senate bill 977. Amendments to S.977, a bill to require that new
and, to the extent practicable, existing electric power plants and
major fuel-burning installations, in categories to be determined,
utilize other than natural gas or petroleum as their primary energy
source, 2-Aug-77
box 1117
Senate bill 985. To amend the Social Security Act to establish a
procedure for the prompt payment of social security benefits to
individuals whose social security checks have been lost, stolen, or
otherwise delayed, 6-Mar-75
box 1117
Senate bill 989. To amend the public Health Service Act to revise
and extend the programs of assistance under title VII for training
in the health and allied health professions, 6-Mar-75
box 1117
Senate bill 991. Amendments to be proposed by Mr. Hathaway to
S.991, a bill to establish a Department of Education, and for other
purposes, 13-Jun-77
box 1117
Senate bill 991. To establish a Department of Education, and for
other purposes, 11-Mar-77
box 1117
Senate bill 993. Amendment, unprinted box 1117
Senate bill 993. To authorize the Secretary of the Interior to issue
rights-of-way and special land use permits for the construction of
pipelines in the State of Alaska under certain circumstances, and
for other purposes, 26-Feb-73
box 1118
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Senate bill 995. To amend title VII of the Civil Rights Act of to
prohibit sex discrimination on the basis of pregnancy, 15-Mar-77
box 1118
Senate concurrent resolution 11. To express a national policy with
respect to support of the United States fishing industry, 7-Feb-73
box 1110
Senate concurrent resolution 119. Extending recognition to the
Congressional Country Club on being the host of the 58th PGA
National Golf Championship, 27-May-76
box 1113
Senate concurrent resolution 12. It is the sense of the Congress
that the President, in accordance with the policy of the United
States established by law, should continue the Office of Economic
Opportunity...under the provisions of the Economic Opportunity
Act of 1964, 22-Feb-73
box 1110
Senate concurrent resolution 18. Expressing the opposition of the
Congress to certain measures for the curtailment of benefits under
the medicare and medicaid programs, 26-Mar-73
box 1111
Senate concurrent resolution 19. Amendment #190 to Senate
concurrent resolution 19, 4-May-77
box 1111
Senate concurrent resolution 2. To express the sense of the
Congress that no legislation imposing a ceiling on social security
cost-of-living increases be enacted, 21-Jan-75
box 1110
Senate concurrent resolution 212. To express the sense of the
Congress that the Joint Tribal Council of the Passamaquoddy
Tribe and the Penobscot Tribe and their representatives shall have
a cause of action for monetary damages only, 1-Oct-76
box 1114
Senate concurrent resolution 23. To establish a Joint Committee
on Information and Intelligence, 2-May-73
box 1111
Senate concurrent resolution 24. Mr. Hathaway, cosponsor of
S.247, to provide recognition to the Women's Air Forces Service
Pilots, 18-May-77
box 1111
Senate concurrent resolution 36. Objecting to a proposed sale of
weapons, 15-Jul-77
box 1111
Senate concurrent resolution 4. To establish a Joint Committee on
Information and Intelligence, January 23, I975
box 1110
Senate concurrent resolution 51. Providing for conditional
adjournment of the Senate, 16-Jul-75
box 1111
Senate concurrent resolution 60. Declaring the existence of a
shortage of crude oil, residual fuel oil, and refined petroleum
products, 10-Dec-73
box 1111
Senate concurrent resolution 61. National health care and rural
areas, 15-Dec-73
box 1111
Senate concurrent resolution 62. Expressing the sense of the
Congress that the United Nations should convene a World
Alternate Energy Conference having as its major purpose the
establishment of an International Alternate Energy Commission,
15-Dec-77
box 1111
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Senate concurrent resolution 72. Countering terrorism, 16-Mar-78 box 1112
Senate concurrent resolution 76. Expressing the sense of Congress
that negotiations be sought with the Union of Socialist Republics
relative to naval and military strength in the Indian Ocean and
littoral states, 19-Mar-74
box 1112
Senate concurrent resolution 88. Relative to national economic
emergency, 5-Jun-74
box 1112
Senate joint resolution 1. Direct popular election. Correspondence box 1110
Senate joint resolution 100. Proposing an amendment to the
Constitution of the United States to establish maximum age limits
for certain officers of the Government, 1-May-73
box 1113
Senate joint resolution 103. To declare 1978 to be Franco-
American Friendship Year, 25-Jan-78
box 1113
Senate joint resolution 104. To declare July 11, 1978 to be Franco-
American Friendship Day, 25-Jan-78
box 1113
Senate joint resolution 105. To strengthen the foreign relations of
the United States by requiring that not less than 70 per centum of
certain food assistance be provided to countries designated by the
United Nations as "Most Seriously Affected.", 14-Jul-75
box 1113
Senate joint resolution 106. Proposing an amendment to the
Constitution of the United States to require the advice and consent
of both Houses of Congress before any treaty or agreement
providing for the commitment of United States armed forces to a
foreign nation be made, 8-May-73
box 1113
Senate joint resolution 110. Establishing May 3, 1978 as "Sun
Day.", 6-Feb-78
box 1113
Senate joint resolution 118. To declare November 6 through 12,
1978, to be "Emergency Medical Services Week.", 7-Mar-78
box 1113
Senate joint resolution 12. To prohibit for a period of sixty days
the imposition of tariffs, fees, and quotas on oil imports, and the
lifting of all price controls on domestic oil, 23-Jan-75
box 1110
Senate joint resolution 124. To establish a Joint Committee on
Individual Rights, 16-Jun-73
box 1113
Senate joint resolution 135. Designating the weekend of or
preceding April 29 of each year as "Days of Remembrance of
Victims of the Holocaust.", 18-May-78
box 1113
Senate joint resolution 147. Designating July 18, 1979, as
"National P.O.W.-M.I.A. Recognition Day.", 19-Jul-78
box 1113
Senate joint resolution 151. Authorizing and requesting the
President to designate November 11 through 17, 1978, as
"Vietnam Veterans Week.", 31-Jul-78
box 1113
Senate joint resolution 153. Authorizing the President to proclaim
the third week in June 1979 as "National Veterans' Hospital
Week.", 17-Aug-78
box 1113
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Senate joint resolution 154. To extend the time period during
which the President is authorized to call a White House
Conference on Handicapped Individuals, and to extend the time
period during which appropriated funds may be extended, 18-
Dec-75
box 1113
Senate joint resolution 158. To clarify that the individual income
tax rebate provided by the Tax Reduction Act, Public Law 94-12
is intended not to be subject to state income taxes, 15-May-75
box 1113
Senate joint resolution 163. To authorize and request the President
to issue a proclamation designating the week beginning May 9,
1976 as "National Small Business Week.", 3-Feb-76
box 1113
Senate joint resolution 165. To designate April 8, 1976, a National
Food Day, 5-Feb-76
box 1113
Senate joint resolution 196. Designating April 21 through April 28
as "Earth Week, 1974.", 20-Mar-74
box 1113
Senate joint resolution 2. Designating April 9 through 15 as "Earth
week, 1973.", 4-Jan-73
box 1110
Senate joint resolution 202. Designating the premises occupied by
the Chief of Naval Operations the official residence of the Vice
President, 3-Apr-74
box 1114
Senate joint resolution 21. To create an Atlantic Union delegation,
27-Mar-73
box 1111
Senate joint resolution 23. To authorize the emergency
importation of oil into the United States, 18-Jan-73
box 1111
Senate joint resolution 231. Establishing an Emergency Task
Force on the Economy, 2-Aug-74
box 1114
Senate joint resolution 24. Asking the president of the United
States to declare the fourth Saturday of each September "National
Hunting and Fishing Day", 20-Jan-73
box 1111
Senate joint resolution 255. Proposing an amendment to the
Constitution of the United States relating to the Strengthening of
the system of checks and balances between the legislative and
executive branches of the government, 18-Nov-74
box 1114
Senate joint resolution 3. To require the submission and approval
by the Congress of fees on oil imports, 15-Jan-75
box 1110
Senate joint resolution 30. To provide for the revision of the
Internal Revenue Code of 1954, 23-Jan-73
box 1111
Senate joint resolution 32. To authorize and request the president
to issue a proclamation designating the month of October 1975
and each succeeding October as "National Fish and Seafood
Month.", 12-Feb-75
box 1111
Senate joint resolution 4. To authorize and request the President
to issue a proclamation designating a week as "National Welcome
Home Our Prisoners Week" upon the release and return to the
box 1110
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Senate joint resolution 76. Proposing an amendment to the
Constitution of the United States granting representation in the
Congress to the District of Columbia, 14-Mar-73
box 1112
Senate joint resolution 9. Designating January 15 of each year as
"Martin Luther King Day.", 14-Jan-77
box 1110
Senate resolution 1. Informing the president of the United States
that a quorum of each House is assembled, 4-Jan-77
box 1110
Senate resolution 102. Disapproving a proposed deferral of budget
authority for the Department of Commerce, an appropriation for
operation, research, and facilities for the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration, 7-Mar-75
box 1113
Senate resolution 105. Requesting a White House Conference on
Small Business, 3-Mar-77
box 1113
Senate resolution 105. To require due process of law in the
formulation of the foreign and military policy of the United States,
3-May-73
box 1113
Senate resolution 109. Requesting the Attorney General-designate
of the United States to take actions insuring the independence
of the special prosecutor to be appointed in connection with the
investigation of illegal activities arising out of the Presidential
election of 1972, 8-May-73
box 1113
Senate resolution 109. To establish a temporary select committee
to study the Senate committee system, 11-Mar-75
box 1113
Senate resolution 11. To express the sense of the Senate with
respect to a tariff on imported oil, 15-Jan-75
box 1110
Senate resolution 113. To establish a temporary select committee
to study the Senate committee system, 9-May-73
box 1113
Senate resolution 117. To designate the week of May 22 through
May 28, 1977 as "Small Business Week.", 17-Mar-77
box 1113
Senate resolution 143. Amending rule XXII of the Standing Rules
of the Senate with respect to the limitation of debate, 29-Apr-75
box 1113
United States of America prisoners of war in Southeast Asia, 4-
Jan-73
Senate joint resolution 54. Designating April l7, 1975 as "National
Food Day.", 11-Mar-75
box 1111
Senate joint resolution 68. Designating "National Coaches' Day.",
11-Jul-77
box 1112
Senate joint resolution 69. Requiring each executive department
and agency to designate a small business advocate, 12-Jul-77
box 1112
Senate joint resolution 70. Authorizing the President to proclaim
the third week of July of 1977, 1978 and 1979 as "National
Architectural Barrier Awareness Week.", 12-Jul-77
box 1112
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Senate resolution 160. To establish a temporary select committee
of the Senate to conduct a study and investigation on regulatory
Commissions and the United States Economy, 3-Aug-73
box 1113
Senate resolution 163. Calling on the President to promote
negotiations for a Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty, 20-May-75
box 1113
Senate resolution 174. Waiving the provisions of section 402a of
the Congressional Budget Act of 1974 with respect to S.1442, 17-
May-77
box 1113
Senate resolution 199. Urging the President to seek an immediate
international suspension of the transfer to non-nuclear weapons
countries of nuclear enrichment and reprocessing equipment,
Maine 26, 1975
box 1113
Senate resolution 20. Relating to negotiation of a final treaty,
based on the Vladivostok agreement, and to promoting further
arms control measures, 17-Jan-75
box 1111
Senate resolution 200. Waiving section 402a of the Congressional
Budget Act of 1974 with respect to the consideration of H.R.
6415, extending the Export-Import Bank Act of 1945 as amended,
21-Jun-77
box 1113
Senate resolution 219. Establishing a senior citizen internship
program in the Senate, 13-Jul-77
box 1114
Senate resolution 23. Disapproving the proposed deferral of
budget authority to carry out the comprehensive planning grants
program under section 701 of the Housing Act of 1954, 21-Jan-75
box 1111
Senate resolution 231.To establish a timetable for Senate
consideration of and action on legislative proposals relating to
continuing congressional oversight of government intelligence and
other surveillance activities, 31-Jul-75
box 1114
Senate resolution 235. Relating to comparative prints of bills and
joint resolutions considered by committees and subcommittees
thereof, 29-Jan-74
box 1114
Senate resolution 245. To express the sense of the Senate that the
President should make public immediately all agreements and
understandings entered into and all commitments made by the
United States with respect to Israel and Egypt, 17-Sep-75
box 1114
Senate resolution 246. Relating to ex officio membership of the
Committee on Appropriations, 24-Jan-74
box 1114
Senate resolution 265. Relating to motions to recommit on account
of ambiguities, internal inconsistencies, or duplications arising
through amendment, 31-Jan-74
box 1114
Senate resolution 271. To establish a Commission on Domestic
and International Hunger and Malnutrition, 19-Oct-77
box 1114
Senate resolution 283. Relating to further arms limitation and
reduction treaties and agreements between the United States and
the Soviet Union, 8-Feb-74
box 1114
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Senate resolution 295. To express the sense of the Senate that the
Department of Health, Education and Welfare should withdraw
its proposed Consolidated Procedural Rules for Administration
and Enforcement of the department's statutory responsibilities, 1-
Aug-75
box 1114
Senate resolution 296. Expressing the sense of the Senate relative
to limiting arms sales, 6-Nov-75
box 1114
Senate resolution 302. Expressing the sense of the Senate with
respect to a reorganization of the Department of Housing and
Urban Development, 25-Oct-77
box 1114
Senate resolution 306. Designating at the Department of the
Treasury and in the Congress an expert on long-range tax
simplification and tax reform for small business, 20-Nov-75
box 1114
Senate resolution 306. Relating to comparative prints of bills and
joint resolutions considered by committees and subcommittees
thereof, 9-Apr-74
box 1114
Senate resolution 319. Expressing the sense of the Senate that the
signing in Helsinki of the Final Act of the Conference on Security
and Cooperation in Europe did not change in any way the long-
standing policy of the United States on non-recognition of the
Soviet Union' s illegal seizure and, 9-Dec-75
box 1114
Senate resolution 334. Relative to ex-officio members of the
Committee on Appropriations, 18-Dec-75
box 1114
Senate resolution 337. Relating to the re-programming or transfer
of funds from one activity to another for the purpose of carrying
out covert military or paramilitary activities in a foreign country,
19-Dec-75
box 1114
Senate resolution 349. To authorize the Committee on Commerce
to make an investigation and study on the policy and role of the
Federal Government on tourism in the United States, 24-Jun-74
box 1114
Senate resolution 387. To authorize the hiring of interns by
Senators
box 1114
Senate resolution 4. Amendments intended to be proposed by
Mr. Hathaway to S.Res.4, a resolution amending rule XXII of
the Standing Rules of the Senate with respect to the limitation of
debate, 6-Mar-77
box 1110
Senate resolution 410. In support of the efforts of President Ford
in seeking world economic stability and a new understanding
between oil producing and consumer nations, 25-Sep-75
box 1115
Senate resolution 414. To study the feasibility of installing a solar
energy system in the extension of the Dirksen Office Building, 13-
Mar-78
box 1115
Senate resolution 417. To amend rule XXV of the Standing Rules
of the United States Senate to provide for a limitation on the
number of subcommittee chairmanships that any Senator can hold,
30-Mar-76
box 1115
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Senate resolution 424. Relating to proposed increases in the price
of propane gas, 9-Oct-74
box 1115
Senate resolution 426. Expressing the sense of the Senate with
respect to the granting of certain oil and gas leases pursuant to the
Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act, 9-Oct-74
box 1115
Senate resolution 43. To disapprove energy action numbered S,
an executive branch proposal to exempt motor gasoline From the
mandatory petroleum allocation regulations, 19-Jan-77
box 1111
Senate resolution 44. To disapprove energy action numbered
9, an executive branch proposal to exempt motor gasoline from
mandatory petroleum price regulations, 19-Jan-77
box 1111
Senate resolution 442. Commending Lee Williams for long,
faithful and exemplary service to the United States Senate, 27-
Apr-78
box 1115
Senate resolution 446. Disapproving the proposed deferral of
budget authority to carry out the homeownership assistance
program under section 235 of the National Housing Act, 10-
Dec-74
box 1115
Senate resolution 448. Relating to negotiation of a final treaty,
based on the Vladivostok agreement and to promoting further
arms control, 12-Dec-74
box 1115
Senate resolution 451. Disapproving the President' s proposed
deferral of 50 million in HUD sec. VOI comprehensive planning
grants, 14-Dec-74
box 1115
Senate resolution 486. A resolution relative to the death of
honorable Frederick C. Payne, 22-Jun-78
box 1115
Senate resolution 499. Relating to the Earthquake in the People's
Republic of China, 30-Jun-76
box 1115
Senate resolution 5. To amend the standing rules of the Senate, 4-
Jan-77
box 1110
Senate resolution 500. honoring the members of the United States
Olympic team, 2-Aug-76
box 1115
Senate resolution 525. To designate the extension of the Senate
Office Building presently under construction as the "Philip A. Hart
Office Building.", 27-Aug-76
box 1115
Senate resolution 553 honoring Mike Mansfield of Montana, 17-
Sep-76
box 1115
Senate resolution 561. Expressing the sense of the Senate
condemning the murders of Orlando Letelier and Ronni Karpen
Moffitt, 21-Sep-76
box 1115
Senate resolution 586. Reorganizing the committee system of the
Senate, and for other purposes, 15-Oct-76
box 1115
Senate resolution 59. To aid in energy conservation, 5-Feb-75 box 1111
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Senate resolution 61. Disapproving the proposed deferral of
budget authority to carry out the homeownership assistance
program under section 235 of the National Housing Act, 5-Feb-75
box 1111
Senate resolution 65. To amend rule XXV relative to open
meetings of standing committees, 15-Feb-73
box 1112
Senate resolution 67. Calling on the President to promote
negotiations for a comprehensive test ban treaty, 20-Feb-73
box 1112
Senate resolution 68. To amend rule XVIII of the Standing Rules
of the Senate, 6-May-76
box 1112
Senate resolution 69. To amend rule XXV relative to open and
closed sessions of committees, 1-Mar-73
box 1112
Senate resolution 86. Amending the Standing Rules of the Senate,
22-Mar-73
box 1112
Senate resolution 9. Amending the rules of the Senate relating to
open committee meetings, 15-Jan-75
box 1110
To amend the Northwest Atlantic Fisheries Act to 1950 with
respect to the payment of certain expenses of members of the
advisory committee appointed pursuant to such Act, 15-Mar-73
box 1119
^ Return to Table of Contents
Senate Office Building Commission
Title/Description Instances
Senate Office Building Commission box 1103
Senate Office Building Commission box 1147
^ Return to Table of Contents
Small business
Title/Description Instances
Small Business Association oversight box 1148
Small Business Committee. 93rd Congress, 1973-74 box 1104
Small Business Committee. Capital formation, New York
hearings, 5/15/1978
box 1104
Small Business Committee. Capital formation box 1104
Small Business Committee. CSPU'S box 1104
Small Business Committee. Disaster loans box 1104
Small Business Committee. Energy hearings box 1104
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Small Business Committee. Four folders box 1105
Small Business Committee. Maine box 1104
Small Business Committee. Maybank box 1104
Small Business Committee. Presque Isle box 1104
Small Business Committee. Product liability box 1104
Small Business Committee. SBIC box 1104
Small Business Committee. Speech material, two folders box 1105
Small Business Committee. Stewart nomination box 1104
Small Business Committee. Tax hearings box 1105
Small business. General box 1104
Small business. Two folders box 1104
Small business box 1148
^ Return to Table of Contents
Speeches
Title/Description Instances
box 1031Speeches - Government Spending
folder 70
Speeches on audiotape box 1725
Speeches on audiotape box 1726
box 1031Speeches: 500 Club Picnic, Poland Springs, Maine, 8/5/1978
folder 53
box 1030Speeches: Adult Education Commencement, Biddeford, Maine,
5/22/1977
folder 38
box 1033Speeches: Aging, 1976
folder 35
box 1032Speeches: Agriculture, 1965-67
folder 1
box 1030Speeches: Agriculture Department Center Dedication, South Paris,
Maine, 5/16/1977
folder 37
Speeches: Alcoholism and Drug Abuse, 1975 box 1033
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folder 15
box 1031Speeches: Amalgamated Clothing and Textile Workers Union,
Washington, D.C, 4/11/1978
folder 29
box 1030Speeches: American Assembly on the Ethics of Corporate
Conduct, 4/16/1977
folder 27
box 1031Speeches: American Footwear Industries Association, Las Vegas,
Nevada (not given), 3/13/1978
folder 19
box 1030Speeches: American Legion Breakfast, Vandenburg Room,
Capitol, 2/20/1977
folder 18
box 1030Speeches: American Postal Workers Union, Bangor, Maine,
5/8/1977
folder 33
box 1030Speeches: American Society of Public Administration, 5/14/1977
folder 35
box 1031Speeches: Annual Meeting, American Civil Liberties Union,
Bowdoin College, Brunswick, Maine, 5/12/1978
folder 35
box 1031Speeches: Aroostook County Town Managers and Municipal
Association, Madawaska, Maine, 1/26/1978
folder 8
box 1031Speeches: Associated Industries of Maine, Augusta, Maine,
1/10/1978
folder 4
box 1031Speeches: Associated Shoe Executives of Maine, Lewiston,
Maine, 2/24/1978
folder 14
box 1031Speeches: B'Nai B'Rith, Lewiston, Maine, 2/26/1978
folder 16
box 1032Speeches: Balance of Power, 1971-73
folder 25
box 1030Speeches: Bangor Brewer Area Management Club, Bangor,
Maine, 12/29/1977
folder 83
box 1031Speeches: Bangor High School Social Studies Class, Bangor,
Maine, 5/19/1978
folder 38
box 1030Speeches: Bangor Lions Club, Bangor, Maine, 8/24/1977
folder 55
Speeches: Bangor-Brewer League of Women Voters, Bangor,
Maine, 3/24/1978
box 1031
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folder 21
box 1030Speeches: Bates Fabric Employee Stock Ownership Trust,
Auburn, Maine, 1/7/1977
folder 5
box 1030Speeches: Bath Iron Works, Maui Launching, Bath, Maine,
12/2/1977
folder 80
box 1030Speeches: Bean Supper, 5/14/1977
folder 36
box 1033Speeches: Bicentennial, 1976
folder 36
box 1030Speeches: Boothbay Harbor High School Commencement,
6/17/1977
folder 44
box 1031Speeches: Brookings Institute Business Executives on Federal
Government, Washington, D.C, 6/27/1978
folder 48
box 1031Speeches: Bucksport Civics Club, Bucksport, Maine (folder
empty), 9/18/1978
folder 61
box 1031Speeches: Businessmen's Luncheon, Newport, Maine, 3/28/1978
folder 24
box 1033Speeches: Cable T.V, 1975
folder 16
box 1033Speeches: Cable T.V, 1976
folder 37
box 1032Speeches: Campaign Financing, 1971-73
folder 26
box 1030Speeches: Canada Interparliamentary Group, Vancouver, Canada
folder 40
box 1031Speeches: Candidates Night, Harpswell, Maine, 9/15/1978
folder 60
box 1031Speeches: Candidates Night, Lewiston, Maine, 4/23/1978
folder 30
box 1031Speeches: Candidates Night, Millinocket, Maine, 5/19/1978
folder 39
Speeches: Central Maine Vocational Technical Institute,
4/19/1977
box 1030
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folder 28
box 1030Speeches: Chevy Chase Presbyterian Church, Chevy Chase,
Maryland, 2/6/1977
folder 9
box 1032Speeches: Civil Service, 1969-70
folder 12
box 1032Speeches: Commencement, 1969-70
folder 13
box 1033Speeches: Commencement, 1974
folder 3
box 1033Speeches: Commencement (folder 1 of 2), 1975
folder 17
box 1033Speeches: Commencement (Folder 2 of 2), 1975
folder 18
box 1033Speeches: Commerce - Transportation, 1976
folder 38
box 1031Speeches: Congressional Breakfast Group, Merry Manor, South
Portland, Maine, 5/30/1978
folder 43
box 1032Speeches: Congressional Changes, 1969-70
folder 14
box 1030Speeches: Connecticut Summer Interns, 7/14/1977
folder 50
box 1030Speeches: COPE Leadership Meeting, Boston, Massachusetts,
5/11/1977
folder 34
box 1030Speeches: COPE Meeting, 2/21/1977
folder 19
box 1031Speeches: COPE Meeting, Bangor, Maine, 8/4/1978
folder 52
box 1030Speeches: Council for Advancement and Support of Education,
Portland, Maine, 1/24/1977
folder 7
box 1031Speeches: Council of State Government, Washington, D.C,
9/21/1978
folder 62
Speeches: Crime, 1971-73 box 1032
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folder 27
box 1033Speeches: Crime, 1974
folder 4
box 1030Speeches: Cystic Fibrosis Association, Auburn, Maine, 1/19/1977
folder 6
box 1030Speeches: Dedication of Chaia Apartments, Dexter, Maine,
8/29/1977
folder 56
box 1031Speeches: Democratic Breakfast, Husson College, Bangor, Maine,
2/18/1978
folder 11
box 1030Speeches: Democratic Caucus, Lewiston, Maine (not given),
9/18/1977
folder 65
box 1030Speeches: Democratic City Committee Meeting, Portland, Maine,
4/24/1977
folder 31
box 1031Speeches: Democratic Dinner, Sanford, Maine, 7/16/1978
folder 50
box 1030Speeches: Democratic Legislators, Biddeford, Maine, 2/16/1977
folder 14
box 1032Speeches: Democrats, 1965-67
folder 2
box 1032Speeches: Democrats, 1969-70
folder 15
box 1032Speeches: Democrats, 1971-73
folder 28
box 1033Speeches: Democrats, 1974
folder 5
box 1033Speeches: Democrats, 1975
folder 19
box 1033Speeches: Democrats, 1976
folder 39
box 1031Speeches: Doktor Pet Centers Inc. Luncheon, Washington, D.C,
5/17/1978
folder 37
Speeches: Economic Development, 1965-67 box 1032
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folder 3
box 1032Speeches: Economy, 1971-73
folder 29
box 1033Speeches: Economy, 1974
folder 6
box 1033Speeches: Economy, 1975
folder 20
box 1033Speeches: Economy, 1976
folder 40
box 1032Speeches: Education, 1965-67
folder 4
box 1032Speeches: Education, 1969-70
folder 16
box 1032Speeches: Education, 1971-73
folder 30
box 1033Speeches: Education, 1976
folder 41
box 1033Speeches: Energy, 1974
folder 7
box 1033Speeches: Energy, 1975
folder 21
box 1033Speeches: Energy, 1976
folder 42
box 1030Speeches: English High School Graduation, 2/10/1977
folder 12
box 1032Speeches: Environment, 1965-67
folder 5
box 1032Speeches: Environment, 1971-73
folder 31
box 1033Speeches: Environment, 1975
folder 22
Speeches: Environment, 1976 box 1033
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folder 43
box 1031Speeches: EPA Poster and Poem Awards, South Portland, Maine,
5/30/1978
folder 44
box 1032Speeches: Equal Rights, 1971-73
folder 32
box 1030Speeches: Executive Council Roast, Auburn, Maine, 4/13/1977
folder 25
box 1033Speeches: Finance, 1975
folder 23
box 1033Speeches: Fishing Industry, 1976
folder 44
box 1032Speeches: Foreign Relations, 1971-73
folder 33
box 1033Speeches: Foreign Relations, 1974
folder 8
box 1033Speeches: Foreign Relations, 1975
folder 24
box 1032Speeches: Foreign Relations (folder empty), 1969-70
folder 17
box 1031Speeches: Fourth of July Celebration, Thomaston, Maine,
7/4/1978
folder 49
box 1030Speeches: Fourth of July Speech, Thomaston, Maine, 7/4/1977
folder 47
box 1030Speeches: Franklin County Democratic Dinner, West Farmington,
Maine, 12/3/1977
folder 81
box 1030Speeches: Franklin County Democratic Reception, Rangley,
Maine, 9/24/1977
folder 67
box 1031Speeches: Franklin County Potluck Supper, 10/6/1978
folder 67
box 1030Speeches: Fundraiser at the Home of John and Ruth Warner,
Dyerbrook, Maine, 7/7/1977
folder 48
Speeches: Fundraiser Reception, Washington, D.C, 5/2/1978 box 1031
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folder 32
box 1030Speeches: Glenn Fundraiser, Bangor, Maine, 9/9/1977
folder 59
box 1033Speeches: Government, 1974
folder 9
box 1031Speeches: Governor Baxter School for the Deaf, Very Special Arts
Festival, 9/30/1978
folder 66
box 1032Speeches: Governtment, 1971-73
folder 34
box 1033Speeches: Governtment, 1976
folder 45
box 1030Speeches: Guilford Kiwanis Club, Guilford, Maine, 8/16/1977
folder 54
box 1033Speeches: Handicapped, 1975
folder 25
box 1033Speeches: Handicapped, 1976
folder 46
box 1032Speeches: Health, 1965-67
folder 6
box 1033Speeches: Health, 1975
folder 26
box 1032Speeches: Health Care, 1971-73
folder 35
box 1030Speeches: Health Industry Manufacturers Association,
Washington, D.C, 10/27/1977
folder 73
box 1030Speeches: Hearing on Draft Environmental Impact Statement on
Dickey-Lincoln, Fort Kent, Maine, 10/20/1977
folder 71
box 1031Speeches: Home For Retired Women, Portland, Maine, 5/23/1978
folder 41
box 1030Speeches: Home Insulation Hearings, Washington, D.C,
11/2/1977
folder 76
Speeches: Independent Insurance Agents of Maryland,
Cockeysville, Maryland, 11/4/1977
box 1030
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folder 77
box 1030Speeches: Independent Zinc Alloyers Association, Phoenix,
Arizona, 2/26/1977
folder 20
box 1031Speeches: International Festival, Calais, Maine, 8/12/1978
folder 54
box 1030Speeches: Introduction of Peter Bradford to the Environment and
Public Works Committee, 7/25/1977
folder 51
box 1030Speeches: Introduction of Robert Bergland, Secretary of
Agriculture, Presque Isle, Maine, 11/6/1977
folder 78
box 1031Speeches: Kennebec County Democratic Committee Dance,
Augusta, Maine, 3/3/1978
folder 17
box 1030Speeches: Kiwanis Club, Auburn, Maine, 6/1/1977
folder 41
box 1031Speeches: Kiwanis Club, Bangor, Maine, 1/4/1978
folder 3
box 1031Speeches: Kiwanis Club, Rockland, Maine, 3/27/1978
folder 23
box 1032Speeches: Labor, 1965-67
folder 7
box 1033Speeches: Labor, 1975
folder 27
box 1031Speeches: Labor Institute, University of Maine, Orono, Maine (not
given), 8/21/1978
folder 56
box 1031Speeches: Launching the Argonaut, Bath Ironworks, 10/14/1978
folder 68
box 1030Speeches: Lewiston High School Students and Washington
Workshop Students, Lewiston, Maine, 4/20/1977
folder 29
box 1030Speeches: Lincoln County Democrats, Damariscotta, Maine,
8/8/1977
folder 53
box 1031Speeches: Lincoln County Democrats Dinner, Damariscotta,
Maine, 9/22/1978
folder 64
Speeches: Louis Jalbert Testimonial Dinner, Lewiston, Maine,
3/11/1978
box 1031
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folder 18
box 1030Speeches: Louisiana Press Association, New Orleans, Louisiana,
4/22/1977
folder 30
box 1031Speeches: Maine Broadcasters Convention, Portland, Maine,
9/22/1978
folder 63
box 1030Speeches: Maine County Commissioners Association, Bangor,
Maine, 9/10/1977
folder 60
box 1031Speeches: Maine County Commissioners Association, Portland,
Maine, 9/8/1978
folder 58
box 1030Speeches: Maine Education and Cultural Services (not given),
5/23/1977
folder 39
box 1030Speeches: Maine International Auto Show, Portland, Maine,
10/27/1977
folder 74
box 1030Speeches: Maine Osteopathic Association, 6/18/1977
folder 45
box 1030Speeches: Maine State Chamber of Commerce, Portland, Maine,
11/18/1977
folder 79
box 1030Speeches: Maine State Grange, Augusta, Maine, 10/28/1977
folder 75
box 1031Speeches: Maine State Nurses Association 64th Annual
Convention, Presque Isle, Maine, 9/23/1978
folder 65
box 1031Speeches: Maine Teacher's Association PACE Meeting, Presque
Isle, Maine, 8/25/1978
folder 57
box 1030Speeches: Maine Trial Lawyers Association, Portland, Maine,
10/11/1977
folder 70
box 1032Speeches: Memoranda, 1972
folder 41
box 1030Speeches: Metal Trades Council Dinner Dance, Dover, New
Hampshire, 9/3/1977
folder 57
box 1030Speeches: Metal Trades Council, Dover, New Hampshire,
1/29/1977
folder 8
Speeches: Miscellaneous, 1965-67 box 1032
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folder 8
box 1032Speeches: Miscellaneous, 1969-70
folder 18
box 1032Speeches: Miscellaneous, 1971-73
folder 36
box 1033Speeches: Miscellaneous, 1974
folder 10
box 1033Speeches: Miscellaneous, 1975
folder 28
box 1033Speeches: Miscellaneous, 1976
folder 47
box 1030Speeches: Monsanto Corporation, Washington, D.C, 9/8/1977
folder 58
box 1031Speeches: National Association of Letter Carriers, State Meeting,
Portland, Maine, 5/6/1978
folder 34
box 1030Speeches: National Association of Machine Tool Builders,
L'Enfant Plaza, Washington, D.C, 6/23/1977
folder 46
box 1031Speeches: National Council on Alcoholism in Maine, Lewiston,
Maine, 2/25/1978
folder 15
box 1031Speeches: National Indian Board, Washington, D.C, 1/15/1978
folder 7
box 1030Speeches: National School Board Association's Federal Relations
Network Conference, Washington, D.C, 2/7/1977
folder 10
box 1030Speeches: National Training Institute for Women and Alcoholism,
10/5/1977
folder 69
box 1031Speeches: National Venture Capital Association Annual Meeting,
Washington, D.C, 5/4/1978
folder 33
box 1030Speeches: New Enterprise Institute, University of Maine at
Portland-Gorham, 3/14/1977
folder 22
box 1031Speeches: Opening of the Gray Water District, East Gray, Maine,
8/18/1978
folder 55
Speeches: Orono-Old Town Kiwanis Club, Orono, Maine,
6/1/1978
box 1031
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folder 45
box 1030Speeches: Penobscot Valley Democratic Women's Club, Bangor,
Maine, 4/30/1977
folder 32
box 1033Speeches: Politics, 1975
folder 29
box 1032Speeches: Postal Service, 1965-67
folder 9
box 1032Speeches: Postal Service, 1969-70
folder 19
box 1031Speeches: Postal Workers Union State Convention, Augusta,
Maine, 5/13/1978
folder 36
box 1032Speeches: Poverty, 1965-67
folder 10
box 1032Speeches: Poverty, 1969-70
folder 20
box 1033Speeches: Rail Service, 1975
folder 30
box 1033Speeches: Recreation, 1975
folder 31
box 1031Speeches: Rockland District High School Government Class,
3/27/1978
folder 22
box 1032Speeches: Safety, 1969-70
folder 21
box 1030Speeches: San Diego City Club, San Diego, California, 2/18/1977
folder 15
box 1030Speeches: San Diego School Board, San Diego, California,
2/18/1977
folder 16
box 1031Speeches: Scottish-Irish Ethnic Association, Portland, Maine,
7/22/1978
folder 51
box 1030Speeches: Scouting Exposition, Lewiston, Maine, 2/12/1977
folder 13
Speeches: Senate Committee on Commerce, Science and
Transportation, Washington, D.C, 4/7/1977
box 1030
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folder 24
box 1030Speeches: Senate Finance Committee, Heating Oil Rebate,
9/14/1977
folder 63
box 1031Speeches: Senior Citizens of Fort Fairfield, Maine, 1/29/1978
folder 9
box 1033Speeches: Small Business, 1974
folder 11
box 1033Speeches: Small Business, 1975
folder 32
box 1031Speeches: Small Business and Tax Reform Hearings, Portland,
Maine, 2/20/1978
folder 12
box 1031Speeches: Small Business Association of New England, Auburn,
Maine, 3/31/1978
folder 25
box 1033Speeches: Social Security, 1974
folder 12
box 1030Speeches: Speech Background
folder 4
box 1030Speeches: Speech Material, 1977
folder 3
box 1035Speeches: Speech Material - Balanced Economy Development
folder 5
box 1035Speeches: Speech Material - Democrats (folder 1 of 2)
folder 6
box 1035Speeches: Speech Material - Democrats (folder 2 of 2)
folder 7
box 1035Speeches: Speech Material - Development of Middle America
folder 8
box 1035Speeches: Speech Material - Economic Imbalance
folder 9
box 1035Speeches: Speech Material - Federal Communications
Commission
folder 10
Speeches: Speech Material - Preference on Government Contacts box 1035
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folder 11
box 1035Speeches: Speech Material - Rural Development Through
Government Contracts
folder 12
box 1033Speeches: Speech Material (folder 1 of 2), 1974
folder 1
box 1035Speeches: Speech Material (folder 1 of 4)
folder 1
box 1033Speeches: Speech Material (folder 2 of 2), 1974
folder 2
box 1035Speeches: Speech Material (folder 2 of 4)
folder 2
box 1035Speeches: Speech Material (folder 3 of 4)
folder 3
box 1035Speeches: Speech Material (folder 4 of 4)
folder 4
box 1032Speeches: Speeches, 1972
folder 42
box 1031Speeches: State Democrat Convention, Portland, Maine,
4/28/1978
folder 31
box 1030Speeches: Statements (folder 1 of 2), 1977
folder 1
box 1031Speeches: Statements (folder 1 of 2), 1978
folder 1
box 1030Speeches: Statements (folder 2 of 2), 1977
folder 2
box 1031Speeches: Statements (folder 2 of 2), 1978
folder 2
box 1031Speeches: Subcommittee on Citizens and Shareholders Rights,
Washington, D.C, 2/6/1978
folder 10
box 1030Speeches: Subcommittee on Employment, Poverty and Migratory
Labor, Bangor, Maine, 4/14/1977
folder 26
Speeches: Subcommittee on Minority Enterprise and General
Oversite Committee on Small Business, 6/2/1977
box 1030
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folder 42
box 1031Speeches: Subcommittee on Program and Budget Authorization,
House Intelligence Committee, 1/14/1978
folder 6
box 1030Speeches: Synagogue Breakfast Speech, Portland, Maine,
3/6/1977
folder 21
box 1031Speeches: Task Force on Senior Citizens, Caribou, Maine,
6/5/1978
folder 46
box 1030Speeches: Tax Executives Institute, New Orleans, Louisiana,
9/26/1977
folder 68
box 1032Speeches: Taxes, 1969-70
folder 22
box 1032Speeches: Taxes, 1971-73
folder 37
box 1033Speeches: Taxes, 1975
folder 33
box 1033Speeches: Taxes, 1976
folder 48
box 1031Speeches: Taxes, Inflation, and the Economy, Oct-78
folder 69
box 1030Speeches: Testimony Before the Committee on Governmental
Affairs on the Presidential Reorganization Plan #1 of 1977,
7/26/1977 folder 52
box 1030Speeches: Textile Workers Union Dinner Dance, Lewiston,
Maine, 9/10/1977
folder 61
box 1031Speeches: The Maine Chapter American Legion, Washington,
D.C, 2/21/1978
folder 13
box 1033Speeches: Tourism, 1976
folder 49
box 1030Speeches: Town Meeting, Veazie, Maine, 2/19/1977
folder 17
box 1032Speeches: Trade, 1969-70
folder 23
Speeches: Trade, 1971-73 box 1032
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folder 38
box 1033Speeches: Trade, 1974
folder 13
box 1033Speeches: Trade, 1976
folder 50
box 1032Speeches: Transportation, 1971-73
folder 39
box 1031Speeches: U.S. Steelworkers of America Political Action
Committee, New York City, 4/10/1978
folder 28
box 1030Speeches: Union Label Day Parade, Waterville, Maine, 9/10/1977
folder 62
box 1030Speeches: United Nations Ball, Portland, Maine, 10/22/1977
folder 72
box 1031Speeches: United Paperworkers, Boston, Massachusetts, 4/3/1978
folder 27
box 1030Speeches: United States Air Force, Proposed Reduction of Loring,
Limestone, Maine, 7/7/1977
folder 49
box 1030Speeches: United States Jaycees Governmental Affairs Leadership
Seminar, Washington, D.C, 9/15/1977
folder 64
box 1030Speeches: University of Maine, Bureau of Continuing Education,
Telelecture, 12/13/1977
folder 82
box 1030Speeches: V.F.W. Convention, Old Orchard Beach, Maine,
6/11/1977
folder 43
box 1032Speeches: Veterans, 1965-67
folder 11
box 1032Speeches: Veterans, 1969-70
folder 24
box 1032Speeches: Veterans, 1971-73
folder 40
box 1033Speeches: Veterans, 1974
folder 14
Speeches: Veterans, 1975 box 1033
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folder 34
box 1033Speeches: Veterans Administration, 1976
folder 51
box 1031Speeches: VFW and Ladies Auxiliary, Skowhegan, Maine,
6/10/1978
folder 47
box 1031Speeches: Waldo County Candidate's Luncheon, Belfast, Maine,
5/20/1978
folder 40
box 1031Speeches: Westbrook Rotary Club, 1/10/1978
folder 5
box 1031Speeches: Western Older Citizens, Livermore Falls, Maine,
9/15/1978
folder 59
box 1030Speeches: William Rogers Dinner, Auburn, Maine, 3/28/1977
folder 23
box 1030Speeches: WWAV Radio Station Opening, Auburn, Maine,
2/7/1977
folder 11
box 1030Speeches: York County Sheriff's Field Day, Acton, Maine,
9/18/1977
folder 66
box 1031Speeches: York High School, York, Maine, 5/25/1978
folder 42
box 1031Speeches: Young Democrats State Convention, Augusta, Maine,
4/1/1978
folder 26
box 1031Speeches: Young Small Business People, Bangor, Maine,
3/23/1978
folder 20
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Statements
Title/Description Instances
box 1034Statements, 1973
folder 1
box 1034Statements, 1974
folder 2
Statements, 1975 box 1034
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folder 3
box 1034Statements - Committee Statements Testimony, 1976
folder 4
box 1034Statements - Finance, Taxes - HR 10612, June 10-30, 1976
folder 5
box 1034Statements - Foreign Relations, Jan-March 1976
folder 6
box 1034Statements - Foreign Relations, April-Dec. 1976
folder 7
box 1034Statements - Foreign Relations, Africa
folder 8
box 1034Statements - Foreign Relations, Foreign Aid
folder 9
box 1034Statements - Foreign Relations, Middle East
folder 11
box 1034Statements - Foreign Relations, Panama
folder 10
box 1034Statements - Government Operations, Jan-May 1976
folder 12
box 1034Statements - Government Operations, June-Dec. 1976
folder 13
box 1034Statements - Government Operations, Regulatory Reform
folder 14
box 1034Statements - Indochina
folder 15
box 1034Statements - Interior and Insular Affairs
folder 16
box 1034Statements - Interstate and Foreign Commerce
folder 17
box 1034Statements - South Asia
folder 18
Statements - Soviet Union and Eastern Europe box 1034
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folder 19
box 1034Statements - Subversive Activities
folder 20
box 1034Statements - Technology Assessment (folder 1 of 2)
folder 21
box 1034Statements - Technology Assessment (folder 2 of 2)
folder 22
box 1034Statements - Trade Policy
folder 23
box 1034Statements - United Nations
folder 24
box 1034Statements - Women's Rights
folder 25
Statements. Cohen, Kyros, Muskie box 1148
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Taxes
Title/Description Instances
Tax. Tie-in with state tax box 1107
Taxes. General box 1107
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Utilities
Title/Description Instances
Utilities box 1107
Utility rate reform box 1107
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Veterans Affairs
Title/Description Instances
Veterans Affairs Committee box 1148
Veterans Affairs. Bill
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box 1108
Veterans Affairs. CSPUs box 1108
Veterans Affairs. Disabled American veterans speech, 2-Aug-75 box 1108
Veterans Affairs. Education benefits box 1108
Veterans Affairs. Judicial review box 1108
Veterans Affairs. Letters box 1108
Veterans Affairs. Pensions box 1108
Veterans Affairs. Two folders box 1108
Veterans. Two folders box 1107
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Vietnam
Title/Description Instances
Vietnam trip. Two folders box 1108
Vietnam box 1148
Vietnam. Two folders box 1108
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Water pollution
Title/Description Instances
Water and power resources. General box 1109
Water pollution bill. Two folders box 1109
Water Pollution Control Act. General box 1109
Water pollution. Sewage treatment box 1109
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Wilderness
Title/Description Instances
Wild and scenic rivers box 1109
Wilderness. S3433 box 1109
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Women
Title/Description Instances
Women at West Point box 1109
Women in service academies. Amendment to S.920, military
procurement
box 1109
Women box 1148
Women's Bureau. Publications and bibliography box 1109
Women's right box 1109
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Miscellaneous
Title/Description Instances
box 1036Absolute Liability Amendment
folder 3
"Situs" legislation. Two folders box 1102
box 1047Dunlop Bill, Vetoed as Part of Situs Bill, 1975
folder 19
Impoundment box 1077
Impoundment box 1146
Select Committee on Nutrition and Human Needs box 1147
Select Committee on Small Business box 1147
box 1036A.S.K. Cases
folder 1
box 1036Ad hoc Committee on the Mint
folder 4
box 1036Administration Releases
folder 5
box 1037Amateur Athletic Act
folder 13
American Fishing Tackle Manufacturers Association box 1037
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folder 14
box 1037Anti-Trust
folder 16
box 1038Art and Humanities - Second Session, Yellow Copies
folder 23
box 1038Autos
folder 24
box 1040Better Communities Act, 1973
folder 1
box 1040Bigelow Laboratory
folder 2
box 1040Binary Nerve Gas
folder 5
box 1040Book Exceptional and Problem Children Achievement
folder 6
box 1040Book Unemployment of the "Well Educated"
folder 7
box 1072Briefing Book - Subcommittee on Government Procurement
Hearings, 21-May-74
folder 7
Burrowes Manufacturing Company box 1144
box 1040Business
folder 12
box 1040Butterfield
folder 13
box 1042Central Arizona Indian Water Resources Act
folder 1
box 1042Chicken Feed
folder 2
box 1042China
folder 6
box 1042Civil Rights
folder 7
Co - sponsorships withdrawn, co-sponsorships never announced,
and other nasty tidbits
box 1144
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box 1044Commissioners
folder 1
box 1044Communications
folder 2
Conflict of interest bill box 1144
Corridor road box 1144
box 1046Corruption - G.O.P
folder 1
box 1046Co-Sponsorship Passed Up
folder 2
box 1046Cost of Living Council
folder 3
box 1046Council on wage and Price Stability
folder 4
box 1046County Jails
folder 5
box 1046Credit Allocation
folder 6
box 1046Credit Crunch
folder 7
box 1046Customs, Duty Free Shops
folder 17
box 1046Daylight Savings
folder 18
box 1046Deepwater Ports
folder 19
box 1047Department of Environment and Technology Assessment
folder 7
box 1047Development Bank
folder 8
Development corporation 10% reserve on loans box 1144
Dickey committee box 1144
District of Columbia box 1047
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folder 15
box 1047Ditchley Foundation Conference
folder 16
box 1047Drugs
folder 18
box 1062Equal Rights Amendment
folder 7
box 1062Ethics - Select Committee
folder 8
box 1062Executive Nominees
folder 9
box 1062Executive Reorganization
folder 10
box 1063Fair Credit Reporting Act
folder 9
box 1063Fairness Doctrine - Press
folder 10
box 1047Federal Disposition of Unclaimed Property Act of 1973, 1973
folder 14
box 1063Federal National Mortgage Association
folder 16
box 1063Fenno File
folder 17
box 1066Fire Protection
folder 5
Ford decontrol box 1145
Forrestal resolution box 1145
box 1069Gartley, Mark
folder 4
box 1069General Information
folder 6
Humanities subcommittee box 1077
Hunt commission box 1077
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Immigration and naturalization box 1077
Impacted areas. Public Law 874 box 1077
Incomes of women box 1077
Insecticides box 1077
J/C congressional operations box 1146
Jackson amendment box 1146
box 1047John Doyle, 6-Oct-77
folder 17
Joint Committee on Congressional Operations. Bills box 1079
Jones Act. Repeal box 1079
Justin, S.T. Hsu. H.R. 5047 box 1146
Juvenile delinquency. Two folders box 1081
Land and water conservation fund box 1086
Land use and urban growth box 1086
LEAA. Law Enforcement Assistance Agency box 1081
Libel law box 1086
Line of business reporting program, Federal Trade Commission box 1086
Materials for 1978, 1978 box 1087
Members of Congress for Peace Through Law. World peace box 1087
Memoranda, 1973 box 1146
Metric system box 1090
Middle East conference, London, Jan-68 box 1090
Miscellaneous files box 1149
Miscellaneous files (not listed) box1150-1194
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Miscellaneous legislation box 1091
Miscellaneous small memos box 1091
Miscellaneous box 1091
Missing in action box 1091
Monks, Robert A box 1091
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Monopoly box 1091
Nader' s raiders box 1091
NASA. Apollo, Suyex, ERTS, Nimbus projects box 1091
National Association of Chemical Distributors Product Liability
Conference, October 15, 1976, Washington, D.C. Notebook
box 1146
National center. S.2606 box 1091
National Defense Education Act box 1091
National Humanities Foundation box 1091
National securities market system box 1091
National Transportation Safety Board box 1092
NDEA. National Defense Education Act box 1091
New England congressional caucus and council box 1092
New River dam box 1092
OSHA. Migratory labor box 1093
Outer continental shelf box 1094
Oversight box 1094
Parks and recreation. General box 1095
box 1072Pending
folder 6
PLP, 1976 box 1148
Political box 1095
President and congress box 1095
Press releases box 1095
Prisons and crime box 1095
Progress reports box 1096
Public employees unions box 1097
Public lands. General box 1097
Race relations and civil rights box 1099
Reorganization. Committee on committees box 1100
Resources, references. Miscellaneous box 1101
Rural investment incentive box 1101
Science and astronautics. Bills box 1102
Sea grant
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box 1103
Seat belts, helmets, air bags box 1103
Select committees. General box 1103
Separation of Powers box 1147
Shellfish sanitation. Regulations, FDA box 1103
Smith, Margaret Chase. Senate voting records box 1105
Social security. Mondale box 1105
Solar energy box 1105
Special revenue sharing box 1106
Steel price increase box 1106
Stevenson committee box 1106
Summary of finance. Energy as of 1981 box 1148
Summerhill U.S.A.. Followers box 1106
Supplemental security income, disabled children's amendment box 1106
Surface transportation. General box 1106
Taft-Hartley Act, repeal of 14b box 1107
Taipei, Taiwan. American embassy visitors kit box 1107
Thailand. United States military assistance command box 1107
Title III box 1148
box 1070Town of Bar Harbor Local Public Works Capital Development
and Investment Program Application
folder 8
Traffic data center box 1107
Training and manpower policy employers' confederation,
Tuesday, January 11, 1966
box 1107
Treasury Department box 1107
Trieste trip, Oct-67 box 1107
Unemployment compensation box 1107
Urban affairs box 1107
Wage and Price Council. Extension, S.409 box 1109
Watergate, impeachment, etc box 1109
Weeks, Lowell. Miscellaneous box 1109
Welfare box 1109
White House conferences. Research box 1109
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Windfall Profits Tax Bill box 1109
Workman's compensation box 1109
Youth employment box 1109
Youth vote box 1109
Zankov, Professor box 1109
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